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EDITOR’S PREFACE

great eclipse of 1842 marked the dawn of a

golden age of physical research upon the Sun,

and the conclusion of a half-century of significant

research forms a fitting epoch for summarizing sa-

lient results in review. Advantage has been taken

of this opportunity to present the attractive features

of remote eclipses
;
and the connection of those in

early, mediaeval, and later centuries with contem-

porary history will, it is hoped, add new interest to

astronomical events already widely celebrated. The
abundant references have been critically verified in

the libraries of Amherst College, of the American

Academy of Arts and Sciences, Boston, of Harvard

College Observatory, and in the Newberry Library,

Chicago.

Necessarily the ample illustrations have been

chosen from a wide field. Particular attention is

called to the collection of coronas of the different

eclipses. Especial care has been bestowed upon

the chart of eclipse tracks in the future. On pages

224-226 will be found biographic sketches of Sir
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George Airy, F. W. Bessfx, Father Perry, and

F'ather Secchi, the distinguished astronomers whose

portraits appear in the present volume.

Courteous acknowledgment is due The Century

Company for the frontispiece, and the illustrations

on pages 171, 177, 208, 209, and 21 1, and for per-

mission to use portions of articles by the author and

myself previously published in St Nicholas and The

Century Magazine

;

to Sir Robert Ball’s Atlas of

Astronomy

y

for the excellent diagram of eclipses on

page IS ;
to Professor Langley and the publishers

of his New Astronomy^ for the cuts of the corona

on pages 53 and 60; to the editor of The ForuiUy for

the use of my article on * Modern Eclipse Problems
'

(July, 1890); to Professor Payne, editor of Astron-

omy and Astro-Physics, for a number of electrotypes

kindly lent; and to Professor Holden, for the corona

of 1893, on page 75.

Also I desire to thank Professor Young for ex-

amining the proof-sheets of the entire book, and

making many valuable suggestions.

Amherst College Observatory,

yanmry 1894 .

DAVID P. TODD.



PREFATORY NOTE

T^OTAL eclipses of the Sun, always occasions

for stir in the astronomical world, have nowa-

days hardly less interest to people in general, though

in a different way.

The present volume is not written for astronomers,

much less for eclipse experts, but to give very un-

professional information to those without technical

knowledge, who are yet curious as to these strangely

impressive phenomena, — and with the hope, too, of

creating farther intelligent interest.

Whatever in Professor Todd’S writing, published

or unpublished, could serve my purpose, I have

summarily appropriated, — pilfering generally con-

fined to a paragraph merely, though occasionally

more. As he must have recognized sentences of

his own here and there while reading the proof

with me, and has indulgently made nq comment,

I take this opportunity to tender him grateful ap-

preciation for a silent generosity.

Also my thanks arc due William Hayes
Ward for numerous archaeological references, and
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Professor Edwin A. GrosvenOR for kindly veri-

fying historical allusions.

Nor is it less a pleasure to mention that, with

her permission, the cover is ornamented with a

charming design by my friend PIUGGINS, the

gifted wife of D^' William Huggins, F. R. S., of

London.

MABEL LOOMIS TODD.

Amherst, Massachusetts,

October 1893 .
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total eclipses of the sun

CHAPTER I

^CL//>SES AND ECLIPSE TRACKS IN GENERAL

As when the Sun, a crescent of eclipse,

Dreams over lake and lawn, and isles and capes.

Tennyson’s Vision of Sin.

immortal schoolboy first noticed the curious
fact that all the large rivers in his Geography flowed

pa.st the largest cities?

Rivers may have this obliging peculiarity, but the devious
pa.ths of total solar eclipses upon the EartlTs surface do not
follow so desirable a precedent Indeed, it often seems
tlTa.t celestial happenings deign to be seen only from the
txiost inaccessible parts of our globe.

frequently the long tracks of eclipses lie almost wholly
cioross oceans, touching no land except perhaps the oiit-

slcirts of some barren or savage island
; and no device for

securing accurate astronomical observations from the deck
of a ship has yet been perfected. Alaska, Labrador, West
Africa, the summit of Pike’s Peak, a coral atoll in the Pacific,
a.re but a few of the remote localities whither astronomers
liave gone to view a total obscuration of the Sun.
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The path of an eclipse, while thousands of miles long, is

rarely over 140 miles wide, and can never be more than 167

miles in breadth. For the best observations of tlie total

phase, one must place himself very nearly in the middle of

this path
;
so with every eclipse there is a long line of points

from which the Sun is seen to be exactly covered by the

Moon, — not from all at the same time, but from one after

the other, as the Moon’s shadow trails easterly over the

surface of the Earth. All along this narrow track of antici-

pated darkness assemble in our day astronomers of many
nationalities, scattering throughout its land extent in pictu-

resque precision. The regions of the world visited by the

important eclipses of the last half-century are shown on

page 221.

No indication of modern astronomical progress is more

instructive than the change in the attitude of scientific men
toward eclipses of the Sun. Little more than a half-century

ago, astronomers rarely went from home for the observation

of even a total solar eclipse
;

if the tracks of these phenom-

ena happened to lie near at hand, the merely geometric

phases were watched and measured, but that was all. The
great revolution in the study of the heavens wrought by the

introduction of spectroscope, camera, polariscope, and bo-

lometer had not yet taken place ; the science of astro-physics

was hardly dreamed of. How different now ! Rarely does a

total eclipse take place without the notice of the chief govern-

ments of the world, which vie with one another in equipping

expeditions with costly and specialized apparatus for attack-

ing the great variety of problems pertaining to the Sun, his

physical properties and surroundings. Formerly of use to

the mathematical astronomer chiefly in correcting the tables

of solar and lunar motions, or in evaluating unknown longi*
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tildes of places on the Earth, solar eclipses are now observer 1

for the most part by the astro-physicist for the knowledg'C

afforded as to the Sun’s constitution and radiations.

The wide utility of all this research, in its bearing upoia

meteorology and terrestrial physics, not to say ultimately

upon the possible direct employ of solar heat for industrial

purposes, is now so fully recognized that the astronomer

devotes himself assiduously to the task of acquiiing every
possible fact about the Sun, and is larely interrupted by the
sordid inquiry, ‘ What ’s the use ?

’

To realize how eclipses actually take place, it is only ne-
cessary to remember that, when walking along a shadeless

country road some blazing August noon, one’s shadow per-
sistently follows. No less do all planets and satellites cast
shadows in space which attend them as unerringly. TToe
Sun being larger than these spherical bodies, their shad-
ows are obviously conical, their length depending upon the
size of the sphere and its distance from the Sun. ‘ If inter-

planetary space were slightly dusty,’ says Professor Youno,
‘we should see, accompanying the Earth and Moon and
each of the planets, a long black shadow projecting behind
it and travelling with it.’ But under existing conditions

we are never conscious of it, except as the satellites occa-
sionally drop into the shadow of their primary bodies, or
when, perchance, a satellite, coming in between its pri-

mary and the Sun, projects its own shadow upon the planet

itself.

To instance Jupiter : his moons frequently pass through
the great shadow of the planet, and cause the lunar eclipses

whose accurate observation enables the solution of many
astronomical problems. When on the opposite side of the
planet these little satellites are seen to cast their shadows
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upon his giant disk as minute dark spots, which, gradu-

ally moving across it, are called ‘ transits of the shadows.’

Could the eye then be transported to Jupiter, exactly within

this tiny spot there would be visible a total eclipse of the

Sund

Bringing the illustiation to our own Earth and Moon, it

will easily be seen how eclipses actually occur from our ter-

restriakpomt of view. The lunar eclipse

is due simply to the Moon’s dropping

into the Earth’s shadow, and must p'p ^

therefore ahvays take place at or near

full moon; but the solar eclipse, oc-
^

curring only at the time of new moon,
^

''

is obviously caused by the direct physi-

cal intervention of our satellite, and is
Eclipse tux

visible only in those legions where the (Knobfl)
Moon happens for the time to shut off

the Sun’s light. In both lunar and solar eclipses, Sun,

Moon, and Earth are in line, or nearly so
; but while in

the former case the Earth is in the middle, in the latter

the Moon occupies the intermediate position.

As one contemplates the relative size of Sun, Moon, and

Earth, it may seem strange that a body so tiny as our

satellite can completely blot out, even for a minute, an

SoLVR Eclipse tux

Jupiter, i8 Feb.

1874 (Knobel)

1 It IS no unusual thing for two such solar eclipses to happen

upon Jupiter at the same time (though of course not at the same

place), caused by two different moons. Indeed, a double instance

of this will occur in the forenoon, 5th April 1896 First, satellites

II and IV are simultaneously eclipsing the Sun for 53 minutes, and

shortly after, I and IV perform the same evolution for more than

two hours together,— three separate total eclipses of the Sun com-

pletely taking place in seven hours, or less than one of Jupiter’s days.

How much the favored Jovians ought to know about the corona!
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object so vast as the Sun
;
but while 400 times smaller in

diameter, the Moon is almost 400 times nearer to us, so that

both appear to be very nearly the same in size. Their dis-

tances as indicated in the opposite diagram are on precisely

the same scale as the sizes of the bodies.

As the Moon moves in its orbit from west toward east,

solar eclipses always begin on the west side of the Sun,

where the ^ first contact ’ must take place. It is, of course,

not difficult to simulate mechanically, with reasonable pre-

cision, all the varied conditions of eclipses. Many such

machines have been constructed to represent these phe-

nomena and the manner of their occurrence, although the

adjoining illustration of the relative distances and sizes of

Sun, Moon, and Earth shows that a mechanical model in

true proportion is wholly impossible.^

It matters little whether we regard the point of view of

the savage, who is awe-struck because he does not know
what terrific happenings such a spectacle may forebode,

or that of the astronomer, who by dint of much travelling

by sea and by land may many times have observed the

Sun entirely obscured, and knows there is nothing to fear,

^ The earliest was perhaps Roemer’s ‘ Planisphere pour les

Eclipses, iiivente pai lui,’ Machines et Inventions appronvks par
eAcademic It’S Sciences, i. 85 (Pans, 1735). Then Segner’s ‘ Ma-
china ad Eclipses Terrae repraesentandas,’ Philosophical Transactions,

1741, p. 781 ;
and Ferguson’s ‘ Piece of Mechanism contrived foi

exhibiting the time, duration, and quantity of solar eclipse in all

places of the Earth,’ Philosophical Transactions, 1754, p. 520. The
astronomical mechanicians of Italy, too, have toiled in this field,

Vekeziani, for example, describing his ‘ Macchina pel cui mezzo si

predice 1 ’ avenimento di ecclissi del Sole e della Luna,’ Mem. di

Maternal, e di Fiszca Sac. Jtal. Modena, xiii (1807), 9; and numerous
others have applied their talents to this simple method of illus-

trating eclipses.
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a total solar eclipse is a most imposing natiii'al phenome-

non. Neither does it occur with sufficient frequency to

become at all monotonous. For the Earth generally, the

number of total eclipses will average nearly 70 to the

century. But an octogenarian stay-at-home may count

himself fortunate if he sees even a single eclipse that is

total, or nearly so. This, however, will depend very much
upon where that home is. Should it have been the island

of Blanquilla, off the northern coast of Venezuela, he might

have seen two total eclipses in a little over three years

(1886 and 1889/;); if the Yellowstone National Park, two

within twelve years (1878 and 1889 a)

;

but had he been

born in Boston or New York in the latter part of the

1 8th century, he might live through the whole of the 19th

and a long way into the 20th, and yet, so far as eclipse-

seeing is concerned, have viewed but one
; while in London

in 1715 no total eclipse had been visible for nearly six

centuries.

When, however, veiy long periods of time are consid-

ered, and large areas of the Earth’s surface, like Australia or

the North American continent, little difference is found in

the number of total eclipses
;
one section of the globe is

visited by the lunar shadow about as often as another,

although the durations of totality will be quite various.

Could the observer be ubiquitous, he might thus see the

Sun’s corona twice every three years
;
but taking general

averages, and recalling the comparatively narrow belt of

total eclipse, it will be found that every spot on the globe

is likely to come within the range of the Moon’s shadow

but once in about three and one half centuries.

That circumstance of a solar eclipse most attractive to

the astronomer of the present day is the length of total
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obscurity. By some celestial mishap this can never be so

long as eight minutes. As an average, three minutes will

more than cover the length of total phase
;
and for astrono-

mers and physicists, who are perplexed in their attempts to

unravel the labyrinth of mysteries surrounding the Sun

which the kindly intervention of the dark Moon discloses,

these brief moments are all too short. Unfortunately the

best eclipses always occur near the Earth’s equator; for

while the lunar shadow sweeps easterly across our planet

with a velocity somewhat exceeding 2,000 miles in a minute,

an observer on the equator is, by the Earth’s rotation, also

carried eastward, but at a velocity about one half as great.

The nearer he is to either terrestrial pole, the slower he

goes, and thus the sooner will the Moon’s shadow overtake

and pass him by, and the-shorter will be his time of viewing

the Sun entirely covered.

A few figures will reveal something of the celestial odds

with which the astronomer must contend. To save the

accusation of taking unfair advantage of Earth and Moon,

5,000 miles may be allowed for the length of each eclipse

track. Then, if this path be quite thickly strewn with as-

tronomers and telescopes, at least one every hundred miles,

scientific men would never be charged with wasting their

opportunities. But how much solid watching of the corona

would this ideal condition of things afford? A little more

than one week’s time in a whole century
;
while, as a matter

of fact, if due allowance be made for the fondness of these

tracks for lying across oceans, and the really small number
of observers able to locate along any eclipse line and engage

in effective research, a week of slender opportunities must

be scaled down to something like a single day in the course

of 100 years. Indeed, the accidents of cloud interference
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farther reduce this one half. Hence the importance of

utilizing every such phenomenon to the utmost.

Before proceeding to the farther consideration of total

eclipses, other solar obscurations by the Moon may be

spoken of, but briefl}'”. Most important of them are the

annular eclipses, averaging seven in eight years. Recalling

Jupiter again, and remembering that his satellites are about

the same in size as our own Moon, the greater distance of

these bodies from the Sim makes their shadows so much

longer than our Moon’s that they always reach flxr beyond

Jupiter. Solar eclipses seen from the giant planet, therefore,

are always total.

The average length of the Moon’s shadow is 232,000

miles, varying part of this distance each way. But the

lunar orbit is elliptical, not circular, and the distance of the

Moon’s centre from the surface of the Earth ranges between

218,000 and 249,000 miles. Now, if the Moon is at or

near apogee, its shadow falls a little short of the Earth, its

apparent diameter is less than the Sun’s, and so does not

quite cover it. Instead of dense darkness, then, a brilliant

ring, or annulus, of true sunlight actually surrounds the

lunar ball, making a beautiful and striking spectacle.

Very early accounts of such phenomena are of no special

value, but three or four are worth a passing paragraph.

Sir David Brewster found that an annular eclipse took

place, 5th August 1263, which is picturesquely connected

with an event in Scottish history. King Haco having

sailed from Belgium with a Norse fleet to punish the King

of Scotland, put in at Ronaldsvoe in Orkney, subject to

him at that time. About one o’clock ‘ the sun appeared as

a thin, bright ring,’ — an evil portent for King Haco, as he

was defeated two months later at Largo, and the Hebrides

were annexed to Scotland.
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The Sun in Annui.ar Eglh^se, 1854

{
Da^mrrotyped by Alexander)

An eclipse of this interesting type was widely observed

throughout Europe, 7th September 1820, particularly by
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Baily^ and Nicolai/ It was during an annular eclipse,

i5tli May 1836, that Baily first vividly portrayed the 'beads
’

named for him, an appearance described in a subsequent

chapter. Also Bkssel made critical observations on this

occasion at Konigsberg/ An eclipse of the Sun, annular

in a line from Ogdensburg, New Yoik, to Boston, occurred

26th May 1854. Alexander of Princeton obtained fine

daguerrotype impressions in several phases, reproduced on
the preceding page, one showing the annulus practically

perfect.®

Another eclipse of this nature occurred, 15th Marcia

1858, the central line passing across P^ngland from Dorset

to Lincoln. During the time of greatest obscuration the

darkness was not very intense, though sufficiently marked
to affect birds and animals, rooks and starlings taking flight

in flocks to their night quarters, while the gloom and silence

suggested an approaching thunder-storm. The annulus was

very brief in duration, only ten seconds
; but observations

of the corona would perhaps have been possible had not

the sky been densely clouded nearly everywhere. No one

® Me7noirs Royal Astronomical Society^ i. (1822), 135.
4 Bode’s Jahrbitch, 1823.

® Astro7i07tiische N’ackrichten^ No. 330.

® Gould’s AstrmomicalJour^zal^ iv. 1 5. It will be observed that

annular eclipses, as well as total ones, have definite tracks of visi-

bility, where the ‘ negative shadow ’ (or shadow produced by extend-

ing its lines beyond their intersection at the vertex of the true

shadow) trails acioss the Earth. It may have a greater breadth

than the true shadow, the diameter of its section by the Earth

somewhat exceeding 200 miles in extreme cases. Exactly on the

northern and southern limits of the annulus path, the greatest

eclipse will appear like Nos. 2 and 5, while just outside this path

the crescent is better shown by No. 3, or perhaps by No. i.
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examining Webber’s account’^ of the ‘ luminous drops/ and

IkiLY’s exhaustive paper,^ together with the testimony of

more recent observeis, can feel at all sure that Baily’s

Beads have no mystery inviting farther investigation. Here

annular eclipses compete effectively with total ones, whose

greatei oppoilunities laiely admit that careful attention to

minor phenomena, the full elucidation of which often re-

ciuires the most ciitical observation. Annular eclipses,

generally regarded as insignificant celestial phenomena,

have received very little notice in the past. In comparison

with the imposing spectacle of a total daikcmng of the Sun,

the annulus seems entitled to interest the average observer

but little
\

it is, however, quite possible that the rapid devel-

opment of new methods in eclipse research may lead to the

scientific observation of annular eclipses with that method-

ical care now bestowed upon total ones.®

" Memoirs American ricademy Arts and Sciences^ ii. (1793), 20.

Account of the Annular Eclipse, 3cl April 1791.

^ Memoirs Royal Astronomical Society, x. (1838), i.

^ The notion that annulai eclipses are inclitferent affaiis has cer-

tainly been helped along by the incoirect diagrams of them in many

astronomical tieatises, with semidiameters of Sun and Moon decep-

tively out of proportion. Sometimes the Moon is drawn only three

quai'teih the diameter of the Sun, thus conveying the impression

that a very laige amount of sunlight is unextingiiished along the

path of cential eclipse. In point of fact, the greatest breadth the

annulus can have, under extreme circumstances, is only about

a minute and a half of arc, or less than one twentieth the Sun’s

apparent diameter
;
while not infiequently the eclipse marked ‘an-

nular ’in the almanacs barely escapes being total. It seems very

possible that a strongly developed corona may be seen on such occa-

sions
;
indeed, it is quite probable, if we regaid the cxpeiience of

many observers who have followed the corona after the total

phase. At such limes, the duration of the annulus is of couise very

short; but the doubling of opportunities for observing the solar
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kit there is a curious and raier type of eclipse, a combi-

ion of the two already considered. Such an occurrence

)eculiar enough to warrant a slight description. Phe-

nena of this character, heretofoie I'ather useless, are

'thy of more attention on the part of astronomers in

future. As already explained, when the size and dis-

ce of Sun and Moon happen to be so related that the

tex of the Moon’s long conical shadow falls a little short

the Earth, the phenomena of the annular eclipse follow,

ifined to a terrestrial track much broadei than a totality-

h. Solar eclipses may of course take place at any

iaiice of the Moon from the Earth. But the celestial

chanism is much more delicately adjusted than is per-

)S usually imagined. On rare occasions that portion of

Plarth nearest the Moon cuts off only a few hundred

es at the very apex of the lunar shadow. 'Ihe diameter

our globe being thousands of miles, and its surface curv-

3na is worth striving for. Available annular eclipse.s near the

sent time occur as follow :
—

3, October 9, visible in the Ancles of Peru, though neai sunset

;

4, April 6, India (annulus 12® duiation), just east of Calcutta;

7, February i, Northwestern South Ameiica (Colombia);

7, July 29, visible in the West Indies

;

o, November 22, South Africa, from Angola to Madagascar.

aniiLilar eclipse visits the United States till 38th June 1908,

jit one may be well seen in Florida Ihe exact interposition

the Moon gives annulai eclipses almost equal value with total

!S, for reseaich upon the varied conditions of solar radiations

er than light and heat,— helds of investigation hardly yet entei eel.

; in particular does the weakened illumination of the annulus

3rd favorable opportunity for testing a method [vide Chaptei V.)

s that of Huggins, aiming to photograph the corona in

sunlight. — D. P> T.
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ing rapidly away, there must evidently be points, both east

and west of the middle eclipse, which the lunar shadow

would fail to reach, — a relation of Sun, Moon, and Earth

perfectly shown in the lower right-hand figuie underneath.

What results from such an unusual conjunction of circum-

(1 )
Moon’s Shadow ou'r oi<f itv Karih (Totat. Solar Eclipse)

(2) Moon’s Shadow does nop rea(Ui Earth (Annular Eclipse)

(3) Moon in Earth’s Shadow (Topal Lunar Eclipse)

(4) Moon’s Shadow JUST reaches V.K\m\ [Total Solar Eclipse in

Middle ofPath, hut Annular at both Ends)

stances? An oddity in eclipses, indeed,— total in the

middle of its track and annular at both ends. Such an

event took place, 12th December 1890, called by the

almanacs, for lack of a better name, a ' central eclipse.’

EYom Madagascar, New Zealand, and the greater part of

Australia the obscuration was only partial, and not differ-

ent from the average occurrence of this character. But a

little to the north of Mauritius began the annular phase.

From this point southeasterly ran the track within which
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the solar ring was visible, the area becoming narrower

and narrower, until a point was reached about 1600 miles

west of Cape Leeuwin, Australia. Meie the veitcx of the

shadow first impinged on the suifixre of the ICarth
j
and an

observer, had he been there when the shadow came along,

would have seen the end of a total eclipse follow hard upon

its beginning: the Moon would giadually have reduced the

Sun to the darkness of late twilight, followed suddenly

by an extraordinarily bright corona, though only for an

instant, when its structure would have faded rapidly, oblit-

, crated by the retuining effulgence of true sunlight.

Partial eclipses, though of little scientific value, have

interesting features of their own, sometimes showing all the

attendant phenomena of entire obscuiation, except the total

])hase. If the Sun’s disk is more than half covered, there

I

is the same weird light, always wan and unnatural, of a

1
quality quite different from mere twilight, and growing

|l constantly duskier, — crescents underneath dense foliage,

I — half indifferent spectators gazing sunward through glass

I

smoked to varying degrees of sootiness, — the crescen-

j

tic Sun growing momentarily narrower, — a curious yet

j

apathetic crowd surrounding the telcscope-nian in the

f public park : — to the casual eye, this is all.^’^ At the

I

• Tn a paper commimicated to the Royal Astronomical Society

t by Wollaston, giving observations of the partial eclipse of 26th

i Apiil 1827, at Benares, the author says: * I cannot avoid remarking

how erroneous the Hindu calculations of this eclipse have proved

in the time. Three Pundits in the town gave me diagrams of it,

worked out, I believe, from the (Irabalaghava rules; and from

these it appears that the Hindu calculation places the eclipse half

an hour too early. But the Pundits explained that this proceeds

from their employing an abridged method of compulation, instead
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(iliMiTaturit's within the wide area where the partial eclipse

is visil>K\ often 5,000 miles in breadth, the astronomers are

ri‘C‘oniin|» the ‘ contacts,’ perhaps optically, and with suit-

ahl<‘ <,*ycpic('o appliances viewing the San directly, or with

its image |n*ojected upon a sc'recn ; or perhaps watching

with a spcdroscope at the (Titical point of the Sun’s limb

by Fisjfcssor VouNtJ’s new method, to glimpse the first

mcment when the Moon’s edge impinges upon it; or at in-

tcivaK making pliotogrnphs for suhseciuent measurement;

ur if then' are spots, noting (uitieally their occultation by the

lunar disk, to set‘ whether any distortion of the delicate de-

tails may not indi<'ate slight tra('e of a lunar atmosphere.

lint wht‘ther total, annular, or partial, no eclipse of the

Sun is without its mv to the astronomer, alert with eager

apparatus Ity (picstion the silent sky.

ia>in|', thunigh tlu* tisUous pu)ci*ss of the wSuiya SicUl‘hanta,

whali wotiltl <H’» tipy IS hays,' — AVja/ Agronomical

Scihiw iii. (nS.Mp, jSS.



ciiAri'KR ir

DESCKrPT/O.V OF A TOTAl. F.CIJPSE

Roses h.ivo tliorns, and silv(‘r loimtuins nmd ;

Clouds and eclipses stain hotli Moon atnl Sim,

SlIAKICSI’IiAKI''’S SoJind^, XXXV.

ONCE I heard a distinguished astronomer say that lu*

had never seen a total cclii)se of tlie SuUj a, state-

ment difficult for me to understand, since within my own^

recollection he had been in charge of several expedition*^

for the express purpose of phuhng liimself and his instru-

ments well within the Moon’s shadow. lie must have seen

my look of incredulity, for he continued cjuietly, ‘ Because

I have always been too busy in observing them.’

The distinction is quite clear. To all spedators, civili/.tnf

or savage, scientist or layman, a total celijise is wondcrA|f

and most impressive. But the precise second of tlie ‘ con-

tacts,^ the photograph plates with their dark room, tlu*

telescopic search for intra-meicurian ]>lanels, and the seort*

of other special points engrossing the astronomer’s mind

and eyes and fingers during the jn'ceious and far loo britd’

moments of totality leave no time for the merely spectacular

to enthral him. However, that even the jirofessional astron

omer might sometimes enjoy the opportunity to waUdi the

unfolding glories of the corona from the standpoint of artist

or poet, was perhaps implied by the late I)’“ Pm’Kus of
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Hamilton College, who, when asked what single instrument

he would select for observing an eclipse, replied, ' A pillow.'

Astronomers have indeed little chance to ai)preciate the

strange poetry of a world in ashy and unnatural shadow.

ICven the ol)server who has to draw the filmy streamers of

tlie outer corona cannot be |)ermitted to see too much
;

his

PlIASKS OK I’AKTIAI. KCLIPSE

(Phott{icritp/icd at the Lick Obsenmtory)

eyes must be liandaged for ten or twelve minutes before

tlie total phase, that they may l)e acutely sensitive to the

faintest ray from these airy, yet stupendously extended

streamers of an unknown light.

As the dark body of the Moon gradually steals its silent

way across the brilliant Sun, little effect is at first noticed.

The
'

light hardly diminishes, apparently, and birds and

animals detect no change. During ' the partial phase a

curious ai)pcarancc may he noticed under any shady tree.

Ordinarily, without an eclipse, the sunlight filters through

the leaves in a series of tiny, overlapping disks on the

ground, each of which is an image of the Sun.

This is matter of the commonest observation
;
and on

notif'ing more closely it will be found that the luminous

circles arc larger in proportion to ilic height of the foliage,

their diameter l)eing about one inch for every ten leet.

(Ilearly there would be no such phenomenon if the Sun's
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light all came from a star-like point instead of a disk ;
be-

cause the foliage would then be sharply outlined, in light

and shade, as it is underneath a brilliant arc light. Bnt

when the partial phase of an eclipse is well advanced, these

Crescents visible under Foliage during Partial

Eclipse

sunny spots become crescent in form, images of the now
narrowing Sun

;
and there is, of course, the same appear-

ance after totality also. The horns of each tiny crescent

are turned opposite to the direction of the honjs of the

crescent Sun, the rays crossing as they pass through the

foliage, just as if each minute, leafy aperture were actually

a lens or an object glass.
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As the eiitirc duration of an eclipse, partial phases and
all, einbrat'es two or three hours, often for an hour after

Mirst eontacl ’ insects still chirp in the grass, birds sing, and

auiuKils ([uietly continue their grazing. But a sense of un-

easiness secuis gradually to steal over all life. Cows and

horses leed iiitennittently, bird songs diminish, grasshoppers

fall ({uiet, an<l a suggestion of chill crosses the air. Darker

and darker g;rows the landscape. At this stage primitive

peoples, parLi(uilatiy in parts of India and China, even now
ht‘a,i upon gongs, and, with wild shouts and savage upioar,

mukm’or to drive off the evil monster who is 'eating up the

fritmdly Sun.’

So much as five minutes before the total obscurity it may
he possible to delect strange wavering lines of light and

shade dancing acioss the landscape — the ^shadow bands,’

as they aie called,— a curious and beautiful effect not yet

tully nndtu’slood,

'Then, with frightful velocity, the actual shadow of the

Moon is olltni seen appioaching, a tangible darkness ad-

vaiu'ing almost like a wall, swift as imagination, silent as

(loom, d’he immensity of nature never comes quite so

iH^ar as llum, a.iul strong must be the nerves not to quiver

as this bliu‘ 'bku'k shadow rushes upon the spectator with

incredible speed. A vast, palpable presence seems over-

whelming the world, d'he blue sky (hanges to gray or dull

purple, spemlily becoming more dusky, and a death-like

traut'e seizes ta])on everything earthly. Birds, with terrified

('rit‘s, llv bewildered for a moment, and llien silently seek

tluur niglU c[uarlers. Bats emerge stealthily. Sensitive

flowers, the sc'arlet pimpernel, the African mimosa, close

their deliiuttc fietals, and a sense of hushed expectancy

deepens with the darkness. An assembled crowd is awed
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into absolute silence almost invariably. Trivial chatter and
senseless joking cease. Sometimes the shadow engulfs the
observer smoothly, sometimes apparently with jerks; but
all the world might well be dead and cold and turned to
ashes. Often the very air seems to hold its breath for sym-
pathy

;
at other times a lull suddenly awakens into a strange

wind, blowing with unnatural effect.

Then out upon the darkness, grewsome but sublime,

flashes the glory of the incomparable corona, a silvery, soft,

unearthly light, with radiant streamers, stretching at times
millions of iincomprehended miles into space, while the
rosy, flaming protuberances skirt the black rim of the Moon
in ethereal splendor. It becomes curiously cold, dew fre-

quently forms, and the chill is perhaps mental as well as

physical.

Suddenly, instantaneous as a lightning flash, an arrow of
actual sunlight strikes the landscape, and Earth comes to

life again, while corona and protuberances melt into the
returning brilliance, and occasionally the receding lunar
shadow is glimpsed as it flies away with the tremendous
speed of its approach.

The great opportunity has come and gone, and happy
is the astronomer who has kept the poetry of his nature in

such abeyance that the merely accurate and scientific work
has been accomplished

;
but in executing his prescribed

programme, the professional observer must exercise vast

self-control. ’ Professor Langley says of this superb sight

:

‘The spectacle is one of which, though the man of science
may prosaically state the facts, perhaps only the poet could
render the impression.’

The effect of an eclipse shrouded in cloud is quite differ-

ent. When the sky is overcast, total eclipses very often
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cause less darkness than in clear skies, because the clouds

outside of the totality path— brilliantly illuminated by the

Sun-— rcilect and diffuse their light throughout the shadow.

I'his unitiue effect is excellently illustrated on page 123.

But in the Japan eclipse of 1887 the sepulchral darkness

was increased l)y the dense body of cloud which silently

massed as totality approached. Clear and burning skies

characterized the noon of ‘ the great, the important day.’

twenty or thirty native guards in snowy uniforms watched

the castle wheie we lived, carefully reserving the entrances

for si)ecially invited guests, t’he instruments were adjusted

for instant use, rehearsals of twenty observers, each with his

telesco])e or other apparatus, having lieen daily conducted

until the programme was safely familiar, and, in spite of the

torrid heat, all were astir with eager anticipation.

But Nasu-takc, a volcano to the west, whose most inop-

portune eruption had suddenly begun the night before, was

still sending up volumes of white steam, inviting clouds, ap-

parently, from every quarter. Quietly and simultaneously

our ' massive enemies ’ collected, cast and south and west.

Binding that my drawing of the outer coiona would be im-

possible, from the rapidly thickening sky, 1 left my appointed

station Ixdiind the disk, and hastened to the upper castle

wall to watch the changed landscape under its gray shioud.

Bven inanimate things are at times endowed with a terrible

life of their own, and this deliberate, slow-moving pall of

cloud seemed a malignant power not to be eluded.

Now and then a flood of sunlight fell upon the smoking

and disastrous crater of Nasu-take, —• a spectacle both ag-

gravating and sublime.

'Fotalily was announced, and, as if by two or three jerks,

the darkness fell. Silence like death filled castle and town
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and all the country round. Except the feeble glimmer of

a few lanterns in the town, eighty feet below, a streak of

strange, sulphurous yellow in the southeast seemed to give

out the only light in the world.

Not a word was spoken. Even the air was motionless, as

if all nature sympathized with our pain and suspense. The
useless instruments outlined their fantastic shapes dimly

against the massing clouds, and a weird chill fell upon the

earth. Mountains and rice fields became indistinguishable,

the clouds above us turned nearly black, and a low roll of

thunder muttered ominously on the horizon toward Kuroiso.

All trace of color fled from the world. Cold, dull, ashen

gray covered the face of nature.

Even in that supreme moment ray thoughts flew back-

ward over the 8,000 miles of land and stormy ocean already

travelled, the ton of telescopes brought with such care, the

weeks of patient work and constant observation at the old

castle in a remote Japanese town,— all the long journey and
elaborate preparation, chiefly for just these three minutes of

precious time, now slipping away so fast.

And already they are gone. The rare corona had wasted
its ever new glories upon the hither side of uncaring cloud.

We had trusted Nature; she had failed us, and the prevail-

ing mood was a sense of overwhelming helplessness. The
crowd of friends, Japanese, English, and Americaiy, breathed
one mighty sigh, as from a universal heart just relieved of

tension near to breaking. Then some one spoke, and so we
faced common life again.

Repairing to the dark room, the astronomers found that
a few valuable pictures of the partial phases had been ob-
tained through breaks in the cloud, so that the expedition
had been saved from entire wreck.
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Since frequently nothing more tangible than the powers

of the air can be held responsible for disaster, an astronomer

must carry with him the potentiality of the hero. When
Nature is pitiless, philosophy thrives.

I doubt if the effect of witnessing a total eclipse ever quite

passes away. 'Fhe impression is singularly vivid and quiet-

ing for days, and can never be wholly lost. A startling

nearness to the gigantic forces of nature and their incon-

ceivable operation seems to have been established. Per-

sonalities and towns and cities, and hates and jealousies,

and even mundane hopes, grow very small and very far

away.

'riiK Amkhican KGi;rpsE ExpEurnoN to Japan, 1887



CHAPTER III

MINOR PHENOMENA, AND TNTRA-MERCURIAN'
PLANETS

Nature stands aghast

;

And the fair light which gilds this new-made orb,

Shorn of his beams, shrinks in.

Dr\den.

A FEW seconds before totality, when the narrowing

crescent of the Sun is about to disappear, the slen-

der curve of light is often seen to break into a number

of rounded spots of brightness, now known as Baily’s

Beads.

The earliest mention of this phenomenon is by Halley,

in connection with the total eclipse of 3(1 May 1715.^ Ac-

cording to descriptions by different writers, the beads are

like drops of water drying up under a hot sun (i860), or

a string of brilliants disappearing like snow under a white

heat (1869). The formation of this curious chain of eight

or ten separated points is so rapid that Baily compares it to

the ‘ ignition of a fine train of gunpowder.’ ^ Baily’s Beads

are commonly thought to be produced by irregularities

1 Annular eclipses also reveal the beads, Maclaurin first observ-

ing them during an eclipse of this character, i8th February 1737.

Chambers, Handbook of Descriptive Astronomy^ i. 279.

Memoirs Royal Astronomical Society^ xli. {1879), 9^*
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upon the surface of the Moon at its edge or limb, the lunar

mountains projected against the bright solar crescent caus-

ing divisions in its light. Seen so long as 15 seconds be-

fore totality, at dissolution they appear to run together like

contiguous drops of water. Commonly visible during total

eclipses, they are ^ as plain, as distinct, and as well defined

as the open fingers of the human hand held up to the light
;

’

then trembling for an instant they suddenly disappear.

Baily first described in full detail this curious phenome-

non after the eclipse of 15th May 1836, annular in the

north of England and south of Scotland, and in December

of that year, as Vice-President of the Royal Astronomical

Society, he presented a paper Oft a Remarkable Phe?iomenon

that occurs in Total and Aiumlar Eclipses of the Sunf

which is an elaborate discussion of the entire subject.

The first photographic record of Baily’s Beads was

obtained at Ottumwa, Illinois, during the eclipse of 1869;

also they were seen by many observers, and the guides

accompanying General Myer to the summit of White Top

in Virginia called out that the Sun was ‘ breaking in pieces.’

M,*' Barnard of the Lick Observatory photographed them

unintentionally in California on New Year’s day, 1889, after

the conclusion of totality, when the Sun began to emerge

before the exposing cap could be replaced.

Phenomena perhaps not so obvious are the swiftly flying

shadow bands. Seen by Goldschmidt in 1820, later ob-

servers have frequently identified them as rapidly moving

(sometimes wavy) lines of light and shade, resembling sun-

light reflected upon some adjacent wall from the rippling

surface of water,

"Fhin, parallel lines of shadowy waves, they flit silently

® Memoirs Royal Astronomical Society^ x. (1838), i.
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over the landscape, sometimes faster after totality than be-
fore, and indescribably light, airy, and evanescent. Appar-
ently all the elements pertaining to the shadow bands vary
from one eclipse to another, thus adding greatly to the in-

tricacy of the puzzle.

Perhaps at one time
eight inches broad
and two or three feet

apart, at another only

one or two inches

broad and ten or

twelve inches apart,

they travel at one time

about as fast as a man.

can run, and again

with the velocity of an

express-train. While

visible at eclipses gen-

erally, just after totality as well as before, occasionally an

eclipse occurs without any exhibition of shadow bands.

Then again they have accompanied annular eclipses.

As yet these impalpable shadows have not been suffi-

ciently observed and studied to render possible more than

a fair guess at their origin
;
but probably they are due to

irregularities in atmospheric refraction of the slender beam
of light from the waxing or waning crescent. Lying in gen-

eral parallel to the nearest edge of the shadow-cone, the

direction of the wind appears to coincide with, if not to

control, the course of their travel
;
they have, indeed, been

somewhat poetically described as ‘visible wind.' During

the more recent eclipses cameras have been at hand for

obtaining instantaneous photographs of these nimble, shad-
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owy fringes swiftly traversing a bright ground
; and the at-

tempt is woithy of repetition until success is attained. The

greatest need, however, is a more highly sensitive film.

Professor William H, Pickering and others carefully

observed the shadow bands, 29th August 1886, at Grenada.

It is improbable that they can have anything to do with the

lunar sliadow, their speed, or lack of speed, proving their

independence of it. In 1888 Professor Pickering made a

series of valuable experiments,^ related in his report on the

eclipse of 1886, which appear to show that the shadow

bands originate in the terrestrial atmosphere. Professor

IJp'i’ON in Russia attempted to photograph the shadowy

lines of 1887, but without success; while in California in

1889 a repetition of this interesting attempt resulted in

what may perhaps be called an encouraging failure. The

bands were both fiiint and narrow during the first eclipse

of that year, and although looking systematically Professor

KicELiCR failed to detect even a tiace of them.

The coming of the lunar shadow in all its startling ve-

locity is often observed by the unprofessional spectator,

as well as by the astronomer watching and waiting for its

great approach.

F0RBr:s, a fortunate observer, saw this phenomenon from

the Siijierga at Turin, whcie the view itself is most magnif-

icent. He alludes to the stupefaction produced by its

ItuTifying advance. ‘ I felt,’ he says, ^ almost giddy for a

moment, as if the massive building under me bowed on the

side of the coming eclipse.’ Frequently the effect upon

the beholder is of something material sweeping over the

Farth with incredible velocity. xAnother writes, ' I invol-

untarily listened for the rushing noise of a mighty wind.’ It

A Amals Harvard College Observatory, xviii. 96.
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is universally described as perhaps the most impressive

feature of an eclipse. Often, however, expert observers do

not see the almost tangible shadow, even when specially

on the lookout. It is not strange, therefore, that different

spectators describe it differently. To several observers the

shadow seen in the distance resembled a dark storm upon

the horizon. Some saw the shadow ‘ visible in the air ’

;

one speaks of its ^ gliding swiftly up over the heavens ’

;

while another likens its passage to ‘the lifting of a dark

curtain.^

Those who have taken pains to note its color do not

generally call it black, but deep violet or dark brown.

One describes it as a ‘ wall of fog,’ another as a ‘ vaporous

shadow,’ a third says it was ‘ like neither shadow nor vapor,’

while no less careful observers than Winnecke and Lady

Airy speak of the shadow as ‘ appearing like smoke.’

From their stations high above the valley of the Ebro,

over which it swept, members of the Himalaya expedition

of i860 had exceptional opportunities for watching the

approach and recession of the shadow, and many saw it.

The speed is, in fact, so great that only observers upon

considerable heights can satisfactorily follow its passage

over the landscape,— it is more easily seen in the air,

or upon clouds. While observers generally remark the

^ frightful velocity ’ with which it travels, President Hill

of Harvard, ,in Illinois in 1869, found the transit of the

shadow much slower and more majestic and beautiful than

he had been led to expect. sweeping upward and

eastward of a dense violet shadow ’ are his words.

General Abbot, ascending Mount ^Etna in 1870, wrote :

‘At an elevation of 7,500 feet I was overtaken by the

shadow, which swept with great rapidity over us, darkening
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the gloom to an awe-inspiring degree/ Professor Langley

speaks of the strange and distinct appearance of the

advancing shadow, 29th July 1878, from the summit of

Pike’s Peak,— a stupendous vantage-ground, indeed, for a

still more stupendous spectacle. Still another witness says

it swept over the plains beneath ^like a rounded ball of

darkness with an orange-yellow border.’ But this ma-

jestic appearance presents little in the way of scientific

conundrum.

Of course these are by no means all the minor phenom-

ena of a total eclipse. Both before and after total obscurity

the whole contour of the lunar disk is sometimes seen, and

there are faint brushes of light raying out from the solar

crescent. Occasionally there is a double observation of

both beginning and end of totality, and the Moon lias even

appeared to jump forward at these critical instants as if

it had made a jerk (stumbled against something).’ The

changing tints of the dark Moon while obscuration lasts, col-

ors on the frequent clouds, the arcs of prismatic color and

iridescent clouds, the pulsation of light as totality comes

on, and the tremulous motion of the thin crescent, —
these are not the half of the interesting phenomena ac-

companying a total eclipse of the Sun, all of which have

been carefully summarized by M’’ Ranyard.® The eclipse

expert has always enough of them in mind to keep a score of

people well occupied during the eclipse, and volunteer ser-

vice must always be, as it has been in the past, an excellent

assistance to the professional astronomer, who, absorbed

with more important matters, has no opportunity to wit-

ness minor details, much less set down a record. But, if

left to himself, the amateur is distracted in the attempt to

B Memoirs Royal Astronomical Society, xli. (1879).
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choose what he will watch for. ff he does not (le('i(le til]

the event, he is liable to see simply nothing, and will lec'uul

even less.

Doubtless the long-suffciing intia-mercurian i)lanet (or

planets) will contimie to be looked for during many total

eclipses in the future. The (jiiestion has a fictitious impor-

tance due to the prestige of the name of Lie Vkrrikr,

•who firmly asserted his belief in the existence of an intra

mercurian planet, the apiiroxiniatc elements of whose orbit

he calculated, and to which he assigned the nanic Vulcan.

]kit it is not difiicult to convinc'e one’s self by argument that

the existence of such bodies is next to impossible.*' Some

astronomers, however, continue to believe in the existence

of intra-inercurian planets in the face of ojiposing cvideni'c,

and they find support for that belief in the fact that two

astronomers reported observations of such objects during

the total eclipse of 29th July 1878.

The late Professor Wai'son of Ann Arbor, and 1
)‘‘

Swift of Rochester, set out from their respective stations

in Separation, Wyoming, and on Clapitol Mill in Denver, to

entrap this elusive heavenly inhabitant both ('laimed to

have seen interior neighbors of Mercury, so modest that

they fly into hiding on mere mention of any attempt at

discovery. Watson’s observations'^ were exiilained away

by Pkters,® to the satisfaction of most astronomers; but

Watson, an excellent and critical observer, maintained to

his death in 1880 the fullest belief in the new planets of

his discovery. Neither these bodies, however, nor those

^ Nkwcomu, Astronomical Pafers ofthe American Rphemens, i. 474.

^ AmericanJournal of Scienu and Arts, cxvi. (1878), 330, 310.

® Astfonomische Nachrichtcfiy xdv. (1879), 321.
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reported by D' Swift ® on the same occasion, have been
observed at any subsequent eclipse, although persistently

looked for.

Particulaily was the optical search for this hypothetical

planet systematically renewed at Caroline Island, 6th May
1883, by Professor Holden, M. Trouveloi, and D*" Palisa,

and again by Professor W. H. Pickering in California

in 1889, this time with the assistance of photography;

but on both occasions the search was ineffectual. Also

during the eclipse of i6th April 1893 1^0 object was

seen near the Sun. The intra-mercurian planet question is

a large one, and this is hardly the place for its farther treat-

ment. The literature, too, is extensive.^'^

The astronomical Vulcan seems wellnigh as mythologic

as the Vulcan of fable. It is, however, to be remarked

that even the weight of negative evidence so far accumu-

lated by no means disproves the existence of a body
honestly seen and faithfully recorded by reputable astrono-

mers
;
though it may thereby be rendered very doubtful.

The reality of intra-mercurian planets is a mooted ques-

tion, wherein photographic charting of the stars (now

rendered easy) during the longer totalities of the future

will alone afford the ultimate appeal.

^ Amtricau Journal of Science and Arts^ cxvi. {1878), 313.

Houzeau ct Lancaster, Bihliooraphie Ginirale de VAstrono-

mies ii. 1090, contains nearly 150 entries.

3



CHAPTER IV

SOLAR PROMINENCES

* Void of light

Save what the glimmeiing of these livid flames

Cast pale and awful.’

WHEN totality is immiDent, and expectation is becom-

ing breathless,— when, though not yet visible, the

noble corona seems all but hovering in the air, — suddenly

at the edge of the dark Moon, flashing out into the gather-

ing darkness, appear vivid, blood-red flames. Visible on one
occasion so long as five minutes before the total obscura-

tion, and again for six minutes after, they glow against the
pure white of the corona with singular lustre.

The first allusion to prominences may have been made
by Firmicus in connection with the eclipse of 17th July,

A. D. 334. But the eailiest authoritative account of their

strange beauty was recorded by Kepler during a paitial

eclipse in 1605. Stannyan observed and gave a descrip-

tion of the red flames at Berne in 1706, and in 1715 they
were seen by Halley, Louville, and Hayes.^ Another
early record occurs in observations of the eclipse of 24th

June 1778, by D’Aranda and Ulloa.^ But their nature

i The first annular eclipse revealing the protuberances was
observed in 1737 by Maclaurin.

^ Heis, Wocfienschriftfur Astron. M&teoroL und Geog., xviii. (Halle,
1 S7 S), 71-
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was misunderstood for centuries. And this is not to be

wondered at
\

for, as Proctor somewhere remarks, the

same observer of the old eclipses describes the corona as

well as the protuberances : to observe and record both

accurately on the same occasion is manifestly beyond the

power of the most skilful astronomer. Judging from the

early accounts of Stannyan and others, they were at first

supposed to belong to the Moon, probably indicating a lunar

atmosphere.

Apparent on several subsequent occasions, the great

eclipse of 1842 afforded the earliest substantial increase of

our knowledge of the rose-colored prominences, then for

the first time carefully observed. The descriptions -were

various,— ‘ Alpine mountains colored by the rising or set-

ting Sun,’ ^saw-teeth of a circular saw,’ and ^a box of

ebony garnished with rubies.’ Littrow thought he saw

them change from wliite to red, and from red to violet,

and then back again in reverse order. Mauvais and PBrnT

at Perpignan saw remarkable variations in the larger protu-

berances, which seemed
,

to increase steadily in magnitude

as if uncovered in consequence of the Moon’s motion.

But in spite of this convincing evidence, there was still

much doubt as to their being a true solar appendage.

Astronomers looked forward eagerly to the next oppor-

tunity, the eclipse of 1851, when it was again carefully

noted that the Moon gradually covered portions of the red

protuberances, one after the other. Their solar origin and

connection now seemed certain, because, as the black

globe of the Moon passed over the Sun, not only did the

flames on one side grow smaller, but those on the other

became larger.

Strange to say, however, acceptance of this conclusion
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was not at once universal. After tlic eclipse of 1K51 the

prominences were fully described by Dawks, who speaks of

their general rose-color, and says that the tint of the high-

est one was richer and far more vividly ])right, reaching a

height of 2', or about 55,000 miles. In shape like a Turk-

ish cimeter, its color was a deej) carmine, which faded

away only gradually after totality.

Professor G. P. Bond, after observing the eclipse of 1851

in Sweden, went to Chamoiinix,'^ where in September he

made perhaps the first known attempt to see the protu-

berances under ordinary conditions by ocmilting all but

the very edge of the Sun’s disk ut)on one of the lofty peaks.

He made the attempt at the edge of the shadow of the

Aiguille de Blettilre^ a mass i)articiilarly well fitted for

the purpose, but failed to see cither c'orona or i)rotubcr-

ances. He expressed, however, his faith in the ultimate

success of the experiment, which Airy, Powkll, and otliers

also subsequently tried. During the autumn of 1851 and

the summer of 1852, Professor PiAz/.i Smyth, acting on a

suggestion by Nasmyth, made a strenuous attempt to

capture the prominences on the uneclipsed Sun, but the

results were discouraging;^ Lassiu.k and some others ac-

cepted the evidence that these wonderful flames were

truly solar appendages, but it remained for the eclipse of

i860 to prove indisputably their connection with the Sun.

Airy says their color on that occasion was not identical

with those seen in 1842 and 185 r,— the cpiality being the

same, but apparently diluted with white, a faded lake.

Bruhns gives detailed descriptions of seven large protuber-

ances, the first a bright rose at the base, but fading off at

2 American/otmmlofScience and Arts, cx, (1875), 8t.
^ Transactions Royal Society ofEdinburgh

^

xx. 509*
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the top into the general white light of the corona
;
while

one of them remained visible more than six minutes after

the total phase had passed.

De La Rue had now advanced celestial photography to

such perfection that his eiforts during this eclipse culmi-

nated in a splendid series of photographs of the solar

prominences in all the differ-

ent stages of obscuration be-

hind the slowly moving Moon.

Fie located at Rivabellosa

;

and some distance away, at

Desierto de las Palmas, Secchi

too had equal success in the

same direction. A compari-

son of the two series of pho-

tographs, with due allowance

for parallactic change in the

Moon’s position, served to

prove that the rosy flames,

heretofore in debatable territory, were beyond a shadow of

doubt a portion of the Sun, The name ‘ solar prominences ’

was now generally given. While in i860 proof had been

clear that the red flames belong to the Sun, the task of

unravelling the mystery of their composition still appeared

hopeless. But before the great eclipse of 1868, the spectro-

scope had been employed in chemical analysis, and the so-

lution of this problem now seemed close at hand. With

spectroscopy then for the first time scientifically applied, the

composition of the glowing flames was no longer left in un-

certainty. While undoubtedly gaseous, the characteristic

bright line of hydrogen was thought to be surely detected,

but it remained for a later eclipse to prove this conclusively.
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MM. Stephan and Rayet, i8th August in that year, were
located at Wha-Tonne, on the coast of the Malay peninsula,,

with fine apparatus which enabled the latter to count nine
bright lines in the prominence spectrum, due largely to
hydrogen.® A striking protuberance, styled the ^ Great
Horn ’ was both observed and photographed during totality,

and its spectrum showed that it con-
tained the vapors of hydrogen, sodium,

and magnesium. It appears to have
been produced by the chance meeting of
two jets of vapor, so colliding (about

16,000 miles above the Sun’s surfece) as
to have generated the wonderful ascend-
ing spiral, so well shown in the drawing.

It must have reached the enormous height

of nearly 100,000 miles.

An epoch-making discovery was achieved

by M. Janssen at Guntoor. While care-

fully observing the unusual brightness and
height of the protuberances during total-

ity, the thought occurred to him that, as

their light is mostly of a given wave-length

monochromatic), while the

{
Height

, 100,000 miles)
the sky background upon which

they are projected is scattered throughout

every part of the spectrum, an instrument of large dispersion

ought to show the prominences at any time : while reducing

the sky illumination very largely, it would affect the light of
the protuberance only by separating its bright spectral lines

® The technical work of the expeditions is presented in the
Comptes Rendus de VAcademk des 6V/Vw^jr, Ixvii., and in the 17th

volume of the Proceedings of the Royal Society.
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farther from each other
; so that when the light of both sky

and prominence passed through the train of prisms, the dif-

ference of illumination would be sufficient to reveal the

outlines of the prominence clearly. Most fortunately this

proved the true solution of the problem, and M. Janssen had

the satisfaction of continuing his spectroscopic observations

of the protuberances for many days after the eclipse was over.

But, waiting a fortnight to forward the news to France, the

Secretary of the Paris Academy of Sciences announced at

the same meeting that the identical result had been reached

by Lockyer of England,— a brilliant discovery for

each independently, and rewarded by a gold medal struck

by the French government in honor of the two astrono-

mers. The crimson shell in which these great prominences

originate is estimated by Professor Langley to be about

5,000 miles in thickness, while the uprising jets usually

reach 20,000 miles, but often immensely more. Le Ver-

RiER, in a paper upon the eclipse of i860, had distinctly

enunciated the idea of a continuous solar envelope, but

his statement appears to have been forgotten. Similar

conclusions, too, had been reached by Arago, Grant, and

Secchi as well
;

the name chromosphere was at length

given. But while seen spectroscopically under every-day

conditions, the direct observation of the complete chromo-

spheric ring has not yet been made during an eclipse,

although it may be accomplished at some brief totality in

the future, or perhaps with the annulus of exceeding nar-

rowness. The total eclipse of 1927, visible in England,

may afford such an opportunity.

An amazing quality of the prominences is the often

tempestuous rapidity of their growth and decay. As D**

Huggins has so strikingly said, ' Dante’s and Milton’s
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poetic imaginings of Hades fall far below the commonplace

scenes at the solar surface/ ® Professor Young has followed

one to a height of 350,000 miles in an hour and a half,—
when it faded entirely away in half an hour more.*^ Some

protuberances are quiet and cloud-like; others resemble

sudden eruptions from some vast and inconceivable solar

volcano, a whirlwind of fire ;
accordingly, Professor Young

classifies them into eruptive and quiescent prominences.

A singular and mysterious connection appears to link

them to auroral exhibitions, the ^ northern lights ’ having

been again and again noticed to dance in company with

these solar displays.® M. Tacchini also believes that elec-

tricity forms a large part of the prominence phenomena,

and is in some way connected with our terrestrial magnet-

ism.^ Respighi, however, thought differently.

The ^ red flames ’ are not always red. Pope Hennessy,

describing them at length in connection with Tennant’s

expedition to Guntoor in 1868, speaks of a double-

pointed protuberance whose left edge was a bright blue,

Hike a brilliant sapphire with light thrown upon it.’ Next

^ Proceedings Royal Society

y

xxxix. (1885), 127.

^ ‘ It is a demonstrated fact that masses of matter are from time

to time ejected from the Sun with such velocities that they never

return to him, but, unless perchance captured by one or other of

his family of planets, pass away into interstellar space, visiting the

domain of some other sun, and thence, unless captured there,

passing away to another and another, flitting thus from sun to sun,

until in the fulness of time they fall through some planet’s atmos-

phere, and shining therein for a few seconds as falling stars, their

careers as independent bodies are brought to a close.’— pROcrroR,

Old and New Astronomy (New York, 1892), 405.

® Langley, The Afew Astronomy (Boston, 1888), 67,

® Rea/e Accademia del Linceiy S. N., i. (1885), 18 1.
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to this came the sparkling ruby tint. In 1S69 promi-

nences of two sorts were reported by Messrs Shaler and

Peirce,— some low, long, and yellow, while others were

high, short, and red.

The eclipse of 2 2d December 1870 afforded farther ob-

servational proof that the prominences are largely composed
of hydrogen

;
but such proof was no longer required.

To General Tennant, in India in 1871, the protuberances^

and chromosphere seemed white at the beginning of total

darkness, but passed almost immediately to rose, and then to

their usual red. In this case there were certainly no red or

blue tints either at the beginning or end of totality. In the

Siam eclipse of 1875 ^^o strong prominences in particular

were seen close together during the first part of the obscura-

tion, and their photographic spectra were carefully investi-

gated by D'* Schuster.^® In some of the protuberances the.

lower edge seemed not to touch the body of the Moon, but

to hang cloud-like in the corona.

Naturally, the successful observation of prominences in

full sunlight led to their abandonment more and more dur-

ing the totality of subsequent eclipses. While looked for in

1878, they were found to be generally inconspicuous. In

Egypt, in 1882, the photograph with prismatic camera be-

came important on making comparison of the spectra of

different prominences giving lines with varying relative

intensities,—probably caused by different degrees of tem-

perature. 'Fwo prominent lines in the ultra-red were discov-

ered. But although the energies of eclipse observers were

focused more and more upon the increasing mysteries of

the corona, M. Tacchini has persistently followed them at

later eclipses, observing at Caroline Island in 1883 the fila-

mentous or so-called 'white prominences ’

; and at Grenada

Fkilosophical Transactions 148.
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in 1886 he showed that, while the protuberances may be

studied without an eclipse, yet a given prominence observed

before totality becomes a vastly more complex object if fol-

lowed with the spectroscope into the period of complete

obscuration
;
and farther, that the eclipse prominences are

wholly or in part down-rushes of material lelatively cool

The bearing of this important observation upon solar theo-

ries is so significant that prominence research ought again

to be added to eclipse programmes.

One great protuberance in 1886, partly spiral and slightly

resembling that of 1868, rose to a height of about 70,000

miles, where it split into three jets,

two of which fell over upon the Sun,

while the third or central one con-

tinued its eruptive course still outward

from the Sun about 80,000 miles

farther. This remarkable protuber-

ance is well depicted in the photo-

graph by M' Maunder, of which the

illustration is a faithful transcript.

There were many brilliant promi-

nences, two especially large, photo-

graphed by Barnard in Cali-

fornia during the New Year’s day

eclipse of 1889. They were ex-

ceedingly bright, and their light was

strongly actinic. With slight mag-

nifying power, one of the red pro-

tuberances was seen to have a large

portion detached from the body of

the chromosphere.

Solar prominences without eclipse Eruptivk Protubkranck

have now for many years been thor- (Trouvelot)
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oughly investigated by leading astronomers. But it is

rather aside from our present purpose to consider them in

this aspect. Their detailed classification, periodicity, spec-

tra, distribution on different parts of the Sun, and so on,

are fully dealt with in works of a technical character.

During the quarter-century that the protuberances have

vSoLAR Eruption, 3cl October 1S92

(FjfeNYl)

been the subjects of daily observation, their forms have been
faithfully depicted by patient pencils at numerous observato-

ries. The Rev^^ W. Sidgreaves, S. J., Director of Stonyhurst

College Observatory, and his predecessor, the late Father

Perry, have pursued these researches with fidelity
\
while

Secchi, Director of the Observatory of the Collegio Romano,
1850 to 1878, and his indefatigable successor, M. Tacchini,

have observed the prominences most zealously. The work of

Trouvelot at Paris, and of Respighi, Ricc6, and others, at
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Rome, Palermo, and elsewhere under favoring skies, must

not be omitted. Also in Hungary, D’‘ Von Konkoly at.

Hereny has made their record a part of the routine of

his observatory, and M. Fj^nyi, Director of the Observa-

tory at Kalocsa, is a constant observer, whose persistent

The Chromosphere and Protuberances
{Photographed by Professor Hale, 25th July 1S92, without an

Eclipse)

watching has been often rewarded by the discovery of striking

eruptive prominences, a recent instance of which, rising to

a height of 238,000 miles above the Sun, is well shown in

the sketch on the opposite page, where the relative size of the

Earth is indicated by the small black dot near the centre.
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The field is a fertile one, and has been abundantly culti-

vated, particularly of late by Professor Hale of the Univer-
sity of Chicago, whose numerous and valuable papers report
continual advance in these important lines.

The development of prominence observation may be
succinctly outlined through all the stages from r868 preced-
ing the great Indian eclipse, when the flames could only be
seen with the Sun totally obscured

; through the earliest
growth of the Janssen-Lockyer method, by which they
were visible with the spectroscope in full sunlight, though
at first only a portion of the protuberance could be seen
at a time

; then through the advance, simple but necessary,
of D’' Huggins, which rendered it possible to observe an
entire prominence in ordinary sunshine (the method in
common use for the past twenty years) ; to the important
stage where photography, first adapted by Professor Young,
enabled the photographing of a single protuberance entire

;

thence to the present day, when the ingenious spectro-
heliograph of Professor Hale enables him at any time
Without an eclipse to photograph on a single plate and
with a single exposure beautiful representations of the chro-
mosphere completely encircling the disk of the Sun

For popular papers consult the full catalogues of Poole’s Indexto Pertodical Literature, i. (1802-81), 1267-1269; ii. (1882-S7), 424^S: li - (Fletcher), (18S7-92), 415- And Fletcher’s Index to
(general Ltierattire (Eoston, 1893), 279.

Following is a list, by no means complete, of works partly of atechnical character :
— i

Secchi and others, AM dell Accademia Poiitificia dei Nuovi Lincei,Home, 1871 (and subs^uentlj).
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Tacchini and others, Memorie della Societh degli Spettroscopisti

Italians Palermo and Rome, since 1872.

Lockyer, Contrihutdons to Solar Physics^ London, 1874.

Lohse, Beohachtiingeii Sternwarte Bothkamp^ iii., Leipzig, 1875,

^'Secchi, Le Soleil (2 vols. and Atlas), Paris, 1875-77.

^WiNLOCK, Annals Harvard College Obse7'vatory, viii., 1876.

Proctor, The Stm: Ruler
^
Fire^ Light, etc.

^

London, 1876.

Young, The Sun, New York, 1881.

^ZoLLNER, Wissenschajtliche Abha^idlungen, iv., I^eipzig, 1881.

Clerke, a Popular History of Astrofioniy during the Nineteenth

Century, Edinburgh, 1885,

Lockyer, The Chemistry of the Sun, London, 1887.

Langley, The New Astronomy, Boston, 1888.

Scheiner, Die Spectralanalyse der Gestirne, Leipzig, 1890.

Hale, Photography and the Invisible Solar Prominences, Sidereal

Messenger, x. (1891), 257.

Hale, Photographic Investigation of the Solar Prominences and

their Spectra, AmeiHcan Journal of Science, cxlii. (1891), 160, 459.

PIale, Recent Results in Solar Prominence Photography, Astron-

07ny and Astro-Physics, xi. (1892), 70, and his subsequent papers

in the same journal.

Proctor, Old a^id New Astiwnoifty, London and New York, 1892.

Vogel, Populdre Astronofnie (Newcomb-P2ngelmann), Leipzig,

1892.

Brester, ThSorie du Soleil, Amsterdam, 1892.

In the more advanced study of the prominences, the following

special bibliographies will be found helpful :
—

Fi^vez, Bibliographie des Ouvrages, etc., Annuaire de V Observatoire

Royal de Bruxelles, 1879.

Dewar and others. Reports British Association Advanceftient Science,

1881, p. 370, and 1884, pp. 295 and 323.

PIouzEAU, Vade Mecttm de VAstjwrtome (Brussels, 1882), 424.

Houzeau et Lancaster, Bibliographie Generale de VAstronoinie,

ii. (Brussels, 1882), 1036.

Tuckerman, Index to the Literature of the Spectroscope, Smith-

sonian Miscellaiieous Collections, No. 658 (1888), 102.

Finely illustrated with colored plates. v >
,



CHAPTER V

THE CORONA

Ce que nous connaissons est pen cle chose, mais ce
qiic nous ignoions csl immense.— Laplace.

TT is told of the late Professor Sneij. of Amherst College

that he once asked for a definition of the solar corona,

from a member of his class in astronomy, who, after a good
deal of hesitation, and feeling desperately on the brink of
utter failure, finally plunged into the statement that he did
know what the corona was, but had forgotten. ^ What an
incalculable loss to science !

’ said the Professor with char-

acteristic humor
;

^ the only man who ever knew what the
Sun’s corona is, and he has forgotten !

’

None the less true is it in our later day, that no one has
yet entirely explained or analyzed this marvellous silvery

halo surrounding the totally darkened Sun. Nature’s most
imposing phenomenon is perhaps the most mysterious. A.
suggestion of its general appearance may be gained by
looking at the full Moon through a new wire window-
screen, although the rays of light which then appear to point
outward from the bright Moon are much more regular than,

the true corona, which varies greatly from one eclipse to
another.

Thus far the corona has been seen only when the dark,

body of the Moon has intervened to occult the Sun cona-
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pletely
;
so that opportunities for studying it have resembled

the visits of angejs.

Naturally this superb spectacle of out-fl|shing glory must

have been an amazing phenomenon to the beholders of an-

tiquity
;
but historical references to the corona are meagre.

Perhaps the earliest was by Plutarch,^ about a. d. ioo;

and Philostratus/^ a century later, mentions that the death

of the Emperor Domitian at Ephesus was ‘ announced ’ by

a total eclipse.

Schmidt, in 1870, directed attention to a record of the

corona in the eclipse of 2 2d December 968, in Corfu.® But

the corona seems first to have made a really strong impres-

sion on the spectators, 31st August 1030/ when a fierce

battle took place at Stiklastad in Norway, between King

Olaf, a Christian and subsequently the national saint, and

his heathen subjects. While the battle was in progress the

Sun became totally eclipsed, and a red light appeared

around it. Not until the great eclipse of 1842 did men
become really familiar with the corona and prominences,

arid Hansteen’s .suggestion that the reddish appearance

of 1030 was caused by the zodiacal light seemed to many
not improbable.

Clavius noticed the corona, 9th April 1567, at Rome,

but supposed it merely an uncovered edge of the Sun.

Kepler showed, by computation of the relative apparent

sizes of Sun and Moon, that this was impossible, and he

^ ’AKKa 7r€pi<palv€Tai ns avy^ Trepi r^virvp, ovk iacra ^aO^Tav ylpecrdaL

cTKihv /cal &KpaTov.— Opera Mor. et PhiL, ix. 682. (A radiance

shone round the rim, and would not suffer darkness to become

deep and intense.)

Life of Apollonius of Tyana^ viii. 23. (
Vide p. 119.)

® JSFafm% xvii. (1877), 14.

^ Dreyer, Nature, xvi. (1877), 549.

4-
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regarded it as evidence of a lunar atmosphere. Clavius

also observed the corona during a brief totality at Naples,

1 2th October 1605.^

Wyberd in 1652, and many others subsequently, have

affirmed that the coiona exhibited a rotary motion, catbe-

rine-wheel fashion, though slowly ; and Ulloa wrote that

the corona of 1778 ‘seemed to have a rapid circular motion,

like an ignited wheel in firewoiks, turning on its centre/

But no tiustworthy obseiver in later times has reported

such a startling phenomenon. Possibly the brushes of light

sometimes seen to move radially about the cusps, just be-

fore and after totality, may have been mistaken for the

corona itself. MM. Plantade and Captes, who observed

the total eclipse at Montpellier, T2th May 1706, give a dis-

tinct and accurate account of the corona.

It is interesting to observe the marked impulse in the

development of eclipse astronomy afforded by Baily. As
soon as the critical observation of Baily's Beads riveted

attention upon the Sun’s limb at the beginning and end of
the total phase, the prominences were found woithy objects

of investigation. Still later began research upon the corona,

which, until 1851, was apparently regarded as a merely sym-

metric and structureless aureola encircling the eclipsing^

Moon. It is always first apparent on the side of the dark

Moon farthest from the vanishing crescent
;
and there are

well authenticated instances of its visibility during large

partial eclipses. In 1842, at Alais, just without the belt of
totality, it was clearly a ‘ circle of pale light which encom-
passed the Moon.’ ®

^ Vide also Plassmann, Ueber eine alte Brwahnimg der Son-
nen-Corona, Astronomische Nachrichten^ cxxxii. (1893), 205.

® Chambers, Handbook of Descr/J>ftw and Practkal Astronomy^

i. (London, 1889), 281.
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Frequently the brighter regions of the corona have been

detected both before and after the total obscurity, in some

cases for several minutes. Winnecke, at Santa Marina, near

Pobes, caught the corona of i860 a minute and a half before

totality came on, and Pole at La Cantabria held it a like

interval after this phase. Professor Langley also, on the

simimit of Pike’s Peak, observed that the remarkable cor-

ona of 1878 did not disappear entirely at the instant close

of entire darkness.'^

In the early observations of the corona, it was regarded

as a halo merely, and so drawn. Its real structure was

neither known, depicted, nor investigated; The earliest

pictures all show this. Preconceived ideas prejudiced the

observers, and their sketches were mostly structureless. In

speaking of the superiority of the camera over hand-draw-

ing, Professor Langley says, ^ It has no nerves, and what

it sets down we may rely on.’ It should not be forgotten

that the coronal rays project outward into space from a

spherical Sun, and do not lie in a plane as they appear to

the eye and in photographs and drawings. Plere is a fruit-

ful source of material for generalizations as to the structure

of the corona, and ultimately as to the law of energy dis-

tribution of the Sun itself. But pencil drawings, -while or-

dinarily less trustworthy because involving the uncertain

element of personal equation, are more valuable in delineat-

ing the finest and faintest detail of which the sensitive plate

rarely takes note
;
the vast array of both, however, shows

marked differences in the structure and form of the corona

from one eclipse to another, though it has not yet revealed

rapid changes during any one obscuration. This last inter-

esting feature can be studied only by comparison of photo-

T I^angley, The New Astronomy (Boston, 1888), p. 56.
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graphs near the beginning of an eclipse track and its end^

two or three hours of absolute time apart. Such an inves-

tigation, first attempted in 1871, was planned for the eclipse

of 1887, with Professor Young near the western end in

Russia, and Professor Todd several thousand miles faither

east in Japan, their photographic equipments being identi-

cal But the path of this ill-fated eclipse was shrouded

in clouds for nearly its entire length
;
photographs of the

corona were very few, and not favorably placed for the

investigation referred to. Again in December 1889 the

English parties at Cayenne and Angola were similarly forti-

fied
j
but clouds obscured the corona at the African station.

The eclipse of 1893 has yielded the fust success. The
photographs of the Harvard and Lick Observatory parties

in Chile, and those of the English and French parties in

Senegal, taken more than two hours of absolute time later,

were all obtained under atmospheric conditions exception-

ally fine
;
but minute comparison fails to indicate appre-

ciable differences in the structure of the streamers. Re-

search in this direction must be faithfully prosecuted in the

future
;

but no opportunity so favorable occurs till 28th

May 1900, our Southern States and Spain being then the

available localities.

Special hand sketches of the complex filaments at the

solar poles are exceedingly valuable. As yet, the photo-

graphs have by no means perfectly brought out the com-
plicated rift-work visible with even very moderate optical

means
;
though, with telescopes exceeding three inches in

aperture, the magnifying power should never be less than

100. Good eyes and expert pencils have always a waiting

future.

An excellent drawing of the corona was made in Spain
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in i860 by Sir Francis Galton, who was one of the earli-

est observers to record that its long arms ‘ do not radiate

strictly from the centre.’ ^ While there was no actual

pulsation, he thought the corona 'not absolutely con-
stant.’ That the rays are

curved and far from ra-

dial was shown in draw-

ings by MM. Dalbiez

and ViLASi?.CA in 1842,

probably for the first

time. But unfortunately

Arago, who gives an ac-

count of this interesting

observation, did not pub-

lish the drawings.

An examination of

other drawings of the

eclipse of i860, one

of them by Feilitzsch,

showed that the corona

is a truly solar append-

age; and evidence on

this point speedily be-

came overwhelming. Before that date, some astronomical

writers thought it due to causes perhaps residing in the

terrestrial atmosphere. Of this theory Professor Young

remarks/ ^ If its seat is in the Earth’s atmosphere, it is

of course an affair of little magnitude or importance
;

if, on the other hand, it is really at the Sun, it must be an

object of enormous dimensions and of cosmical signifi-

® Vacation Tourists, i. (London, 1861), 441.
9 T^e SuH, p. 222.
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cancel Refraction had been assigned as the cause, and

reflection of solar rays from inequalities in the Moon’s

surface
;
but solar physics has now advanced beyond that

stage, by pencil, camera, polariscope, and the variety of

specti ©scopes brought to bear upon the corona.

Position in the Solar Spectrum) of the Bright Line
DUE TO CORONIUM

{The numbers at the top indtcate Angstrom’s scale)

The first striking result was obtained 7th August 1869,

when Professor Harkness at Des Moines and Professor

Young at Burlington, Iowa, found the coronal spectrum

crossed by a bright green line coincident with 1474 of

Kirchhoff’s scale, and due to incandescent vapor of some
substance not as yet identified with anything terrestrial. So
the name ‘ coronium ’ was evoked later, about 1882.

It is yet matter of doubt how far from the Sun’s edge

coronium in gaseous incandescence can be traced. In the

outer corona of 1874, M"' Stone found P'raunhofer lines

present, and traced the existence of the 1474 line to rather
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more than a degree from the Sun’s centre (1,200,000 miles

from the solar surface). Its spectrum was found to fade

gradually as the visible limit was approached, and not to

disappear sharply as if at its farthest extent. Other esti-

mates, both earlier and later, assign a much lower limit.^®

In 1878 coronium reached a mean distance of 350,000

miles from the Sun’s limb, and in January 1889 about

325,000 miles. Having no apparent physical connection

with this substance, the outer corona appears rather to be

due largely to inter-stellar dust, or meteoric matter in a com-

minuted state, possibly a reflection from shoals of meteors

surrounding the Sun.

A line of green light appeared in the spectrum during

the eclipse of 1869, near those in the spectra of the auroral

and zodiacal lights, which has led to research into a pos-

sible connection between these strange varieties of mild

radiance, though with inconclusive results.

Although brightest near the Sun, the conclusion reached

by General Tennant in i860, that the inner or lowest

corona may be a sort of solar atmosphere, has not been

borne out by subsequent research. His evidence that it

shines by reflected light has, however, met with remarkable

confirmation.

M. Janssen, at Caroline Island in 1883, devoted the

opportunity largely to deciding whether the corona con-

tains an important proportion of solar light, the result sur-

passing his expectations. He saw the Fraunhofer spec-

trum with great completeness, establishing the presence of

an enormous quantity of reflected light
;
and as the coronal

medium is very thin, he considers that cosmic matter exists

in these regions as solid corpuscles.

RanYARD, Memoirs Royal Asirono7nical Society, xli. (1879), 35^-
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Various opinions concerning the brightness of the corona

have been entertained,^^ but from a careful consensus of

The total brilliance of the corona, differently estimated by the
earlier observeis, has been pretty caiefiilly measured at the later

eclipses. The full Moon forms an excellent standard of refeience :

at one time the coiona will exceed, at anothei fall shoit of, this

standard. Vaiiations in biilliancy fiom one eclipse to another were
noticed by Airy; the coiona of 1869 was much brighter than
that of 1870, which was caiefully measured by Piofessor E. C.
Pickering; in 187S the reseaich of Piofessor Harknfss made
its brightness nearly four times that of the full Moon (al)oul one
seventh that of the corona of 1870) ;

M. Janssen, in 1883, found it

to exceed the full Moon in lustre
;
while for the results of more

recent eclipses, consult Abney, Philosophical Transactions^ 1889 (A),

363 ;
W. II. Pickering, Annals Harvard College Observatory^ xviii.

100; and the Contributions fiom the Lick Observatory^ Numbers i

and 2, treating of the two total eclipses of 1889. It will be seen

that much evidence has already accumulated on this impoitant

question; but whether the obseived variations are leal, or due
chiefly to the varying relative sizes of Sun and Moon at different

eclipses, is not yet known. The intei mingling of visual and photo-

graphic data is of course to be regretted, and the influence of the

greater intrinsic brilliancy of the prominences must be caiefully

excluded. More than this, the problem of extinction of the coro-

nal light in the Earth’s atmospheie has to be solved befoie the

results can be set against each other in strict comparison. Some
localities of observation have been lofty (Pike’s Peak in 1878, eleva-

tion over 14,000 feet), while others have been at the sea level (Gre-

nada, 1886) ;
and the altitude of the eclipsed Sun above the horizon

has varied 60° or moie. These and other conditions render the prob-

lem one of unusual difficulty. But if the entire light of the corona

(not as we see it at mid-totality, but as it actually exists in space) is

to be determined from observational data, instead of mathematical

inference, the opportunity of a total-annular eclipse must be em-
braced. Then, by locating just inside the points where the phase
shifts from annulai to total and back again, the full intensity of the

inner corona may be satisfactorily evaluated, with that complete-
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numerous observations, M" Ranyard's conclusions^ seems

to be that its total illuminating power is considerably less

than the full Moon’s. This has of course nothing to do

with the intrinsic brightness of limited areas, which often

exceed many times that of a like portion of the Moon’s

surface. For example, Professor Harkness found that the

most luminous part of the corona of 1878 was probably

fifteen times brighter than the surface of the full Moon, or

37,000 times fainter than the surface of the Sun. xMso his

discussion of the photographs of the same eclipse showed

that the coronal light varied inversely as the square of the

distance from the Sun’s limb, — a result disproved by Abney

for the corona of 1886,^^ and by Professor Holden for that

of January 1889.^“^

Professor C. Abbe in Colorado writes of 1878,^® ^ The

illumination of surrounding objects due to the coronal light

w'as so strong that the change from before to after second

contact was, I thought, barely perceptible, the dark blue

tint of the sky being only a few grades darker, and the

diffused light from the corona being all-sufficient to read

,

mid write by, although it had nothing of the body ” that

mSlfes a bright full Moon so effective.’

however, the corona’s light is sometimes inferior to the

^ull Moon, its heat is far greater. Lord Kelvin’s suggestions

On the Importance of making Observations on Thermal

Radiation during the Coming Eclipse of the Sun (i860) need

ness which can only be approached, but never quite attained, during

any total eclipse. — D. I\ T,

Memoirs Royal Astronomical Society^ xli. (1879), 244.

Philosophical Transactions^ 1889 (A), 380.

Lick Observatory Report Eclipse of 1 st January 1SS9, p. 19.

Professional Papers of the Signal Set'vicCi No. I (Washington,

188 1 ), p. 46.
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to be followed up with the greatest care and painstaking.^®

Just before the eclipse of 1878, M‘ Edison had devised his

tasiraeter, an instrument of extreme delicacy, employed in

connection with a Thomson reflecting galvanometer. So

sensitive was it that the heat from Arcturus was distinctly

perceptible. In fact it proved too delicate for a successful

measurement of the heat of the corona, which was sufficient

to send the index beam of light entirely off the scale of the

galvanometer.^’

The fine quality of the photographs in December 1871

permits a better acquaintance with that corona than with

any previous one, and even better than with many recorded

later. It was nearly colorless, and faded off giadually,

with numerous wedge-shaped portions of a gray tint, which

formed the rifts and the separations of the rays. To Gen-

eral Tennant these rifts did not seem to extend down to

the edge of the Moon, they were perfectly steady, and no
changes in the corona were apparent.’^^ His spectroscope

was carefully arranged and manipulated, Captain Hkkschkl
assisting, and did excellent service

;
but the record is too

technical for our purpose.^®

Monthly Notices Royal Astronomical Sol idy, xx. (i860), 3 1
7.

American Journal of Scie7ict\ 52. Foi farther

considerations on the temperature of the coiona, vide Kan yard.
Knowledge, xiv. (1S91), 28.

Memoirs Royal Astronomical Socieiv, xlii. (1875), fi-

Captain IIersciiel’s description of his naked-eye view of the

corona is singularly clear and acciuate for this eaily date
;
and had

its indications been followed in photogiaphing subsectuent eclipses,

our records would have been worth a thousand fold what they aie.

ITe says: ‘The sight can nevei be foigotten
j
whethei it was that

my eyes had been calmed by looking into a neaily dark field, or
that the short time— not more than a veiy few seconds— which was
gi anted me, fixed the impression received very securely, I cannot
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An enormous mass of material regarding the corona was

accumulated in 1878 \
but this eclipse was remarkable

chiefly for the discovery, by Professor Newcomb and Pro

fessor Langley, independently, of the long streamers of the

outer corona. Professor Langley felt that he was witness-

ing a ‘ real phenomenon heretofore undescribed ’
;

it did

not vanish, but remained ' persistently visible.’ But for an

unfortunate exposure of his eye he would have seen it

even farther than the observed prodigious extension of at

least twelve solar diameters, or about eleven million miles.

Visible for more than four minutes after totality, it seems

possible that he might have continued to observe it in-

say, but the picture formed on my letina remains singularly clear

and well defined. , . . The corona was evidently, to my eye.s, an

assemblage of distinct and well-defined groups of rays, of which the

strongest ones seemed to start directly from the cential disk, so that

the so-called rifts were only the inteistices ])etween the bundles ol

rays. ... I should add that the photographs which I have .seen do

not recall, in any satisfactory way, the impressions which I received

during those three or four seconds, the individual separate character

of the ray-groups being almost entiiely lost*’ Here are early and

unmistakable indications that clock work o± the utmost accuiacy is

absolutely necessary, if the minutely filamentous structure of the

corona is to be caught on the plate as it exists in the sky. But the

worthless photogiaphs sometimes bi ought home by expeditions

since that day show that Captain IIersciiel’s specific statements

have not always been sufficiently heeded. Four of the .six photo-

giaphs were carefully engraved {^Memoirs Royal Astronomical .SV;-

aety^ xlii. 32). Equally splendid picUues of this remarkable corona

weie also cliawn by Messrs Ranyard and West.by from negatives

taken at Baikal by Lord Lindsay’s expedition {Memoirs Royal As-

fronomicai Society, x\i, 651), and an excellent Woodbuiy type is quite

accessible in Ledcjkr’s The Sun * its Planets and their SaidHtes

(London, 1882). In the process of repioduction on page T36 of tlie

present volume, much of the beautiful stuictuie is lost.-—/). /’. T,
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definitely (page 6o), had he been provided with specially

devised apparatus. These vast outer streamers were of

course the first to fade in the returning beams of actual

sunlight.

If the extent and brilliancy of the corona are regarded

as varying with the known period of sun-spot activity, it

was to be supposed that the corona of 1878 would not be

intensely marked. And so in reality it was found to be,

M** Lockyer pronouncing it ten times fainter than it was

during the Indian eclipse of 1871. But the complexity of

the phenomenon was very noticeable, and appears in many
cases to have completely baffled the hurried attempts of

those who sought to depict it. M. Trouvelot, widely

known for his admirable pictures, made a suggestive and

artistic sketch of this elusive object, and his verbal descrip-

tion is extended to the minutest detail, including the

complex tangential filaments which had been quite lyi-

known before the eclipse of 1871. ' Professor Boss devoted

himself to a particular part of the polar corona, which he

drew effectively with the aid of a telescope, and described

most accurately in his report. The corona was not so

dazzling, to be sure, as on some other occasions ;
but in

most of the sketches the pencils of the artists appear to

have been agitated by something more trustworthy than

their imaginations.'^*'^ The corona of 1878 was certainly

20 Washmgt07t Observatmis^ 1876 (Appendix iii.), 85.

Washington Observations, 1876 (Appendix iii.), 312.

The frequent and extraordinary variations in the drawings of a

given corona is perhaps best explained by Professor Eddy, who
directs attention to the fact that its light falls so near the limit of

visibility at the violet end of the spectrum as to excite the retina

in different persons unequally, lie says, ' I would have each

observer tested for color-blindnes.s in the part of the spectrum
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attacked in the right way, and great advances were made.

With specially constructed portrait lenses by Dallmeyer, a

remarkable series of eleven photographs was taken, exhibit-

ing a great mass of structural detail of the inner corona,

although failing to show the outer streamers. By good

fortune, however, a photograph taken by one of Professor

FIolden’s party represents them in great perfection, its

outlines beginning just where the details of the other

photographs end; and from the twelve an extraordinarily

fine representation of the corona was drawn by Professor

FIarkness (page 141).

A very complete photographic record of the polarization

of coronal light was made by Professor Harkness, and

Professor Wright of Yale College.^^ The late Draper

and his party at Rawlins also devoted themselves to

the corona. The photographic and photo-spectroscopic

work and the eye slitless spectroscope were in charge of

D*’ and M’® Draper, the analyzing slit spectroscope was

operated by Professor Barker, who aimed to ascertain the

presence of bright lines, or perhaps dark Fraunhofer lines,

in the corona, and the polariscope by Professor Morton.

D'* Draper found the photographed spectrum of the co-

rona the same in character as that of the Sun, and not

between G and FI
;
and no doubt as great differences would be

found in the sensitiveness of different eyes near the upper limits of

visibility as is known to exist in different ears in perceiving sounds

near the upper limit of audibility. Only those sketches of the

corona could be properly compared with each other which were

made by observers to whom the relative intensity of the various

parts of the spectrum appeared approximately the same.’— Saeria, I

(1883), 169. Average variations are shown on page 62.

‘28 iVashingfon Observations, 1876 (Appendix iii.)> 278.

*24 American yournal of Science and ArtSj, cxvi. (1878), 227*
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due to a special incandescent gas; the Fraunhofer lines

were abundantly observed, and the polarization of the

corona answered to reflected solar light.

The Egyptian corona of 1882 was in general a lepeti-

tion of that of 1871, but the distinctive features of 1878

were not apparent. While devoid of structure near the

poles, the filamentous character of the streamers was not

so marked as in 1871:. The duration of totality was only

seventy seconds, but into that brief inteival was crowded

much active research, with many important results.^'''" Pho-

tographs of the corona and its complete spectrum were

obtained by D"* Schuster on Captain Abney’s plates, H and

K being the most intense lines. A study of the red end

of the spectrum of the corona and prominences was made

by M. Tacchini. An absolute determination of the place

of the coronal line at 1474 (Kirchhoff) was made by two

of the French observers, Thollon and Tri^pied. The

absence of dark lines in the coronal spectrum was noted

by Tacchini and Tpiollon with different dispersions. But

according to the report of Abney and Schuster,”*" the co-

rona was specially rich in lines, the fact that part of the

outer corona shines by reflected light being proved by the

presence of the dark Fraunhofer lines. Many bright lines

in the violet, observed in the spectrum by Tpioli.on, were

photographed by
,

Schuster. The coronal and hydrogen

lines were studied in a grating spectroscope by Puiseux,

and with a diiect vision prism by Thollon. The contin-

uous spectrum seemed fainter, relatively, than in 1878, but

stronger than in 1871. The intensification of absorption

was observed in group A at the edge of the Moon by

Tr:^pied and Thollon.

Philosophical Transactions (i88^), 253.
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The photographs of the spectra of the corona and prom-

inences yielded an abundant harvest/*^® In part the in-

terest attaching to the direct photographs of the corona

is due to the feet that they were taken during a sun-spot

maximum, that tliey extended farther than any previous

ones, and that by their aid the position of the corona was

fixed to the fraction of a degree.

'The best pictorial representations of the corona of 1883

are hy M.’" Wesley, Assistant Secretary of the Royal

Astronomical Society, in engraved plates collated from

the excellent photographs taken at Caroline Island by

NT Lawrance and M‘ Ray Woods. In comparing the

eclipse of 1883 with the Egyptian eclipse of 1882, the

most striking feature is the entire absence of hydrogen

lines
;

but as the prominences in the former were very

marked, and were extremely small in the latter, this result

is not perhaps to be wondered at. Possibly the corona of

1882 was illuminated more or less by prominence light.'-^^

It is matter of necessity to separate all such illumination

from coronal light, as it tends to mask the spectrum of the

latter.

The brilliant corona of 1886 appeared at least seven

sc(‘.on(ls before totality began, and was extensively photo-

graphed in the West Indies. The late Father Perry's

research was chiefly spectroscopic, and directed toward

a search for the carbon bands glimpsed by M. Tacchini

in 1883, who had himself joined the British expedition to

Grenada, hoping to settle this question beyond doubt

M*' Maunder’s photographic plates were very successfully

A imRY and Schustb:r, Philosophical Transactions (1884), 270.

Abney, Philosophical Transactions

^

1889 (A), 123.

5
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utilized on bis return by Wesley, whom we have again

to thank for collating the series into a splendid engraving,

scarcely surpassed by the photographs of 1871, and repro-

duced below. D'’ Schuster’s work related exclusively to the

coronal spectrum, and his drawing from the photographic

plates is on the next page. His

H
catalogue of the lines recorded

is exceedingly full
;

also the

lines in the Egyptian corona of

the year previous are set beside

in comparison. To summarize

his ^ summary of results ’ is not

easy, but they are too impor-

tant to be omitted. First, the

continuous coronal spectrum

having the maximum actinic

Th. Corona or aooost .886
Considerably displaced

(Wesley, Maunder’s plates) toward the red (when compared

with the spectrum of sunlight),

proves that the corona can only be partly due to light scat-

tered by small particles. The continuous spectrum, then,

would appear to be caused principally by incandescent

matter of a lower temperature than that of the Sun. Cal-

cium and hydrogen do not form part of its normal spec-

trum. The line most strongly marked in the 1886 corona

was probably identical with the line 4233*0, often observed,

by Professor Young in the chromosphere. As to the com-

parison of coronal lines with the lines of terrestrial ele-

ments, only negative results were forthcoming.

Passing over the few fine photographs of the corona oi

28 philosophical Transactions^ 1889 (A), 335,
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1887 (all taken between clouds), by Herr

CuAMAN'roKK at Krasnoiarsk, at Jurjewetz

by M. Niks'I'en, and by M** Arm, near

Niigata, Japan, none of which reveal un-

usual features, the next full and perfect H

rc('ord (.)f the corona was secured in Cali-
r/}

fornia, 1st January 1889. The Harvard S

apparatus included every part of the co- g

ronal spectrum with completeness, and §

tlie lick Observatory results were no less §

significant. Also l)oth these expeditions a

secured pictorial representations of the o
('orona by photography of the first order g

for purposes of scientific study. i

M.*' Ranyard was the first to suggest the

probable variation of the gaseous part of ^

the corona with the spots on the Sun,^^^ and
g

the eclipse of 1889 strengthened this view w

very greatly. The coronas of 1867 and ^
1878 had both been characterized by re- ^

markable ecliptic streamers
;

and then n

followed the eclipse of 1889, also nearly g

('oincident with the miniinum of sun-spots, g

exhibiting similar prodigious extensions.’*®

The AtJtcihvitm. (12 and 19 October 1878).

Also, The Aslroitomkal Register^ xvi. (1878), 281.

AUhougli successfully photographed, they

are betltjr shown in a composite drawing by

M'*’ 'Co hi), omljodying a multitude of hand

sketches made under my instructions by vol-

4861

4628!

437^^1

4340 13
:|

4321

4233

4101

4087

-1037 '

4026

. 3968

. 3933 >;

unteer ol)servcrs all along the totality path from California to Mani-

toba. Also, the entire collection of drawings was combined by
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Tlie conclusion seemed well fortified, that these greatly

elongated coronas are characteristic of epochs of very

few sun-spots. This result, however, ought not to be ac-

cepted without reserve, until the total eclipse of 1900 is

found to reveal a corona of the same type. There is

The Corona of ist January 1889

(M'‘® Todd, Compositefrom 100 sketches]

much reason for Supposing that periodicity in the corona
may depend on the time of the year when the eclipse takes

place, and Schuster has collected the evidence on this

point from the photographed coronas of 1870 to 1886.

The corona of 1889 showed an intricacy of structure at
the solar poles exceeding anything before observed, and

photography, and presented to the National Academy of Sciences,

J9tli April 1889, in a paper On Composite Coronagraphy.— D, F. 2Z'

Philosophical Transactions

^

1889 (A), 305.
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many of the dark rifts between the luminous filaments were

strongly marked to the very edge of the Moon itself. Pro-

fessor iioiDKN has discussed this corona in ample detail/'-^

derived from the very excellent photographs by Barnard

and others
;
and M'* Keei.er’s spectroscopic observations

show conclusively that the length of a coronal line is not

always an indication of the depth of the gaseous coronal

atmosphere of the Sun at that point. The true atmosphere

of the Sun, then, may be comparatively shallow.

Tlie scientific data respecting the corona of 2 2d December

1889, ol)tained by the lamented Father Perry and Comte

DE \A Baumi<: Pluvinel at lies du Saint, and by M'‘ Burn-

ham and M'* Schab:berle of the Lick Observatory expe-

ditioti to Cayenne, French Guiana, have not yet been fully

discussed, so that all presentation of them is omitted here.

Also, the extensive results of the numerous expeditions to

observe the recent total eclipse of i6th April 1893,— Eng-

lish, French, American, and other,— obtained on the South

American continent in Chile, Argentina, and Brazil, and in

Senegal on the west coast of Africa, cannot of course be

tally known until the photographic plates have been criti-

cally investigated.

The true corona appears to be a triple phenomenon.

First, there are the polar rays, nearly straight throughout

their visible extent. Gradually, as these rays start out from

points on the solar disk farther and farther removed from

the poles, they acquire increasing curvature, and very prob-

ably extend into the equatorial regions, but are with great

difficulty traceable there, because projected upon and con-

fused with the filaments having their origin remote from

Lick Observatory Reports on the Total Eclipse of ist January

1889, p. 3.
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the poles. Then there is the inner equatorial corona, ap-
parently connected intimately with truly solar phenomena,
quite like the polar rays

; while the third element in the
composite is the outer equatorial corona, made up of the
long ecliptic streamers, for the most part visible only to the
naked eye, also existing as a solar appendage, and possibly
merging into the zodiacal light.

The total eclipses of a half-century have cleared up a few
obscurities, and added many perplexities. There is little or
no doubt about the substantial, if not entire, reality of the
corona as a truly solar phenomenon. The Moon, if it has
anything at all to do with the corona, aside from the fact of
its coming in conveniently between Sun and Earth so as to
allow a brief glimpse of something startlingly beautiful which
otherwise could never have been known, is probably respon-
sible for only a very narrow ring of the inner radiance, of
pretty even breadth all round. This diffraction effect is ac-
cepted

; but the problem still remains how wide this annulus
may be, and whether it may vary in width from one eclipse

to another. These questions once settled, the spurious
structure may then be excerpted from the true. Indeed,
the coronal streamers, delicately curving and interlacing,

may tell the whole story of the Sun’s radiant energy.*^®

Perhaps the most striking fact developed by research upon the
phenomena of mid-totality is that the axis of symmetry of the
corona does not coincide with the Sun's axis of revolution as deter-
mined by long observation of the solar spots. This might have
been expected, but astronomers were a long time in getting at it.

Then the question arises, What is the angle of divergence of these
two axes ? which Professoi Bigelow has competently answered.
(American Journal of Science^ cxlii. (1891), i.) If we regard the
Earth as a great magnet, may not the poles of the corona marie
the position of the magnetic poles of the Sun? Zollner was
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This is hardly the place to speak at length of electrical

theories of the corona, although they are coining more and

more to the front. There are, of course, vague suggestions

earlier, but Reynolds was among the first to treat of the

corona as an electric phenomenon,®’^ following up the sub-

ject a few years later, and generalizing his theory by including

the aurora and cometary tails.®® Zollner’s speculations,

too, are worthy of note.®® D'’ FIuggins dwells lucidly upon

this interesting phase of the corona problem in his Bakerian

lecture of 1885, where the consequences of granting the

existence of a high electric potential of the solar surface are

fully followetl out.*” The possible effect of the electric con-

probal)ly the first to guess this relation, and the idea is far from

wild. Ihit the eclipse part of the jirolilem— the actual determina-

tion of the solar co-ordinates of this possible ‘ magnetic pole,’

—

would lie .sufficiently easy, only that observers in the past have

too often paid little regard to precise orientation in pictures of

the corona otherwise unexceptionable. All that is needed is the

geometric means of drawing the Sun’s axis across the photograph,

and the required datum for each picture is then had at once, by

direct measurement of the angle it makes with the coronal axis,

Nor must it be forgotten that the centre of the Moon will rarely

coincide exactly with the centre of the Sun
;
consequently the full

discus.sion of coronal photographs implies correct knowledge of

the longitude and latitude of the place where they were taken,

and of the local time of mid-exposure. Also the distortion of the

corona by atmospheric refraction becomes appreciable at low alti-

tudes. These matters have too often been treated with indiffer-

ence; but the eclipses of another decennary will perhaps provide

the full data for this fundamental discussion. P. 71

CJ^iemical Navs, xxii. (1870), 294.

A/emoirs Literary and l^hilosophical Society of Manchester^ xxv.

(1876), 44, 53, 202.

Zr>LLNKK, ifeber die Natur der Cometen (I^eipzig, 1872), p. 127.

Proceediny;s Royal Society^ xxxix. (1885), 126.
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dition of the nearer planets may influence the direction and

magnitude of the longer streamers; al-

though observation on this point is not

yet definite.®^ Also, electrical discharges

through poor vacua appear to be wor-

thy of farther investigation.®*^

The brighter streamers of the corona

may yet be recorded in full sunlight

;

and the problem is so important that

hope should never be abandoned. Soon

after the eclipse of 1882, it occurred to

D"" Huggins of London that a photo-

graphic method of his own devising

might secure this result, and he lost

little time in trying it. The arrange-

ment of his apparatus is here shown,

—

a long tube carefully diaphragmed, ad-

mitting the Sun’s rays to a mirror which

forms by reflection an image of the un-

eclipsed Sun and the sky immediately

surrounding it. Theoretically, the sky

against which the corona is projected

must be a little brighter than that im-

mediately adjoining, which has no coi*-

ona upon it. Delicate photographic

manipulation appeared to be sufficient

to bring out this minute difference,

while the eye is powerless to detect it
;
and success in the

early attempts seemed most hopeful. In particular, some

Proceedings Royal Society (1885), 132.

PUPIN, Astronomy and Astro-Physics^ xi. (1892), 483.
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London photographs of the corona near the time of the

great eclipse of 1883 were found to reveal a structure sim-

ilar to that shown upon the eclipse plates taken in the Caro-

line Islands, 6th May. But later attempts were most dis-

appointing, and the careful work of Ray Woods on the

Riffelberg in 1884 under the direction of I)’* HucXiiNS, and

afterward at Cape Town, came to naught.

Again was the method put to a more crucial test during

the eclipse of 1886, when two coronagraphs constructed by

1 >^' Huggins were in the field, the one used by Captain

Darwin at Prickly Point, Grenada, and the other at the

Royal Observatory, Cape Town, by D’” Gn.L. As seen from

the latter place, the eclipse culminated in a large partial

phase
;
so that if the corona were actually depicted on the

plate, that part of the black Mdoii not projected upon the

Sun ouglit to have cut a crescent out of the inner corona.

Also at Grenada, both before and after totality, under simi-

lar conditions of partial phase, a like experiment was tried
;

but from both these widely separate localities came disheart-

ening news,— the real corona had not lieen photographed

at all, only a spurious atmospheric one.

Also I)'‘ Wright of Yale University has attempted to

observe the corona optically without an eclipse, using a

variety of suitably colored media
;
while at great elevations,

ly Copeland in the Andes (1883), Professor Toj.)i) on

Fuji-san (1887), Professor Hale on Pike’s Peak (1893),

and others elsewhere, have made serious efforts to do away

in part with the necessity for eclipse expeditions in the

future
;
but so far without avail

Coronal theories abound,— that the corona is a gaseous

atmosphere carried round with the Sun,— that it is gaseous

Phihmphkal Transactions
^ 1889 (

A), 306.
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matter ejected from the Sun or received by it, in motion
from the forces of ejection, gravity, solar rotation, or perhaps

repulsion of some kind, — that, like the ring of Saturn, it

consists of swarms of meteoric particles too swiftly revolving

to fall into the Sun,— or again, that it is due to the cease-

less downfall of meteoric matter, and the debris of disiiite-

CoRONA OF I

6

th April 1S93, as

PREDICTED BY SCHAEBERLE

grating comets.'*^ Professor Newton, first authority in matters

meteoric, considers it not at all probable that meteors may
account for the long streamers of the corona."^^

Other theories are advocated,— a mechanical one by
M" ScHAEBERLE, and Professor Bigelow’s magnetic theory,

—

Proceeding's Royal Society^i^xsCxx. 120.
® Proceedings American Associatioii Advancement of Science, xxxv.

(i8S6),9.
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neither of which, how'ever, has yet stood the ultimate test

of predicting fully and correctly the configuration of the

coronal streamers. The mechanical theory assumes that

the corona is caused by light emitted and reflected from

streams of matter ejected from the Sun by forces which

act in general along lines normal to the solar surface.

Corona of i6th April 1893, as Photo-

graphed BY SCHAEBERLE

As is known, these forces are most active near the middle

of each sun-spot zone, and mere perspective thus plays a

large part. Comparison of M’* Schaeberle’s predicted

corona (on the opposite page) with the actual corona of

1893 (shown above) unfortunately does not seem to sustain

this theory.

According to Professor Bigelow’s theory, the coronal

light is merely a phenomenon of the Sun’s magnetism, which
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determines the position and direction of the luminous fila-

ments composing the corona. Somewhat the relation ex-

isting between the streamers of the aurora and the Earth

may thus connect the coronal streamers with the Sun.

O’* ScHysTER agiees with W Huggins in the idea that

the brighter filaments of the corona are probably due to
electric discharges

;
but it seems unlikely that any sin-

gle hypothesis will completely account for a phenomenon
so complex.

Meanwhile, to sum up in a few w^ords, the corona is to be
described as a truly solar appendage (as proved anew at the
eclipse of 1893 by the research of M. Deslandres, which
shows that it rotates with the Sun on its axis) ; a small per-

centage of its light in the lowest regions may be due to

diffraction at the edge of the Moon
;
the innermost portions

have perhaps in part the nature of a solar atmosphere
;
the

middle regions the spectroscope shows to be due in great

pait to incandescent matter (of a lower temperature than the
Sun’s surface), and the polariscope in part to light reflected

from dark particles possibly meteoric, but more likely dust
particles or fog of some sort

;
while the enormous exten-

sions along the ecliptic (most strikingly developed coinci-

dently with the sun-spot minimum) are possibly connected
in origin with the zodiacal light. But the mystery of the
corona is by no means solved, and the entire subject will

require many years of patient and critical investigation in
the future.

D" Huggins has suggested the striking thought that the
corona must have been much more brilliant and extended
in early geologic time than now

; so that if the skies were
then as clear as at present, not impossibly the corona may

Philosophical Transactions^ 1889 (A), 30-1:1.
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still have been faintly visible during the fer-away infancy of

the human race. He adds, ' Are there any philological

traces of it in the earliest words and ideas connected witli

the Sun ? * In tlie next chapter we sliall look backward

toward those ages, and find perhaps a suggestion of the

corona in the sculptures of prehistoric peoples.

Whatever its cause and meaning, the corona must always

continue to absorb the deepest attention during eclipses.

At some remote epoch, however, — perhaps millions of

years hence, though really but a step astronomically,—
our great Sun, already on his decline, will have so slirunken

that there will be no corona. In the picturesciue language

of I)*‘ Huggins, ‘ The candle of tlie Sun is burning down,

and so hir as we can see, must at last reach the socket.

Then will begin a total eclipse which will have no end

:

Dies ilia

Solvet ssccUun in favilla.’

V Titles of early papers will l)e found in Moitzkau ef I.an cas-

ter, BiMhgyaphie GSuiraie de PAstyonomic^ ii. fo^u.

a'he lists already cited on page 46 will be found ample for popular

papers. In the Smithsonian Repayts M^* W. C. Winloi'K gives ex-

cellent teclinical summarie.s from time to time. in)llo\ving arc im-

portant references to modern literature of the corona :
—

Secciit, /> Soled (Paris, nS75), i. 362, 413.

Ranyaro, Afemoiys Royai Astronomical Society^ xli. (1879).

Youn(J, The Sun (New York, 1881), p. 213,

Hastinc.s, Memoiys Mxdional Academy of Sciences^ ii. (iS.S.j ), 107.

Youno, 'Pheorics regarding the Sun’s Corona, Noyth Ameyican Re-

view, cxl. (1885), 173.
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Huggins, The Nineteenth Century^ xvii. (1885), 676. Also *The

Bakerian Lecture,’ Proceedings Royal Society, xxxix. (1885), loS.

Lockyer, The Chemistry of the Sun (London, 1887), p. 354*

Harkness, On the Photography of Solar Eclipses, The American

Annual of Photography (New York, 1888), p. 250.

Langley, The Ne%v Astronomy (Boston, 1888), p. 35

Pickering, Annals ffarvard College Observatory, xviii. 105*

Todd, Structure of the Corona (Smithsonian Institution, 1889).

Keeler, Lick Observatory Reports Eclipse, istJanuary 18S9, p. 45.

Wesley, in Chambers’s Astronomy (London, 1889), i. 311.

Bigelow, The Solar Corona discussedby Spherical Harmonics (Smith-

sonian Institution, 1889). Also American Journal of Science,

cxl. (1890), 343; cxli. (1891), 505; cxlii. (1891), I.

Nipher, Report Eclipse , istJanuary 1889 (Cambridge, 1891), p. 21.

Schaeberle, a Mechanical Theory of the Solar Corona, Luk Ob-

servatory Reports on the Eclipse of 22d December 1889, p. 47.

Lockyer, Nature, xliv. (1891), 300.

Schuster, Proceedings Royal Imtitution, xiii. (1891).

Charroppin, Coronal Extension, Publications Astronomical Society

Pacific, iii. (1891), 26.

Bigelow, Ibid., iii. (1891), 34; The Observatory, xiv. (1891), 50.

Proctor, Old and New Astronomy (New York, 1892), p. 405.

Brester, Thiorie du Soleil (Amsterdam, 1892).

Schaeberle, The Solar Corona of April 1893, Astronomy and

Astro-Physics, xii. (1893), 7, 693, 730. Also Publications Astro-

nomical Society Pacific, v. (1893), 139.

Bigelow, Prediction regarding the Solar Corona of i6th April 1893,

Astronomy and Astro-Physics, xii. (1893), 97.

De la Baume Pluvinel, Bulletin de la SociSti Astronomiqne de

France, vi. (1892); Nature, xlvii. (1893), 304.

Taylor, Eclipse Photography, The Observatory, xvi. (1893), 95-

Clerke, History of Astronomy (London, 1893).

Ebert, Electro-magnetic Theory of the Sun’s Corona, Astronomy

and Astro-Physics, xii. (1893), 804.

Frost, Astronomical Spectroscopy (Boston, 1894).
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The Corona without an Eclipse.

Huggins, On a Method of Photographing the Solar Corona with-

out an Eclipse, Proceedings Royal Society, xxxiv. (1882) ;
Nature,

xxvii. (1882), 199. Results in Report British Association Advance-

ment Science, 1883, p. 346; American Journal of Science, cxxvii.

(1884), 27.

Lohse, Astronomische Nachrichten, civ. (1883), 209.

Woods, The Observatory, vii. (1884), 376.

Huggins, Proceedings Royal Society, xxxix. (1885), 112. Also Pop-

ular Science Monthly, xxvii, 7 SS'y Sidereal Messenger, iv.

(1885), 136, 167.

Pickering, Science, v. (1885), 266, 307, 436 ;
vi. (1885), 131, 362, 3S7.

Huggins, Science, v. (1885), 397 ;
vi. (1885), 362 ;

viii. ( 1886), 303.

Young, An Attempt to Photograph the Corona, Science, v. (1885), 307.

Common, Nature, xxxiv. (1886), 470.

Trouvelot, The Observatory, ix. (1886), 394. Also Ibid,, 342, 355.

Darwin, Proceedings Royal Society, xli. (.1886), 469.

Von Konkoly, Idimmelsphotographie (Halle, 1887), p. 226.

Deslandres, Cofnptes Rendus, cxvi, (1893), 126, 1184; cxvii. 1053.

PIaLE, Astronomy and Astro-Physics, xii. (1893), 3^4 > 653;

Comptes Rendus, cxvi. (1893), 623, 865.

PUPIN, Astronomy and Astro-Physics, xii. (1893), 362.

Campbell, Publications Astrojwmical Society Pacific, v. (1893),

RlCCl), Memorie della Societh degli Spettroscopisti Italiani, xxii. ( 1893).



CHAPTER VI

ECLIPSES IN THE REMOTE PAST

What gloiy ^s like to thee ?

Soule of this 'woild, this universe’s eye,

No wonder some made thee a deity.

Anne Bradsureet, ContemNations,

''F'O a fabulous age all nature was mystery. In our own
JL day, with superstition far in the background, and with

clear scientific explanation for nearly all natural phenomena^,

the prodigious effect of a solar eclipse upon primal races is

hard to apprehend. Indeed, the derivation of the word
from the Greek (e/cXaWr', to relinquish or abandon) itself in-

dicates the ancient idea
; sometimes expressed as a swoon-

ing or fainting of the Sun (e/cActi/^tg ^Xlov^ or defectus soils)

,

or leaving his accustomed place and brightness in the

heavens.

Fragmentary accounts still extant teem with terror at the

wrath of the gods,— stories of strange darkness coming on
solely to prevent or suspend battles, or portending speedy
death to some potentate

;
of a gigantic monster devouring

the kindly Sun as penalty perchance for insufficient offering.

On the occasion of an eclipse in China clouds once covered
the sky, preventing observations. The courtiers joyfully

repaired to the Emperor to felicitate him that Heaven,
touched by his virtues, had spared him the pain of witness-

ing the ‘ eating of the Sun.* ^

^ Wells Williams, Middh Kvigdom^ ii. 73.
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‘All over India they believe that when the Sun aud
Moon are eclipsed, the phenomenon is oc-casioned by a
certain dragon with very black claws, which extends them,
and thus wants to seize those two bodies, wherefore at such
times the rivers are seen covered with human heads, the Indi-
ans immersing themselves up to their necks, which they look
upon as a most devout position, and most suitaljlc to indtico
the Sun and Moon to defend themselves well against the
dragon. In America the al)original inhal)itants are convinced
that the Sun and Moon are angry when they arc eclii)sod,

and it is difficult to state what they would not do to ol,)tain

favoi from them. But did not the (.Ireeks, who were so
refined, believe for a long time that tlie Moon was under
the influence of sorcery, and that the magicians made her
descend from heaven to tlirow a certain injurious frotli upon
herbs? And, as for ourselves, were we not mightily afraid
in 1654 of a solar eclipse, which indee<l was total? Did
not a multitude of people shut themselves up in cellars?’ “

European science has thus for iiroduced little effect upon
the masses of superstitious natives of India

;
for even as late

as 1868 they verily believed the great eclip.se of that year to

have been caiused by the huge dragon Rahu en(lea,voring to
swallow up the lord of day. An interesting arti.'le in

Chanihcrs s yonrual aliout this time gives aceoiinis of the
singular customs still oliserved on such occasions." 'I’he

KuMTHNia.l.|.;, /Uilrdicns snr l,i I'liinilitt il,-s .:uw soil'.
" ‘ft easily apinsu's lliat llie dragons Kalin and Kriii .uo |>cr.soni

fications ol' llui nodes, itsccnding and descending. Tlic asm ,lof,ci
of Kairopc seem to have inherited the tradition Irom Iheii .Xi'van
progenitors, for, strangely enough, the astridogi. al name of the
ascending noilc is /hvrow/.r. and of the deseetidinj., C.iuS,:
Ontcouh. In lihe manner, it may he noted, we, as w.dlas iheCmek ,

and Romans, liave inherited the Indian name.s of the eon-.tell.ili.ne.

0
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Japanese cover their wells during an eclipse, to prevent

poison from dropping into them from the sky.^

A Mongolian myth relates how the gods determined to

punish Arakho for some misdeeds, but he hid from them.

Asking his hiding place of the Sun, his answer was evasive 5

applying to the Moon, she told its location. So Arakho
was dragged out and punished ;

and now, in revenge,

pursues both Sun and Moon, and whenever he approaches

sufficiently near, an eclipse occurs. To help Sun and Moon
in this sad catastrophe a great noise is made, and finally

Arakho is frightened away.®

The Sun himself was for ages an object of worship, and
a favorite representation of the Sun-god among Egyp-
tians, Phoenicians, Assyrians, Persians, and Plittites was the
‘ winged disk.’

®

and of the days of the week. Darkness is the most fitting emblem of

evil; while light symbolizes the truthful and good. As Max MDx.-
LER has shown, in most of the Aryan myths the hero represents tlie

Sun, while darkness is generally personified as a snake or a dragon
lying coiled around the dawn.’— Chambers'*s JottrnaU xlv. ( 1868), 67 6.

4 Griffis, The Mikado*s Empire (New Yoik, 1883), p. 471.

^ Knowledge^ xi. (1888), 51.

s In effect very like the long streamers of the solar corona, were
not the ‘wings ’ first suggested to the ancient and childlike peoples
by viewing prehistoric eclipses ? The Sun’s corona, majestic and
impressive to our beholding, must have been to them a spectacle

even more imposing. That they sought to record, and did record,
though crudely, these phenomena of the sky is plausible; but, like
the other evidences of eaily civilizations, these records for the most
part are either no longer extant, or remain buiied for subsequent
generations to unearth. From the slender allusions to the corona
by Plutarch and Philostratus, backward to the epoch of the
earliest races, is an interval of many centuries, yielding apparently
no reference to that wonderful phenomenon of totality characteriased

by a ‘solemn steadiness,’ as Sir Francis Galton has fittingly said.
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In the books of Scripture are repeated allusions to the

protecting wings of the Deity, referring to this design.

But from investigations of the motion of the Moon, with modern
data so accuiate that the early paths of its shadow across those an-

cient countries can be assigned with confidence, it appears that

Kgypt and Western Asia were favored by repeated total eclipses.

To primitive races the Sun was, natuially enough, the supreme

deity; but, equally naturally, one might conjecture that the Sun-god

of their woiship would be symbolically expressed by a symmetrical

radiance, completely enveloping him. What, however, are the ear-

liest glyptic representations of the solar deity ? Certainly among
them are the Egyptian, Assyrian, Babylonian, and Ilittite monu-

ments, upon which, repeated again and again, may be seen the

famous ‘winged globe,’ or ‘winged solar disk,’ whose origin is so

remote that aichteologists assign no date. Brugsch Bey has,

however, investigated the history and significance of the symbol, in

his ‘ Die Sage von der geflugelten Sonnenscheibe nach alt Aegypti-

schen Quellen dargestellt’ [Abhandlungder k. Gesellschaft der fC/r-

seuschafteji zu Gottingen, xiv., 1868-69, Hist. Phil. Classe, 173).

Doubtless originating in Egypt, this symbol of the Sun-god is di-

versely represented in these early monuments, Egyptian, Chaldean,

Assyrian, Babylonian, Phoenician, Hittite, Persian, and other
;
but

the wide variations from the primitive type, in order to adapt it to

intaglios, cylinders, seals, tablets, and architectural monuments, are

aside from my present purpose, and need not now be farther alluded

to. I desire only to direct attention to the fact that modern eclipse

research has developed a type of coiona, lecuinng coincidently with

the minimum of solar spots, which suggests at once an explanation

of the wings accompanying this prehistoric symbol of the Sun-god.

Pending publication of a memoir on the subject, it is only desira-

ble to present here two or three illustrations of the winged solar

disk or globe. On the following page is an illustration fiom a pho-

tograph of eaily Egyptian architecture (on which the winged globe

forms the chief decoiation over gateways), in this case a double

carving of the constantly recurring symbol, over the entrance to a

granite shrine in the sanctuary at Edfou. Another adorns the en-

trance to Pharaoh’s Bed at Philae, where the symbol is now cut in



Granite Shrine in Sanctuary at Edfou
{Showing the Winged Solar Globe')
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Another figure often recurring upon the small carved cyl-

inders of hematite or lapis-lazuli, between b. c. 2500 and

two by the breaking of the lintel (shown below) , likewise at Luxoi

,

Ivarnak, and other well known Egyptian localities, the winged solar

globe has been architecturally sculptured. In the boston Museum

Pharaoh’s Bkh at Phtl/K

(
Sh ow'uie, ihi' / / V ftv/d Sotar Globe)
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1500, represents the Sun in the arms of the Moon, witli

pointed lines meaning rays, and straight ones streams of

of Fine Aits may be seen excellent lepiesentations of the winged
disk, — on both sides of the pylon which divides the Egyptian
loom

;
also just above the middle of the saicophagiis lid (the last

one on the left) standing on top of the case in the same room.
A well pieseived lUttite figure occms at Saktsche-gbzli (latitude

37® 10' North, longitude fP 55' East of Greenwich). Three tablets

Hittite Monument at SAKTscHE-cbztj

{Showing the Winged Solar Disk)

commemorate the lion hunt
;
at the top of the left-hand one (liere

reproduced from IIumann and PucHSTEiN, Reisen in Mem Asien
und Nord Syrien,Vi(t\\m, 1890, Atlas, Tafel xlvi.), is a conventional
ized winged disk, doubtless to show that the King is under the
protection of the Supreme Deity. I have to thank D*” Sterrf.tT
for reference to this work. Less peifect representations are seen at
Boghaz-Kbi, well known to aichaeologists; while at El-FlatHn-Pu-
har D* Sterrett photogiaphed a monument bearing a triple reiore-
sentation of this favorite symbol, lepioduced, with a description of
the monument by D' Ward, in The Arne? k an Journal of
ology, ii. 49.

But the point I desire specially to emphasize is that the origiit
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water,— not impossibly suggesting an eclipse, although the

connection is rather vagueJ

of the wings should be sought, not in the Oiiental imagination, but

in a celestial phenomenon which the ancient peoples could hardly

Tiik Coronal Streamers of 1878 (Nevvcomr)

have failed to observe; that is, the Sun’s coiona of the precise

type discoveied dming the eclipse of 1878 by Professor Newcomb

in Wyoming, and a few moments latei by Piofessor Langley fiom

The Coronal Streamers of 1878 (Langley)

7 The cylindeis were often made of chalcedony and jasper as well,

but this special design is not found upon these materials so fre-

quently. Continually unearthed in Babylonia and its geneial region,

how much of quaint and valuable infoimation has come to us on

these wonderful stones, — seals used to stamp with authenticity the

epistles wiitten upon tablets of clay
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While the Egyptians worshipped chiefly animals, the Se-

mitic religions were largely based upon reverence for as-

tronomical objects. Hence the Sun-god Shamash and hi?’

wife Aa appear in various forms upon most of these ancient

cylinders, even as remotely as b. c. 3000. The Babylo-

nian Venus, Ishtar (biblically Esther), also occurs fre-

quently.

Perhaps the oldest design on the cylinders represents iHe

Sun-god coming out of the door of sunrise, while the ' gate

of the East ’ is being opened by a porter. From his shoul-

ders stream rays, a weapon with a saw-edge is in his hand,

and one foot rests on the top of a mountain, an attitude

frequently spoken of in the old Babylonian hymns. A rep-

resentation of the Sun-god of Sippara found at Abu-habl )a

shows him seated, with three persons advancing in a pro

the summit of Pike’s Peak. Other coionas exhibiting aiecurienre

of this type are those drawn by (jROSCII (1867), and by M’® Todd
(1889 from many sketches of the ecliptic streameis (page 68).

On compaiing the much extended coionas of these modern eclipsos

with the conventional-

ized symbol of the mi-
cient Sun-god, one is

stiongly tempted to tislc.

Did not these primitivi;

peoples, seeing this

of banded coiona duria^^

total eclipses of the Sun,
natuially infer that Iht?

coronal extensions were
the wings by which the
Sun-god flew, as they sup-

posed, from one part of the heavens to the other in his da.il

y

lound? Absolute demonstration maybe impossible, but the iden-
tity is piomising.— D, P. T,
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c:ession5^ while near by upon an altar is a great sun with

rays which two creatures aloft in the air are pulling along by
a rc)|)e. Samson, Hebrew for sun, may possibly have indi-

<'at(Hl the Sun-god of the Hebrews
;

while the Phoenician

P>AA!., or deity, was a sun-god under different designations.^^

At the time of the Shepherd Kings, about b. c. 1500, during

the Hyksos dynasty, a peculiar circle was sometimes used

for the solar deity, showing the disk with long rays ending

in liands.

Unfortunately, of the oldest known work on astronomy—
written aljout n. c. 3800 hy Sargon the First, King of Agade
in baliylonia— only tlie merest fragments liave survived. It

is significant lliat he also wrote a work upon ‘ Omens.’ Thus
early had begun that intimate relationshi[) of astronomy to

mysticism and superstitious worship which persisted almost

to our own century.

Naturally, then, a darkening of this great and beneficent

Sun-god -light, life, ruler of tlie world— brought conster-

nation to tlie breasts of all lieholders
;
neither is it strange

lliat extant descriiitions of the earlier ecliiises are vague and

unsatisfactory. Accuracy in minutim, like noting the begin-

ning and end, precise date and duration, and locality of ob-

servation, seems to lie a modern attribute. If these early

jieoples recorded any natural iihenomenon within several

)'ea!*.s of the actual time, one must be well content.

(!an anything different be said of the ancient liattles? In

Iku’sian or Araliic history prior to the fiflli century, a diver-

gence of twenty-five years is considered of trivial conse-

U’lui Arabs called it Noah, with Sukm, Mam, and Jai'HKT

approui’hing,

' III I’lnriiicia, Uaai. was known as Hadad, in Babylonia as

'1‘ammuz, and in Cilicia, as Sanuam.
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quence. Even in the case of eclipses, mere differences of

two or three years do not seem in the least to disturb the

old chroniclers.^*^

The earliest known record of an eclipse occurs, though

imperfectly, in that ancient Chinese work, the Shu-king.

Visible at Tay-Kang-Kien during the reign of Chung Kang,

the fourth empeior of the Hea dynasty, calculations from

modern times backward through these dim ages show that

it may have occuned as early as the autumn of b. c. 2158.^’^

Cochou-King, the greatest astronomer of China, who flour-

It should be remem])ered, too, that while the astronomical

leckoning of the yeais of the Christian eia is idtMitical with the 01 di-

nary 01 chionological system, astionomeis differ fiom chionologists

in their numeiation of the yeais preceding that era. The simple re

lation of the two systems is appaient fiom the following:—

Chionological Astronomical

VTai li. c. 3 =: Veai —2
B. c. 2 — I

B. C. I 0

A. D I = +1

A. D. 2 +2
A. D. 3 == +3

As the astronomical system lecognizes a year 0, while the other

does not, the ordinary or chronological numbeis of the years desig-

nated by the letters B. c. are arithmetically one gieater than the

same years designated in astronomical records by the sign mtmif.

The Chinese characters lepresenting this bit of history are lit

erally translated by Williams in the Monthly Notices Royal A^tro-

nomical Society^ xxiii. (1863), 239, as follows :
‘ In the last month of

the autumn, the hist day of the Moon, the heavenly bodies were

not in agreement in Fang,’ that astensm being part of oiu constel-

lation Scorpio. The visible heavens weie divided by the Chinese

into thirty-one parts, of which Fang is a veiy small one. Its deter-

mining group consists of certain stars in Scorpio, and a few small
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ished about A, D. 1280, admitted this eclipse.^^ Another is

spoken of in Shi-king as occurring b. c. 776 (the year when

authentic history began in another land with the running of

the foot-race in Olympia by Chorebos, from which event the

Olympiads were counted).

In Chun Tsew, one of the Vu-king or canonical books of

the Chinese ascribed to Confucius, is given a short review

of the most remarkable events taking place from b. c 721

to B. c. 480 at the court of the principality of Lu. Chun

Tsew means ' Spring and Harvest/ which according to one

of the peculiarities of the Chinese language may be consid-

ered as merely an abbreviation of spring, summer, autumn,

and winter, and translated as ^Annals.’ In the Chinese

canonical books thirty-eight eclipses are mentioned. Of

these, eighteen agree with Pingr^’s list, but many of the

others have some error, either in month or year This,

however, may perhaps come from our defective knowledge

of the ancient Chinese calendar, particularly with reference

to intercalation and the beginning of the year, which were

probably subject to irregularities. But always the day is

correct, showing that the records were reliable. Three

of these described as total Schjellerup has selected for

scientific discussion in a paper published in the Proceed-

ings of the Royal Danish Society of Sciences. These took

place i6th July, B. c. 708, 19th September, b. c. 600, and

1 8th June, b. c. 548. Confucius was three years old at

the time the last occurred. Quite probably the eclipses

stars in Libra, Opbiuchus, and Lupus. The exact place in the

sky where the eclipse occurred is thus pointed out. Consult also

Nature, xxxii. (1885), 276.

Me7noirs Royal Astronoi?iical Society, xi. (1840), 49.

Coper7ticus, i.
{
Dublin, 188 r), 41.
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were not mentioned with scientific intent, but because

they were bad omens.

A fragment from Archilochus describes Zeus as once

turning mid-day into night, an event so remarkable that

^ no one ought in future to be surprised at anything.’ While

Oppolzer thought this referred to the eclipse of 6th April,

B. c. 648, his map seemed to carry the Moon’s shadow too

fill* to the north of the ^Egean Sea. Professor MillosE”

viCH, however, reinvestigated the question, examining all the

solar eclipses occurring in the seventh century b. c., and

found but two which at all corresponded to that mentioned

by Archilochus, one of which, 15 th April, b. c. 657, although

a large eclipse, was not quite total. The other, on the date

given by Oppolzer, was found to have been total at ten

o’clock in the morning at Thasos and in the northern part

of the iEgean Sea. Answering well to the poet’s descrip-

tion, this eclipse was without much doul:)t the one referred

to. Grecian chronology prior to the Persian wars was so

uncertain, that there is really no reason for not accepting

this eclipse merely because the date at which Archilochus

flourished is thus carried down nearly a half-century later

than that generally supposed.^'*

To the burning of all native scientific books (except those

on agriculture, medicine, and astrology) by TsiN-CHT-liwANc;*

Ti, B. c. 221, the Chinese attribute the loss of a precious

mass of astronomical learning, the accumulation of long ages.

Notices of 460 solar eclipses have been collected by De
Mailla, extending from b. c. 2159 to a. d. 1699 ;

and Wylie

gives a careful list of 925 solar and 574 lunar eclipses Ob-

1'1 Milloskvich, On the eclipse of Archilochus and the ico-

nography in Oppolzer’s ‘ Canon of Solar Eclipses,’ Memoru delta

Society degU Speiiroscopisli Itallani^ xxii. (1893), 70.
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servod between r>.('. 2150 and a. d. 1785 ; while this myste-

rious nation is said by Williams to have observed 600 solar

ellipses between n. c. 2159 and a. d. 1223. What was

known in the early part of the present century relating to

the C’hinese etdipses is presented with great completeness

l)y I )Li.AMm<E in his somewhat sombre Uistoire de PAstro-
fiomic . ImiefineP

One of the Nineveh slabs representing an Assyrian king,

AsslunazirpaL; supposably ]:)ointingat an eclipse as a hap])y

onion of his coronation, al)out n, c. 900, was formerly

< luoU‘d as evidence of one of tlie oldest eclipses. But un-

fortunatt‘ly it must colla|)se, the interpretation having been

based upon an early and erroneous translation.

The Nineveh eclipse, n. c. 763, ten years before the

founding of Rome, is the first in which the description

really a|)|)roaches clearness. Discovered on the Assyrian

Rl)onyrn tablets in llie British Museum,^'' its underlined record

would seem to indi<'ate something especially noteworthy,

—

[irobably a total oliscuration. Also this eclipse appears to

luive l)een noticed in IMlestine, and M‘’ J. W. Bosanquet

conutaas it will) a passage in Amos viii. 9, and perhaps also

in V. dTic first of these verses reads, ‘ And it shall come

to |)asH in tlial day, saith the Lord Clod, that I will cause

tin* Sun to go down at noon, and 1 will darken the Earth in

tlu‘ clear day.*

Ac< (U'ding to Simplicius and Porphyry, a catalogue of

tH'lipscs re^au'ded on ialilets of leaked clay was discovered

by Dai livi'iienes, wlio ai'companied Ai.exander the Great

o \ (iL i. (Paris, 1S17), p. 3,(7.

‘ Rcvt>it iu the i'ity of As.sur, in month Sivan, Sun was eclipsed.^

Smu n, /VL' .‘t.sxyyioft A’/<wvw Canon,, p. (vp

n ihkL, IK 1 83.
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to Babylon 6n his expedition of conquest. "Fhe earliest

of these dated from b. c. 2233, only a few years after the

death of Yao, and Alexander ordered the tablets sent to

Aristotle.^*^ Except six preserved by Ptolemy, the oldest

of which is dated b. c. 720, and is one of the first reliable

observations extant, these tablets are now all lost. A less im-

portant eclipse is mentioned by writers in the febulous

ages as coincident with the death of Romulus, ;b. c. 715.

While the famous series of ancient eclipses, beginning

with that of Thales,^*^ 28th May, b. c. 585, is full of interest,

viewed from our age, even through the imperfect records, it

must be confessed that modern astronomers have derived

little satisfaction and utility from erudite discussion of them

in the hope of determining the motions of the Moon. Nu-

merous German mathematicians, among them Hartwig,

Zech, and Ginzei.,-° together with Airy in England and

Schjellerup in Denmark, and others, have nearly exhausted

the subject
;
but their labors appear to have given lunar

places less trustworthy than those which Professor Newcomb
has derived from the Ptolemaic eclipses of the Moon re-

corded in the ^Almagest

.

A number of valuable com-

munications relating to ancient eclipses have been made

Wells Williams, The Middle Kingdom (New York, 1883),

ii. 68.

An account of this eclipse is given by wStuicely, Philosophical

Transactions

f

1753, p. 221.

2^ Astronomische Untersuchungen iiber Finsternisse, Sitz. der

Akademki Ixxxix. (Wien, 1884).

This subject is pursued farther in Professor Newcomb’s P(p-

ular Astronomy

y

p. 100, and in extensom his Researches on the Motion

of the Moon (Washington Observations, 1875). An ample list of

titles of original papers on the ancient eclipses is given by Houzeau
et Lancaster, Bibliographie Ginirale de rAstronomies ii. 25,
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to The Observatory in recent years by Lynn, formerly

of the Royal Observatory at Greenwich.

The eclipse of n. c. 585 is famous chiefly because it is

the first one known to have been foretold. This mathe-

matical feat, wonderful for that early time, was performed

by ThalKvS of Miletus, one of the acute&t philosophers of

antiquity. He did not, of course, predict it with modem
precision, for he had neither the tools for doing this, nor

the materials for making those tools. But Thales was keen

enough to employ a periodicity in eclipses known as the

Saros, reference to which will be made in a subscc|uent

chapter
;
and it was this cycle, the result of fortuitous

relations of Sun and Moon and their motions, which neces-

sarily brought about the happy verification of his forecast.

Herodotus in his oft-mentioned description of a war carried

on for years between the Lydians and the Medes, assigns

as cause for its sudden cessation an instant turning of day
into night. So affected were the contending parties in a
great battle then m progress that they ceased fighting, and
at once concluded a peace, cemented by two marriages.

And this although Thai.es had predicted an eclipse even
so closely as ‘this very year in which it did actually oc-
cur,’— a fact, however, possibly unknown to the combatants.

Cicero and Pliny make like statements. Although this

is perhaps the most famous eclipse of antiquity, some
authorities nevertheless fail to find convincing proof of the
reality of connection between the above mentioned battle

and an eclipse whose track is known to have crossed Asia
Minor about that time. The illustration on the preceding^

page, from a well known French source, is inserted more
for picturesqueness than for precision.

Xenophon mentions the supposed eclipse of 19th May,
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II. c. 557, in a passage in his Anabasis, of which the follow-

ing is^ a literal translation :
— ‘ They [the soldiers of Cyrus]

c;nm' to the river Tigris. There was a deserted city, large,

the name to which was Larissa.“* Formerly Medes inhab-

ited it. The width of its wall was twenty-five feet and the

heiglit one hundred.’ Then follows a brief description of

the vnanner of its construction. ‘I he king of the Per-

sians, besieging this city at the time when the Persians were

seizing the power from the Medes, was in no way able

to take it.’ The nine following words are very obscure,

and cairalile of several renderings, of which one may be,

‘ lint the Sun disappeared, having covered itself as with

a I'loud until the men lost heart.’ Then, ‘ And thus the

city was taken.’-”
_ ^ ^ ,

'I'he ne.\t of the famous ancient series is called tne

eclipse of .Xkrxks, i yth February, n. c. 478> took place

during the memorable expctlilion against Greece ;
but the

concession of this date, in the attempt to reconcile chro-

nology with the known occurrence of an annular eclipse,

would place the l.attle of Salamis two years later than the

generally received date.-’'*

VJ Nut to hu eoufii-wd with the Tliessalian l-anssa.

.. K..f.in-higmthis .piestionable edip.se. hP '

,,;,„,u.t rd-raiu from expressing my coneurrence with

NKwroMli in ilouhling very much whether the ^
l,v XL-NmuioN {AnalmU, iii. 4 )

to have taken P acejvh“" “

pl.isiniis took l.arissa (the modern Nimrftd) from the Mejs^w^

voally an eclipse of the Sun, as has been supposed.- //<« Olm,

'''lT'ru7hluT.idi/que.stions arising
eclips^

sevral great work.s which deal with these matters. In his Z

7
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The erlipHC of Athens, August, u. c. 431, ot'rurretl

the first year of the Peloponnesian war, which n‘suU<’*^

(b. c. 404) in the overthrow of Athens by Sparta, the snl#

sequent tyrant of all (ireeee, ( )f an ta'lipse, a ist June, n* <
'*

400, h^NNius writes, ‘During the nont‘H of June, the M(>< >h

and the night stood over against tlu^ Sun,’ or, Mhe Mot hi

stood over against the Sun and there was night,’ Nearly

forty years later, dliebes aroused luu’self against Spart.i,

under the leadership ot l’Ki,<)iai>AS, from whom is na.uH*«t

another eclipse, 13th July, le e. 364.

The great Greek ('ommander, Ao.vrnocnKs, intimatidy

connected with the struggle* betwt‘en (lu* ( 'arthaginiairs

and the Greeks of Sicily, has an eclipse named for In in*

of which the totality is perhaps best estidilished of all tlir

early list, 14th August, n. c. 310. Might or ten unimi)ort*Uit

obscurations arc mentioned between m e. 463 and n. < *

104, while the great annular eclipse, well known as haviii|..;

occurred when jtfiaus 0;sar crossed the Rubicon, briiiK*^

down to B. c. 49 the list of what may by courtesy be called

authentic ancient eclipses.

How the astronomers of that early time, UieeAKt'nus liir

example, observed and recorded an eclipse is a fasi'inatiiig

subject, of which our limits unfortunately forbid an t*xUni

sive study. It must suffice to say that from tlu* comparir^on

of a great number of very circuimstantial and accurate obsen*

vations of eclipses recorded by the Ghakleans, IlmBARt 1

de Virlfiey ks Daks du Faits Hhkntpm (I’aris, 1770, 1783, iHiiS ) i?^

a chronology of solar and lunar eclipstjs from tlu! iHjglnning of tin*

Christian era to 1900 (subsequently extended an additional
;

and in 1787 he published a similar work to mchult! the eclipses of

the ten centuries preceding the ('hristian era. Also the rt,H cut
papers by Stockwell in Gould’s Asirammical yimmal liavo
occasioned much discussion.
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was enabled to determine the period of tlie Moon’s motion

relatively to the stars, the Sun^ her nodes, and her apo.^ee.

These are among the most valual)le results of the old asti'on-

omy, Wliile the ancients had neither telescope nor clock

nor camera, their few simple instruments were constructed

on [)rint'.i[)les essentially identical with those einl)odied in

the fundamental eiiui[)ment of a modern ol)servatory
;
and

this subject will l)e found attractively treated l)y W LockvisR

in the initial cliapters of Ins

With die crudest ai>paratus, or none whatever, inexact

historians, and l)attles and ecli|)ses liable in any one ol

several years, a certain ha/iiu*ss not altogetlier ol poetry is

scarcely matter fc)r wonder. Hut may we not sately allow

the cpiestionablc ancient da.rkenings of the Sun to remain

as the dramatic interference with affairs ol* state, ralliei* tlian

suggest some suddenly lieavy cloud, or tlu* \innoticed

a|)proach of itormal niglitfall? It has, to be sure, reinaintul

for modern astronomers to calculate bac'.kward, and laaluce

the dim and im[)erfect accounts to c'onfnrmity with known

dates, whercliy, unliai)])ily, the terrible l)atdes, deaths, and

other inevitable acconii)animenils or results of ilwm far

away ('elestial adventures must too often lie relieved of

their supc*rnatural connection, and brouglit into practical

daylight, where the inaccairate but i)oeti(‘ view liecomes

kir mort^ prosaic' if exact in proportion. Wliile perliaps

of slight astronomical value, these remote olistu'V'iilions

afford picturcsciue and almost indisiiensalile glim])ses into

the misty past.

® Also Proctor, OJd and A'tno AslmmHy (New York* tSp.p,
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EARLY, MHDE-El'AL, AND LATER EC/JPShS
(A. D 5 TO

As when tlK* Sun, new nsen,

Looks tliiough the hoii/oni.il nnsty ,iu,

Slioin of Ills beams; oi iioiu behind the Moon,

In dim eclipse, chsastious twihglit sheds

On half the nations, and with fcai of chan.ije

rciplexcs uionaichs.

Milton, Pa) adt sc J.osf, i. c;{>i

.

I
N the Teynkirche at Prague, made illiistriouH by tlie ser-

mons of Huss, lie the remains of dVeno Bkaiii":/ the

great Danish astronomer. Born in 1546 in Skaanc, the

nios-t southern province of Scandinavia, then a part of Den-
mark, his interest as a young student at the University was
greatly excited by an eclipse of the Sun, 21st August 1560,

although it was only slightly visible at Coi)cnhagen
;
and it

struck him as ^ something divine ^ that such hapi)eningCi^

could actually be foretold. Thenceforth his studies turned

permanently toward mathematics and astronomy, rcsultin|g

in the Historia Cxlesiis, a magnificent work, in whic'h

appears a long list of eclipses within historic times. T'hc
first is a small one, 28th March, a. d. 5, visible at Rome.

The final eclipses of Ptolemy were observed in the

^ Breyer, Tycho BraM: A Picture of Sckntijic Life and Work ///

the 16th Century (Edinburgh, 1890), p. 310.
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second century of our era. Mankind had advanced from

the earliest and rudest mythologic speculation as to the

Sun’s darkening, but the phenomenon continued to inspire

unreasoning terror.

Cornets have sonietinies owed their discovery to eclipses,

one having l)een detected, 19th July, a. d. 418, during an

obscuration of tire Sun, probably total slightly south of Con-

stantinople. And even before this a similar case had been

mentioned l)y Si'.nm<'.ca.

d'he first e<dipse seen in England is alluded to in The

Saxmi Chronidc as occurring i5tlr February, a. d. 538.

'rhe accounts, however, are greatly confused and uncertain,

as would [)erha|)s be natural fully 60 years before the advent

of Saint AiKais'riNE, and when Britain was helplessly harassed

witli its continual struggle in the fierce hands of West Saxons

and East Saxons, of Ihcts and conquering Angles. Men

luvve little time to record celestial happenings clearly, much

less to indulge in scientific comment and theorizing upon

natural |)henoinena, when the history of a nation sways to

and fro with the tide of battle, and what is gained to-day

may be fatally lost to-morrow. And so there is little said

alamt this eclipsta and that little is more vague and uncer-

tain even than the monotonous plaints of Gildas,— the one

writer whom Britain has left us,— in his meagre accounts

of the ('on([uest of Kent, and the forsaken walls and violated

shriiu‘s of this early epoch.

'Bwo famous cahipses occurred in Europe during the

unrt‘si of the ninth century, a. i>. 840 and 885. In the

first, totality lasted fu'e minutes in Bavaria, probably causing

tlu' death from fright of the Emperor Iahjis,— his three

sons at once iirocetHling to fight over the succession, and

tearing in pieces the unhappy country, all of which turmoil
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resulted finally in the great treaty of Verdun, signed in <843,

when the three countries ('onii)rising the great empire of

Charlrmagnk were (lefinitely separated,— originating tlie

France, Italy, and Clenuany of to-day. Here in Havana

as well as Saxony lay the ('cntre of ChiARi-KMAONids power.

It was during this eclipse, fatal to the timid Loins, that a

change of I'olor was first noii(‘ed on terrestrial objects

because of the lunar shadow. 'Phe second was also neaily

five minutes total, and, though visible in Ireland, must have

been at its best in Scotland.

Bagdad, in all the glory of the Araliian Nights epocdi,

witnessed several eclipses, in November 829, November

923, and August 92H. While notliing of great historical

interest accompanies this period, — associatt‘d in the minds
of Arabic scholars with the luitimite and Abassid dynas-

ties,— it was yet the gorgeous sc'cne of the wonderful fables

clustering about tlic good ('ali[)h Haroun Alkaschio
;
and

who can say that one of these eidipses may not have taken
place on the very day when dial monarch was diverting

himself with the stories ol Haha AnDAiJ.Air, Siui Nouman,
and CoerA IIassan.

During the next hundred years a number of eclipses weix*

visible in Cairo, and rec'orded with suffuaent aiamrai'y U »

form the basis of ('oinputation. L\ Ih.ACK has called atten-

tion to the important observations of eclipses made by
Ebn-Jounis, the astronomer of IIakkm, Caliph of Egypt
A. D. 1000.^ Nine of his eclipses, from <829 to 1004, at
Bagdad and Cairo, are discus.sed by Profes.sor Nkwc'omb.”

^ La lU.ACK, 77ie Sys/m of tho Worlds IraiiHlaled by J. Ponm,
F.R.S. (London, 1809), ii. 289.

« Reseimhes OH the Mormi of ttic Momt (Washiagtun,
1878), p. 44.
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The battle of Stiklaslad occurred on 31st August 1030,

during which took place the total eclipse of the Sun men-

tioned in a previous chapter.

One of the most famous mediseval eclipses was seen on

2d August 1133, although some confusion among old his-

torians seems to have resulted from their attempts to connect

it with the death of Henry the First. There was no

eclipse in August 1135, the year when Henry died
;
but the

writers of that period speak of the ^ Sun on that day ’ be-

ing shrouded in ^ hideous darkness/ thus showing Nature’s

sorrow at 'this great man’s last departure.’ So that Henry
must have died in 1133, which he did not, or else there

must have been an eclipse in 1135, which there toas not.^

But this is not the only labyrinth into which chronology

and old eclipses, imagination and computation, lead the

unwary searcher. An eclipse of the Moon in the year of

Henry’s death can hardly account for the ' darkness.’

Halley alludes m not very explicit terms to an eclipse

occurring in London, 20th March 1140. Neither Kepler

nor Riccioli alludes to it, but in The Saxoii Chronicle

(which became a valuable and well written record from

the time good King Alfred took it in hand, about 887),

the following account lelative to 1140 is found: 'In the

Lent the Sun and the day darkened about the noontide of

the day, when men were eating
;
and they lighted candles

^ The Rev‘^ S. J. Johnson remaiks, with leference to these ir-

reconcilable dates .
‘ There is a mistake about the date the transla-

tions have given. IIknry 1 . died in ii 35 >
hut at the new Moon,

in August of that year, I find there was no eclipse. On August 2,

the day after Lammas, 1133, an eclipse took place which thoroughly

answers the conditions.’

—

/Hc/ipses, Pdsi and Fitluvc (London, 1^74)

>

p. 47. But see also Lynn, The Olnermtory, xv. (1892), 225.
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I eat by. That was the 13th clay before the calends of

pril. Men were very much struck with wonder.’ ^

An eclipse of some sort, 26th January 1153, seems to

ive been dimly suggested by one of the old historians,

ho remarks naively, ^ Something singular happened to the

m, the day after the Conversion of Saint Paul.’

Also a total eclipse is recorded 4th September 1187,

jring which the stars were said to have been seen at

irusalem, where perhaps Saladin may have watched with

onder. Fifteen years after the signing of Magna Charta a

'eat solar eclipse occurred about sunrise, 14th May 1230,

id was quaintly said by Calvisius to have ^ prolonged the

ight’

Two total eclipses, 3d June 1239, and 6th October

241, have been carefully discussed by Professor Celokia

f Milan, affording correction to certain mathematical ele-

lents of the lunar tables. Of the second of these, IVcno
rah^ says, ‘A few stars appeared about noonday, and the

un was hidden from sight in a clear sky.’

An early morning eclipse, 16th June 1406, three years

efore the supposed date of the birth of Joan of Arc, passed

1 its total phase slightly south of England, bringing very^

reat darkness, so that persons could scarcely recognize

ne another. The famous eclipse, 17th June 1433, total

cross Scotland, was long remembered by the people as

® Grant, History of Physical Astronomy 1852), p. 364.
® A supposed solar obscuration at the battle of Ciessy, 26th
lUgust 1346, was, accoidmg to M>* Johnson, nothing more than
n unusually heavy cloud, or some other mcteoiological pheno*
lenon; since, on calculating the two eclipses of that year, 2i:.st

'ebruary and 17th August, he finds that neither was even visible

1 Europe.
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the Black Friday^ a term applied, I have been told, in our

own century to a day of shadow even more melancholy.

The Scotch accounts speak of darkness so deep, at three

o’clock in the afternoon, that nothing could be seen.

According to Grant,^ this report is manifestly an exaggera-

tion
j but it must have been a remarkable occurrence, for

the apparent diameter of the Moon was very large, and

that of the Sun near its smallest. Other things being equal,

summer eclipses are longer than winter ones, for the Earth

is then farther from the Sun, thus making its diameter appear

smaller, so that the Moon can cover it longer.

Of course eclipses are the earliest astronomical events

recorded, being far more impressive than anything else

taking place in the sky. The Aztecs had begun, some

time before the arrival of Europeans, to record the principal

astronomical phenomena. In the Le Tellier manuscript

in the National Library at Paris, are accounts of the eclipses

(total or annular) of 25th February 1476, 8th August 1496,

13th January 1507, and 8th May 1510; also an account

of the comet of 1490, and mention of the zodiacal light of

1509. All these dates belong to the half-century preceding

the Conquest, but the observations were continued for a

time after the establishment of Spanish rule. The Incas,

less exact, noticed eclipses, but did not record particular

ones. When the Sun was eclipsed they imagined that it

showed his anger, proving that they had offended him. It

was to them the forerunner of veritable punishment.^ 'Fhe

astronomy of the Incas and Aztecs had not the precision

^ History of Physical Astrojiomy (
London, 1852), p. 365.

^ llotJZKAU, Bihliographie Ghdrale de VAstronomies i. (Bruxelles,

1887), p. 60. An indisi)ensable book for consultation.
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of that pertaining to the early peoples of the ancient

Orient,— classic Greece, India, or China.

Regiomontanus in his Kalendarium gives diagrams of

eclipses from 1475 to 1530, in which the exposed or un-

eclipsed portion of the Sun is hand-colored in yellow.

Two years after the birth of Luther, Rabelais, and

Raphael, and the very year in which Richard the Third

was slain at the battle of Bosworth Field, a famous eclipse

occurred, i6th March 1485. The great Spanish Inquisitor

Torquemada had been appointed the year before : how

could Nature more fitly celebrate such an event? The

intense gloom of this eclipse caused fowls, wild birds, and

animals to betake themselves to night quarters (their im-

memorial custom), and in Nuremberg candles were lighted.

Lalande gives abundant references to the observations

of solar eclipses in the i6th, 17th, and i8th centuries,® and

Cassini was among the first to indicate their applicability

for determining longitudes on the Earth. This was, in fact,

the chief use of an eclipse until the middle of the 19th

century, when the rapidly increasing telegraph lines made

it possible to accomplish the same result more rapidly, and

with fill’ greater precision. Also Professor Newcomb’s Re-

searches on the Motion of the Moo?T^ contains a transcript

of numerous observations of mediaeval and later eclipses

;

and from this elaborate paper knowledge may be obtained

of the way in which the modern astronomer utilizes the

results of these ancient records. With him, of course,

the problem is the converse one : assuming that the posi-

Bibliographie Astrononiique (Paris, An XI, 1803), p. 938.

Tables Astrommiques du Soleil^ dc la Lune, etc. (Paris, MDCCXl).

tVashmgton Observatiousfor 1875, Appendix ii.
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tions of the oldest observatories on the face of the Earth

are sufficiently well kdown, he determines the errors of

the Moon’s position at the times when the several eclipses

were observed.

Following this come numerous accounts of well known

eclipses, among them that of 24th January 1544, the year

before the Council of Trent, and three years before the

death of Francis the First of France and Henry the Eighth

of England. Again birds ceased singing, and the astrology

still so intimately interwoven with all astronomical work

peeps out in the account of Leovitius, an old monkish

historian, who announced that this eclipse presaged famine,

pestilence, and wars in Germany
;
and that in 1551 would

occur ‘dangerous changes in religion, the death of Pope

Paul, and other events, as many know.’

The years 1560 and 1567 each witnessed fine solar

eclipses, when women screamed and fainted, birds fell to

the ground with fright, no one could see his path, and the

stars appeared.

Ten years after the destruction of the Spanish Armada,

and while Shakespeare was just in his prime, 25th Feb-

ruary 1598 was known for generations as ‘The Black Sat-

urday,’ an eclipse being total in the border counties of

Scotland and England, while Edinburgh lay within the belt

of entire obscurity.

It is interesting to read that the eclipse of 30th May 1612

was the first seen ‘ through a tube.’ And Scotland again

became the scene of a total eclipse, 8th April 1652, which

was visible in Ireland also, originating the expression ‘ Mirk

Monday.’ Canny Scotland, rather exceptionally favored

by these celestial spectacles in the past, has from 1652 had a

long immunity, which will continue until the 2 2d century.
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In early years there were no clocks to facilitate astronom-
ical observation, and Hevelius (1611-1687) was the first

to utilize Huygens’s adaptation of the pendulum for this

purpose, about
1650. This in-

dustrious astrono-

mer, together with

his consort and

companion in the

observatory, are

here ‘taking sights

for time,’ — pos-

sibly just before

or after some so-

lar eclipse the con-

tacts of which had

been accurately

recorded.

Gassendi, an

acute philosoplier

and diligent as-

tronomer of the

1 7th century, has

published a mass

of observations,

many of solar

eclipses, in the

fourth volume of

his woiks,^^ where they are recorded in the quaint metliod

of that day.

PiCTRi (Iasskndi DiiuefiSis Jlctiesice pittposHi^ et in Academia
Parisiensi Atathe uos Pegti P? ofessoris Astronomn a. I’omvs Q vartvs

.

Lvgdvni M.DC. LVTTL

IIkVKLUTS and Ills CONbORT MAKING
AN Observation
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Although the passage at the beginning of this cliapter

has been so often quoted as to become almost hackneyed,

a fact in connection with it may not be so generally familiar :

the entire suppression of the great poem was almost ac-

complished by means of these lines. Paradise Lost was

begun probably in 1658,^'* although not finished until 1663,

nor its thorough revision completed until 1665. The cen-

sorship still existed, and Tojmkyns (one of the chaplains

through whom the Archbishop gave or lefused license),

although a broader-minded man than many of his day,

found this passage es]jecially objectionable, 'hhe poem
was allowed to see the light only thioiigh the interposition

of a friend of Milton. Upon such slender chances may

hang the life of an incomparable work of art 1 Ikit it is

easy to see that in the tuibulent days when Ciiarlks the

Second had returned to [lower after the death of CroimwllL;

these lines should have been deemed dangerously sug-

gestive, in imputing to monarchs ‘ perplexity ’ and ^ fear of

change.’

\^diile the accounts of mediaeval eclipses are in a sense

historic, no one would claim for them scientific fulness

or tirecision. The first to exhibit a suggestion of these

qualities was observed at Cieneva, Nuicmbcig, and else-

where, 12th May 1706, with mention of the corona, and

an excellent account of the U*cd flames.’ Again we read

of closing flowers, bewildered bats, amazed swallows, — and

some one took the pains to record that of caged buds

parrots were more affected than canaries,— of persons

prostrate on the ground praying for deliverance from the
‘
last day ’

;
and of the Geneva Council in full session ad-

Garnett, Life of Milton (London, 1890), p. 147.
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joiirning from inability to see to read oi write during the
greatest obscurationd‘‘ 1’his was also the occasion when,
if Duillikr’s account is to be trusted, the Moon’s shadow
was first seen in its swiit approacli.

London, after its long rest from cidipscs, was favored
with an outnasliing corona, 3d May 1715, A pamphlet

l)ublished in tlrat city predict-

ing this event is entitled 77ie
lUdch Day, or a Prospect of
IDornsday. E.\ emplified m
the great and terrible Etlipu\

fIV/ieh 701iI happen on the

22nd Jpril 1715. Another

M)Iack day’ cx'curred 22(1

May 1724, London just cs-

cai)ing the total phase, and

of whhii vSruKKLY and others

wrote interesting accounts,

both before and after. One
was called Speculum Mundi: or, an /Lxact Account of the

Great and Eormidable Eclipse of the Sun, Which %oill be

Visible, Total and Central, in England, ixth May
The dis(Tepancy of dates in both the titles (pioted is of

('ourse due Himply to the differenc'e between Old Style and

New Style reckoning, whic'h amounted to eleven days in

the iKth century.

An eclipse in i 733 was well observed at C'atherinesholm

in Sweden. The year before had been born, not far from

Philadeli)hia, one of the earliest American astronomers,

David Rrr'rnNUouHio, who, when a boy on his father’s farm,

3cl May 1715 (at ('amhkidok,

Knolano)

(Irani’, IHstery if Physical Astronomy^ p. 366.
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used to cover his plough-handles with computations of

eclipses, and even the fences at the head of the furrows

were thus distinguishedd^ Hittenhouse observed what-

ever celestial happenings of interest occurred in his firma-

ment for many years. Between 1761 and 1784 many as-

tronomical phenomena,

solar and lunar eclipses,

a transit of Meicury, and

so forth, were recorded

by others as well in this

country. Among them

were the Rev^ Phillips

PAYSON, President Joseph

W ILLARD of H a r V a r d

College, Joseph Brown,

Benjamin Wes^p, a n d

M. DE Grandchain. In-

deed, the early Memoirs

of the American Acad-

emy are in large part

taken up with the quaint reports of such observations.

Don Antonio Ulloa observed a total eclipse at sea,

24th June 1778; and from him Mroud’Ulloa’ has come
to be recognized as meaning an apparent hole through the

disk of the Moon during an eclipse. No such hole or

even spot of light has since been authoritatively seen, and

what he observed was without doubt a red protuberance.

Although his 1778 corona is evidently conventionalized, it

is remarkable that the pairing of the coronal rays was even

Memoirs of the Life of David RtUenhottsc (Philadelphia, 1813),

p. 97.

9th February 1766 (Officers Comte

d^Artozs)
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then noticed, exactly as the polar streamers are now shown
on the latest and best photographs. This eclipse was
observed l)y Rittenhouse and two friends. Smith and
LuKENsd'' Total as well in some of the Southern States,

attempts at careful ob-

servation were made
in Massachusetts l:)y

Professor Williams at

Bradford. C 1 o u d s

])revented great accu-

racy, but tlie change

in color of the sky,

and tlie chill and

damiiness of the air,

were very marked.

Ih'ofessor WiuaAMS
says, ^'Phe dew fell

fo fiill as to wet the

paper we were ufing

But of special interest to Americans is the eclipse of 27th
October 1780, for it was the occasion of the first American
eclipse expedition, destined to be followed in after years by a

noble array of brilliant and thoroughly equipped expeditions
to all parts of the world. Professor Samuel Williams was
despatched from Cambridge to Penobscot, with a few simple
instruments belonging to the University. He begins his

account, from which a few extracts are given below, ' A total

eclipfe of the fun is a curious and uncommon phenonie-

I\i!.NW[CK s Ufs of Dciv'id Mtttenhousi'i ni AtucTictin
Series, conducted by Jared Sparks, vii. 375.

Memoirs American Academy ofArts and Sciences, i. (1783), 84.

24th June 1 7 78 (Ulloa)

to a confiderable degree.’*’’
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non.’ It would appear that the Penobscot party just

failed to reach a suitable position in the path of totality,

probably owing to the unreliable condition of the Tables,

for he says :

‘ Immediately after the lafi: obfervation, the

fun’s limb became fo fmall as to appear like a circular

thread, or rather like a very fine horn. Both the ends loft

their acutenefs, and feemed to break off in the form of

’

fmall drops or liars
;
fome of which were round, and others

of an ol)long figure. They would feparate to a fmall dif-

tance : Some would appear to run together again, and

others diminifli until they wholly difappeared. Finding it

very difficult to meafure the lucid part any longer, I

obferved again in the larger telefcope, looking out for the

* PVom the principles of aflronomy, it is certain that a central

eclipfe will happen, in fome part of the earth, in the courfe of

every year : But it is but feldom that a total eclipfe of the luu is

leen in any particular place. A favourable opportunity prefenting

for viewing one of thefe ecliples on October 27, 1780, the American

Academy of Arts and wSciences, and the Univerfity at Cambridge,

were defirous to have it properly obferved in the eallern parts of

the State, where, by calculation, it was expected it would be total.

With this view they folicited the government of the Commonwealth,

that a veffel might be prepared to convey proper obfervers to Pcmh-

fcot-Bay; and that application might 1)e made to the officer who

commanded the Britif/i garrilon there, for leave to take a fitiiation

convenient for this purpofe.

* Though involved in all the calamities and diflreffes of a fevere

war, the government difcovered all the attention and readinefs to

promote the caufe of fcience, which could have been expected in

the moll peaceable and prolperous times; and paffed a lefolve,

directing the Board of War to fit out the Lincoln galley to convey

me to Peuobfcot^ or any other port at the eaftward, with fuch

affiHants as f fhoulcl judge neceffary.

‘ Accordingly, I embarked October 9.’— Ibid^^ p. 86.

W Ihict, p. 9^.
8
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total immerfion. After viewing the fun’s limb about a

minute^ I found almoft the whole of it thus broken or

feparated in drops, a fmall part only in the middle remain-

ing connected/ This would seem to indicate the ^ Daily’s

Beads ’ of a later epoch. Immediately after this the light

increased, the ‘ total immerfion ’ not having been visible to

Professor Williams. President Willard observed this

eclipse at Beverly, the ‘ Rev^ Profeffor Wigoleswortii
’

and others at Cambridge, while D" Clarke and M*

Wright watched it at ‘ Charlotte-town^ on the iflancl of

St. John., in the gulph of St. Laurence^ The apparatus

there was painfully meagre, as the communication in re-

sponse to a request for observations, the previous summer,

reads, ‘I am fo unfortunate as not to have any kind of

apparatus for obfervations of that fort
;
nor is thete, that

I know of, in this place, any thing of the kind,— thelc

things, however ufeful, as well as pleafing, being very little

attended to in this place.’ The eclipse seems to have

been total at ‘ Yarmouth- febouge-Harbom ’ on the western

coast, ‘ for a momentary fpace.’

Webber, Hollis Professor at Harvard, observed the an-

nular eclipse of 3d April 1791.^^ His clock unfortunately

stopping the day before the eclipse, he writes :
‘ The failure

of my clock being known to the Reverend Prefidenl of the

Univerfity, he, with his ufual goodnefs, invited me to obferve

with him
;

as his clock was good, and regulated for the pur-

pofe.’ The sky was perfectly clear, and observations were
not interrupted ^by the intervention of a single cloud, while

the annulus was visible for 4*" Webber was himself

afterward President
;
and if he was promoted also to the

Memoirs American Academy ofArts and Sciences^ i. (1783), 143,
21 Ibid., ii.

(1793 )) 26.
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better clock, it is to he hoped that he kept it always regu-

lated to help out future unfortunate professors.

A partial eclipse, 5th September 1793, was carefully ob-

served by Sir William flicRscuicL, who measured the height

Thk (’orona ok Kith June 1B06 (FkrrkiO

ol several mountains on the Moon,”’'* a task to which he

liad i)reviously been much accustomed.

Totality of the splendid eclipse, i6th June i8o6, was

observed for 4"' 51*^ by I)k Witt at Albany, and at

Rinderhook for 4’“ 37^ by a Si>anish astronomer, Don
joAOUiN i>K 'Phc path of complete obscuration

J^ihwphieai '/htitmtiojis (1794), part i. p. 39.

py^insaiihms' Ameiican nhihsop/tiutl Heady

x

vi. (1H09), 264,

.K)3, 3(b.
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did not extend as for north as Rutland, nor as far south as

Philadelphia/'^'^ Natiianikl Bownrrcai, the distinguished

translator of the Mecaniquc Celeste saw it at Saltan ;
but

interested as he was in precise observations and what t'ould

be deduced from them, he merely says,
'

'Fhe whole of tlu*

Moon was then seen sunounded by a linninous ai)pearanee

of considerable extent, such as has generally betai takmi

notice of in total eclipses of the Sund

An eclipse track crossed the Southern States, 30lh Nt^

vember 1834, and NicoLLi-rr at Milledgevillc, (Georgia,

seems to have observed the totality, but he says ntUhing

about corona or protuberances/'^^’ It was wat('hcd by a

number of observers in ?hiladeli)hia and elsewhere north

of the line of totality.

Early in the century an Eclipse (k)nnnitlee from llu*

American Philosophical Society made full reports upon all

such phenomena, in particular the eclipse i5lh May 1H36,

which, however, was not total.

Of the earlier eclipses in our century, that of Hth July

1842 is perhaps the most famous. Total in some of tlu‘

populous districts of hlurope southern France, norlluum

Italy, Germany, and Russia - this great eclipse kindled tlir

present fire of scientific enthusiasm.

With celebrated astronomers like Araoo and Laooikk at

Perpignan, VAt.z at Marseilles, Flaugergues at 'Pouloip

24 An old work upon this eclipse may be found in tlu^ lihiary ot

the Antiquarian Society at Worcester, and the Boston Athenwum *

Darkness at N‘0071: or the Gfrat Solar RcHpse of i6 f/nne iHolk

By an mhahitant of Boston, (Boston, r8o6.)

26 Memoh^s American Academy ofArts and Sciences, Hi. (
iHcnj), iH.

26 Transactions Aminean Philosophical Sotiefy, viii.
( 1843 ),

2
'

5^ Annuah^e dn Burcan des Longitudes four 1846.
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Airy at 'riirin, Bah.y at Pavia, Lrr'i’Row and Schumacher
at Vienna/^ S'I’KIIve at Iai)etsk, with Sani'ini, Quin'ELET/^

and scores of others in the field, the opportunities of 1842

were by no means neglected.

Several observers saw tlie corona four to six seconds in

advance of the total obscurity, and Airy, from the Church
of the Superga, near

'furin, recorded a

strange, double ob-

servation of tlie be-

ginning of totality.

1 ’he Sun was coin-

[iletely hidden for

two minutes, deeply

impressing the most

stolid witnesses, even

the soldiers and vil-

lagers of tlie Alps

and I Pyrenees.

At that early time,

in non telegraiiliing

days, the main idea

in ol)st‘rving eclipses was to correct the longitude
;

or,

in case tliat was well known, to correert the Moon’s place

among the stars. For that purpose a partial eclipse

was nearly as effective as a total or annular one, so that

the long journeys to see an entire oliscuralion were rarely

taken. Onward from 1842, however, total eclipses have

('ontributed rather to solar physics than to astronomy of

Annaiifi der k* Skrnwarte in IVien, xxii.

Bulktins (k Amdimk Reyak de Bruxdks, lx.

a'H K C < ) Ko N A ov 8 1h J 111y 1842

(Araoo)
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precision,— to the new astronomy rather than the old.

Indeed, the wonderful recent developments of the new

astronomy may be directly traced to the increasing im-

portance accorded to physical observations of total eclipses

of the Sun.



CltAPTER VIII

MO.DHKN /iCLirsfiS (
i 8.-i2-t8,So)

riepi St; rhv *KAAa5t dVeirTroivSaft-E, tVcix*^

ovpavhv duHT'rjfxia rinavry] ' rhv rou ijAtDV kvkKov Trcpi-

trrHpwos ioiKciis tpidi r7}v mrlva i]jxavpi>vP

PliiEosTRATUS, IJfe of Apollonius of Tyaua, viii.

W I 11 the c(;li])se of 1H42 niarks the dawn of a

goldtai age of physieal researeli upon the Sun, in-

vestigation necessarily proceeded slowly, because for sev-

eral succeeding years there were lew available eclipses,

dlie tracks of all tliose actually observed arc indicated

on tlie illustrative map on page 221. (1aij>1':cott, at

Parratt on the Mahdiar coast, 21st December 1843, may

have seen the corona as indiiailed by his drawing,^ tliough

he says that ‘the Sun wante<l the smallest imaginalile (pian-

tity of being ioittHy eclipsed.’ 'The fine opportunity of

7th August 1850 was nearly completely lost on the Pai'ific,

only Ku'rczvcKi observing it at Honolulu, and recording

l)oth corona and prominences.^^

Witli tlu‘ great ecli[)se of 28th July 1851 methodical

obser\'ation began in earnest. Seen to fine advantage in

' (About this time, while he [ Ai'oia.oNlns] was i>urHuing his

stmlies in ( he.eee, such an omen was observable in the luravens, A
crown n;seml)ling iris surrounded the disk of the Sun, and dark-

I’liiul its r;iys.)

" Ployul Aslronmiuul Sodely, xv. {1846), 173.

9 ('omptes ZOv/iZ/Ar, xxxii. (1851), 577.
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vSw^'dtii, Adams, Airy,'^ (1. P. Bond, Carrington, Dawks, ^

iHiNKiN, 1^'karnkkv,'’ Hind, Lasskkk, Roiunson, Piazzi

SiMV'i'ii, and O'rn^ S'ruuvK were among Ihe many prominent

astioiiomers tlespalclK'd thither for its observation^ The
}a>unger lioND, perhaps the first American to visit h^urope

lor the purpose of witnessing a total erli[)se, took up his

station at Lilia hklet.^ As the total phase was ('oining on,

1k‘ notK'ed paiticulady the shortening of one of the solar

misps by division into beads of light whi<'h seemed to move

slowly towaid the point and then disap])ear. He speaks

o( his ‘ inexincssible admiration at the glorious stiedacle

of the ('orona, and the piominem'es of lose-eolored flame

wlii('h surrounded the Moon.’ Carrington’s comi)arison

to dames bursting thiough the roof of a, house was thought

to be very exact, excejit that the motion was not rapid.

Bond saw the c'orona veiy jilainly even after totality was

over.

'The earliest jihotograph of a total eclipse was made at

Kfinigsbeig on this ocT'asion by lUisi n, whose daguerro-

tvpe (an enlarged t'opy of whi('h was exhibited at the World’s

Lair, 1893) is a valuable rci'ord of the corona of 1851.

Also Skgghi condiu'ted photographic exi)criments. Airy,

then Astronomer Royal, observed at Goteborg
;
and his

ae<'<mut not only adds greatly to our scientific data, but

abounds in careful description of impressive and spec-

tac'ular asj)ects, the apiiroach of totality being accompanied

Numerous reports of this eclipse arc cmhodied iu Astnmo

mise/ie At'ac/iricttiefi^ xxxiii., and Comptes Rendus^ xxxiii.

A^dm/(mi\\'che Muhrk/ifi'fij xxxiii. (1852), 151.

Astrofiomhrlie Jhwbac/itiia^Hf xxvi. (1854)*

Ilfmoirs Royiit Asimiomictd Sochiy^ xxi. (1852), i.

^ (loULuts Adroriomical Journal-, ii. 49.
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with ^ that indescribably mysterious and gloomy appear-

ance’ which he lemembeis fioni the previous eclipse.

The sudden and appalling darkness seemed to him much
more striking than in 1842, and his descriptions of the co-

rona and prominences were most discriminating Indeed,

his drawing of this coiona is one of the first wherein a par-

ticulai and definite radial

strucLuie is delineated.''’

Its outline was veiy

inegular, . . . the whole

was beamy, radiated in

structure, and terminated

(though veiy indefinitely)

in a way which reminded

me of the oinamcnt fre-

quenlly placed round a

mariner’s compass. . . .

I saw no flickering or un-

steadiness of light. ... It looked like a ladiatmg luminous

cloud behind the Moon. ’

'Fhe wondcitul rosiness of the

clear northern sky was especially lemaiked, and the Astron-

omer Royal speaks pictuiesquely of the rapid yet ‘ half

unwilling ’ return of the siUTOUiuling country to its normal

cheerfulness.

Many observers looked for the Moon’s limb externally

to that of the Sun, all failing to see it except Dkmbowskt

at Cremano. Before the total obscuration the Moon was

seen red by a number of observers, and Airy saw Venus

for a quarter of an hour befoic mid-totality.

At a distance of about three feet fronr the normal eye, the

engraving gives more nearly the effect of the original.
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The Moon’s shadow advances so swiftly that only those

situate upon high ground can follow its passage over the

Earth. But for fully six seconds after totality the Astron-

omer Royal and other observers saw the enormous lunar

shadow speeding off through the air. The prospect of this

eclipse had occasioned much alarm, and some of the farm-

ers near Lilia Edet had not planted their lands in the

spring, thinking, no doubt, that death and chaos were

bound to reap the harvest. At Lilia Edet most of the

people were dressed in their best clothes
;
apropos of which

Carrington dryly remarks :
‘ Whether the quotation from

the loss of the Abergavenny, ^^Some appeared perfectly

resigned . . . but the most prominent idea was tliat of put-

ting on their best and cleanest clothes,” is at all to the

point, or too fanciful an explanation, others can judge for

themselves.’

Professor Piazzi Smyth located on Bue Island, off the

west coast of Norway
;
but as thick clouds precluded his

accomplishing anything in the line of exact measurement,

he devoted himself to a careful delineation of landscape

effects during totality, which are capitally depicted in the

beautiful though sombre engraving on the following page.^®

Total eclipses occurred iith December 1852 in China,

5th April 1856 in Australia, and 25th March 1857 in

Mexico; but, excepting the totality of 30th November

1853, depicted by Moesta of Santiago/^ that of 7th Scj)-

tember 1858 seems to have been the next observed. Gilmss

settled near Olmos, Peru;^‘^ his sketches were completed

Transactiom Royal Society of Edinburgh

^

xx,, plate xiv.

Astronomical Journalfm
n Smithsonian Contributions to Knowledge^ xl (1859), Art. iii.
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during totality without artificial light, although his assistant

found a candle necessary in leading the seconds dial of the

chronometer. But the obscuiation was certainly inferior

to that of many eclipses. Su-

perstition was still rife in this

region, and during totality the

solemn tolling of a church bell

(lid its utmost to ward off the

evil spiiits of darkness, though

the inhabitants piobably did

not (as they have been known
to do since in regions less civ-

ilized) consider the foreign vis-

itors entirely responsible for the Sun^s withdrawal.

The Imperial Government of Brazil provided for an

expedition at Paranagua un-

der the direction of Liais,^®

which secured excellent re-

sults, among them a picto-

rial representation of the

corona with the ‘ Gothic ’

structure for the first time

strongly marked.

The first total eclipse to

visit Noith America, since

astronomy had begun to be

scientifically cultivated in the United States, took place j 8th

July i860. .

Its track passed over the northwest corner of the Pacific

Comptes Rendu xlvii. (1858), 786; Astronomische Nachrichien^

xlix. (1859), 273.
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States, thence northeasterly through British America and
Labrador, crossing the Atlantic Ocean to traverse the Span-
ish peninsula southeasterly

; and while not quite total at

Madrid, the central line left the coast of Spain about fifty

miles northeast of Valencia.

Long before the days of trans- continental railroads, an
overland journey from the Eastern States to the Pacific

coast was not to be essayed; and Gilliss, again in the

field, set out for his observing post near Steilacoom, Wash-
ington Territory, via Panama. He was rewarded hy fine

views of the corona and prominences, but confined him-

self almost wholly to the latter.

An enthusiastic party of three Americans, the late Pro-

fessor Ff.rrel, Professor Newcomb, and M.’’ Scudder,

forced its way into the wilds of British America, finally

occupying a station on the banks of the Saskatchewan in

north latitude nearly 54°.

But there was still another American expedition, sent

out under the auspices of the United States Coast Survey,

in charge of Alexander of Princeton, associated with whom
were the late President Barnard, Professor Venable, and

others, Aulezavik Island, off the coast of I abrador, was

their inhospitalile destination, and a thorough eclipse pro-

gramme was mapped out for the entire expedition, including

The weather, however, was iinpropitious
;
and the historian of

the expedition, whose facile pencil lends added interest to his narra-

tive, wrote ;
‘ This, then, is our success. Three thousand miles of con-

stant travel occu])ying five weeks, to reach by heroic endeavor the

outer edge of the belt of totality; to sit in a marsh, and view the

eclipse through the clouds 1

’— T'/i^ Whimpeg Country, or toughing

it 7ci/t/{ an Pidipni' Party, hy A Rochester Fellow [M‘ Samuel 11 ,

Scudder], Boston, 1886.
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something for every one to do, even offic'crs and scainend^*

But the sky was nine tenths overcast at the cnti('al moments,
and only one of the astronomers (Lieutenant Asiim Royal
Navy, Director of the Observatory at (,)uehe(‘) <'aught a
glimpse of any portion of the corona; between clouds he
saw a single ‘white flame shooting up to a considtTablc

distance/ 1'he ex

pedition ('an s('arc<'Iy

be called siu'cc'ssful
;

and indeed tlu'n* was

still dearth (»f knowl

edgt‘ as to just what

ought to l)t‘ observ£,*(i.

!
Spain, so IrtHjuent-

ly the s('<‘iu‘ of total

(‘clipses, again (fl'Iered

an advantageous site,

and thither a larg(.*

observing party from

Lngland was trans^

ported in f L M, S.
iHth July iHOo ('ruMlMU.)

Himalaya. This e('lij)se will be forever memorable as the

earliest in which the camera was systemati('ally applitsL It

is, indeed, generally regarded as the actual beginning of
eclipse photography.

Temptu., whose familiarity with nebular and ('ometary
light and forms stood him in fine stead in depic'ting tlie

similar streamers of the corona, exec'uted the wonderful
drawing shown above,— the first to indic'atc that amazing
complexity of recurving structure which contimuxs to pu/./.Ic

astronomers to the present day.

Report United States Coast Survey, i860, Appendix ii,
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AirYj indefatigable, was at Pobes in the north of Spain.

The general light appeared much greater than during the

eclipses of 1842 and 1851, perhaps ten times as great.

Sir George Airy (1801-1892)

One luckless photographer (not of the Himalaya party)

went enthusiastically to work, but when the eclipse was

over he discovered tliat he had forgotten to put any plate

in his camera slide. As careful training and experience

multiply with the years, such accidents become rarer.
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llie phenomena of this fine eclipse were very fully re-

corded by most competent astronoineis, the bare list of

whose names would fill a page. D’AiueAiuic, Bruiins,

Donati/'UJaotikr, Mardlmr/’ Ih.AN'rAMouK, Sfaxiii who

took admirable photograj)hs of the corona, O'I’To SpruvI'’,,^^

ViiJARCKALJ,^'’ and Winnkckk were hut a few of this dis-

tinguished array. A very full and inleiesting, as wt‘ll as

extremely valuable, account of this eclipse is given by Di''.

La Ruk in the Bakenan Lecture, read loth April

l^]stablished at Rivabellosa, near Miranda de ICbro, 1)k La

Run employed the Kew photo-heliogiaph during the e(ii[)se

with collodion plates, and succeeded in obtaining about

forty photographs, two of them during totality, though fully

eighty seconds were rciiuired to protect and take out oiu‘

plate, place another in the instrument, draw back tlu' sli(h‘

which covered it, allow time for the vibrations to ciuise,

and remove the temporary cap Irom the telescope. It is

recommended in this paper that no fewer than four persons

ought to accompany each telescope, two of them aiu'om-

plished photograi)hers. 'Lhe morning of eclipse day was

thickly clouded, but this effect gradually disapptutred, lea\'

ing clear skies for the critical time, d'he ('olors of sky and

horizon during totality were very brilliant, and the whok*

etfect most striking, affecting in a marked manner tlu‘

crowd of bystanders as well as the observing party.

The eclipse of 31st December t86i, visible in (Juiana

and Northern Africa, was not especially noteworthy. At

Anuali dd R. JIRlsyo FioretUiitOy i. 3r.

Trmisaciions of the Auidemy of fena^ xxviii.-»i.x. (1861-62).

Mfmoires de rAcad Impiriale de l\He)'shoH>y\ iv (18(h),

Comptes Reudtis^ Ixvii. (h868), 270.

Phdosophual 7'eansactiotis, 1863, ]). 333.
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Goree, the fringes of light were

observed by M. Poulain. The co-

ronas of 25^1^ April 1865 and 29th

August 1867 were sketched, the

former by Cappelletti in Chile

{Bull. Met. Coll Bom., iv. 89),

and the latter at Santiago by

GrOSCH, whose drawing appears 25th April 1865 (Cappelletti)

to be the earliest pub-

lished one to show

the curved filaments

adjacent to the solar

poles.

But when the lunar

shadow traversed the

Indian and Malay pe-

ninsulas, 1 8th August 1868, total obscuration lasted over

five minutes and a half, forming the longest eclipse ever

observed. Then the history of eclipse spectroscopy made
a vigorous beginning. Four expeditions were sent out,

two each from England and France, with highly grati-

fying results as to the composition of some heretofore

mysteriously constructed solar envelopes
;

another expe-

dition of Jesuits was despatched from Manila. Great va-

riations in the darkness were reported in different places.

At Beejapoor and at Vunipurthy it seems to have been as

dark as any clear starlight night, while observers at Wha-

Tonne remark their ability to read print in the open air, —
although candles were necessary for reading the microm-

eter-head in the telescope-house. This great eclipse was

9

29th August 1867 (Grosch)
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also observed at Guntoor by General 'IV.nnant,'*' under in-

structions from the Right Honorable the Secretary of State

for India. Bullock made this excellent drawing of the

corona; the work of Rayet and the great discovery of

Janssen have already been referred to ; while among;

other astronomers of note were Engiclmann,-* Owolzek,'"'*

i8th August 1868 (Buli^ock)

OuDEMANS, who advanced a novel hypothesis regarding tlic

corona,

P

ogson, Pope Hennkssy,^® Sporer, Stephan^
Vogel, and Weiss, who published an elaborate account of
the Aden expedition, with a full discussion of results.^®

The track of the eclipse of 7th August 1869 almost
centrally over Mount Saint Elias, thence diagonally acrosH

Memoirs Royal Astronomical Society^ xxxvii. (1869), 37.
22 Vierteljahrsschrift der Astronomischen Oesellsc/ia/ty vii. (r872),

181, 245.

Sitzungsberkhte der k. Akad. der Wissemc/m/len, lix, (1869), ii*

JVattire, iii. (1870), 25.

26 Proceedings Royal Society, xvii. (1869),
26 Sitzungsberkhte derh Akad. der Wissenschaften Wi>;i,lxii. (1870)#

Abth. ii. 873.
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Nortli America from Ik^bring’s Straits through Iowa, Illi-

Indiana, and Kentucky to the coast of North Carolina,

wlK'Ri tlie shadow rushed off upon the ocean and vanished.

Assistant (Iicorge Davidson of the United States Coast

Sur\’ey took up his station at Kohkiux on the Chilkaht

Ki\'cr, Alaska, where good fortune favored him. He says :

* Al>out the time the Sun was half obscured the chief

Ivolvklux and ixW the Intlians had disappeared from around

the ()l)serving-tent ;
they left off fishing on the river banks

;

all c‘m|)loyments were discontinued
;
and every soid dis-

a.p|)eared
;
nor was a sound heard througliout the village

of llfty-tliree liouses. . . . 'khe natives had been warned

of what would take place, hut doubted llie prediction.

When it did ocamr they looked upon me as the cause of

llie Sun’s lieing ‘‘very sick and going to bed.” d'hey were

thorougldy akinned, and overwhelmed witli an undefmable

lireadd

Ih'ofcssors Lanolev, Winlock, (,k S. IhoRci':, SiiAueR,

AK'niDk Si'AKLi':, and G. M. Skakdk, M’’ Ai.van G. Ci-ark,

and the late M*' J. L boWDi i'CM were

located at Shelby ville, Kentucky, where

alst) WhniM’i.K directed very successful

phc)tograi)hi(' o|)erations, taking fine pic-

inrc's of the corona, the first in America.

WiNi.ocK, aiming to secure good coronal

ph(,)tograt)hs, adiievcd very satisfactory

results, seven exposures being made

<luring the total t)hasc.

( )ther work of the Coast Survey offi-

cers ivlated largely to observations of

precision for fixing the Moan’s position. Ikofessor Hough,

7th Aujjjiisl iK6()(Win-

J .o( K^/rom

« Keport Cmst Survey (tSet;), p. 179.
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thru DiiLMior oC the ( H>st‘rv.ilory at AIluui)
,
\\a

slatioiu'd at Mattoon, Illinois. Assooiatrd with him wrn
PiofcsHor Murrav, D' Swii-r, and I)' 'FiinMAs limn/’^*

Allhouf^h "hc'st't with ohsorvia’s,’ ])i‘rliaj»s tin* nnnst (‘flrt t

ivc work upon this tn'lipso was dono in Iowa, Ni*ail>

all tlu* astronomers of tin' Naval ( )hsi‘rvatory Wi'n* in the

field, om* journeying to hlovi'i liny on tin* wt‘st sidi* <»i

Behring Straits, wink* tlu‘ main station wa*. at 1 )es Moint*-.,

I()wa.“‘' d'lu* favorahh* loealily ol 'I'ennessei*, (ot>, was ih*I

forgolti'n, Biofessor Ni-aviaimi; si'arehed for intra nn*rrti

-

rian pLuu'ts, and arranged foi a series ol tihseivalions In

amatt'urs loeaUal near tin* limits of tin* tola!Uy-ht‘lt, \\hi< 1*

affoid pix'eise eorreetions to tin' lunar t‘lenu*nts. All tine

photographic’ woik was (*ondu('tc*(l with tin* grc'atc'st stiet

by 1)'' Kdwari) (hiR'i'is, United Stale's Army. l,\Nii> deviMod
his attention to coronal details, and (Iiiaian sketched llu*

corona in rather amazing colors. But Brolessor 11 \rkm- - ^

was the hero at Des Moines, making tin* significant ohsoi-

vation of the bright coronal line* which was also sc*en am!
correctly ideniilled by Professor Whjnc;.

In response to represt'utations of llu* American Acadenuv
of Arts and Sciences, and of the American Philosophical So
('iety and the hVanklin Institute in Philadelphia, ( 'ongrosn

ap])ropnatetI ;f>5,ooo for observing this c'clipcM* nnder tin* *li

reciion of the Superintendent ofthe Nautical Almanac ( Htn

and Burlington, Iowa, was selec'tcd as the princapal station

Transactions Albanv IHs(ihai\ vi. (nS7(h, 177, whoc^ an c*x< « I

lent drawing of this rorema liy Murray is givenn

A cinious sight was noticed hy oncj ohstaver in < ’ohu
Being near the northern funil of totality, he saw tn*eH at Janenvlll#

(toward the northeast and eight or ten nnles distant), huskinr, In
dim sunlight through a lurid ha/.e, while he himself was in lb«
deep shadow.
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Associated with Professor Coffin were Professor Young,

D’* Gould of Cambridge, who devoted himself to the cor-

ona and the search for intra-mercurian planets, D’’ Mayer
in charge of the photographic party, and Miss Mitchell.

D’' Morton was appointed chief of the Philadelphia photo-

graphic expedition. At Mount Pleasant, 28 miles west of

Burlington, were Professor Watson of Ann Arbor, conduct-

ing general astronomical observations, Professor Van Vleck
of Middletown pursuing spectroscopic work, and Professor

Edward C. Pickering, then of the Massachusetts Institute

of Technology, making physical observations with the spec-

troscope and polariscope, while Alexander of Princeton,

M’* Stockwell, and several others, were on hand for both

astronomical and physical research.

These expeditions garnered a rich harvest. D*’ Gould’s

studies of the corona, and Professor Young’s novel method

of observing the contacts by means of a spectroscope, were

specially significant. The photographic expeditions made

a variety of experiments with particularly good effect, some

of their photographs of the partial phases being unsurpassed

to the present time. But the signal success of the day was

Professor Young’s discovery of ‘ coronium.’^°

General Myer, United States Army, observed this eclipse

from the summit of White Top Mountain in Virginia, 5,530

feet above the sea, through an atmosphere of crystal clear-

ness.

The variety and importance of these eclipse results ren-

dered it desirable to make immediate use of the experience

Consult the original reports published by the Navy Depart-

ment ; also, yojiruai F7'ankUn Institute, Iviii. {1869), and a signifi-

cant paper by PrcKERiNO, On Photograping the Corona, Ibid., Ixii,

(1871), 54.
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'i

?{

I?

:i

'1

gained, and Ainericau parties wen* aerordiiiglv iIes|Kit<iu‘d

to (JibralUir and Syra<‘n>e in iSyo tur the eelipa' ui' a.al

DeecinlKa'. In general, the ueatljer wa* nnl.nuiaUle along

the shores of tlK^ Mediterraiu'an where toiahly sluHild ha\e

been seen. r>k( n’liKKs of Manelueter uas afa* at S\raeii;a\

aiul inanai'.ed to phofoinaph the eu-*

nma with nnu h ih;laii ol i in '.iiiu -

tiire. ( J/ew, A\ S* .V,, \!l plafr \tb

( )bser\'ei 1 li'oiu \\‘ashi!teJon Ito

<Mted in Si< il\ . but owng', to elond

tlu'ir Mier<‘''S w as onh* patliab Hie

observation*, made, howeveia tendi'd

to (‘onlinn «omlMsiiHi. iratbed in

iH6(g and loiin mieieshng addi

tions to that woik. (‘aptain ‘lVn,\n\,

R. M. A., made a skeP h ot the

em'ona, be-atles avaslinp. !*ioh'sair

IIarknkss at Syracaise in spt*< tioseopii hen under

difficulties.

IVofcHsor Nkwoomu, establislual msn* (libraltar at a station

known as lUiena Vista, made tlie pliynielil < onnliliilion of

the corona his espeiaal study, and wan foilnnale enongli

to obtain clear vimvs tbrongb a br(*ak in pnwailing

(dond.*‘‘

Italian astronotners wen* nut slow to enibiaee ibe ran*

opportunity of an et lipM* emssing Calahria, and their

rcHcarehes were most e«unt>lete and hignilieanl. Saniinji

was IVcsideni of the lM‘lips<‘ ( ninmisniom and among the

observers were many well known names, Sfa i in, I >oiaai p

CAOCiA'i’Okn, I)kn/a, hokkN/«»rvt, NoHii.f'., and

Taccuini, the last contributing a line diawing tif the eoiona,

INiiA'hhtyJon cNnYrrti/it»}/s .\|}pt*iHlk i,

iiMl I )m’!ulHsr iH/.t

(A. 'rmin.i.iMO
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together with other rich materials relating chiefly to the

solar prominences, which greatly embellish the splendid

volume ])ul dished by the Commission.

M. Jansskn, ever devoted, left besieged Paris in a bah

loon, 2il I )eccmber, taking with him the essential parts of a

rcfle(:,ting telescope
;

with a strong young sailor as his

assistant, he descended near the moxitli of the Loire, and

obtaining an interview with M. GAMiiETi'A, who gave friendly

aid and encouragement, he prepared to observe the eclipse

at Oran. Nature, however, ignored his faithfulness. Clouds

covered the sky, and observation was hopeless. The late

Professor Tvndaij. also settled with I)'* Huggins, near

Oran, intending to note all phenomena; but he too was

defeated.

Despite an overcast sky, however, much information

was obtained at the numerous stations, notably Professor

Young’s discovery of tlie * reversing layer.’ He describes

this beautiful phenomenon, superbly seen for the first time

at Jerez de la Frontera in Siiain, as follows :
—

^ As the Moon advances, making narrower and narrower

the remaining sickle of the solar disk, the dark lines of the

spectrum for the most part remain sensibly unchanged,

though becoming somewhat more intense. A few, how-

ever, begin to fade out, and some even turn palely bright a

minute or two before tlie totality begins. But the moment

llie Sun is hidden, through the whole length of the spec-

trum, in the red. the green, the violet, the bright lines flash

out by hmulrcds and thousands, almost startlingly
;

as sud-

denly us stars from a bursting rocket-head, and as eva-

nescent, for the whole thing is over within two or three

32 sulk Ossenmioni ddC Ecclisse Totaie di Sok (Pa-

lermo, liS;;;).
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seconds. The layer seems to he only something under a

thousand miles in thickness, and the Moon’s motion covers

it very quickly.’

The eclipse of 12th December 1871 is worthy of more

extended notice, because, in addition to what was accom-

plished with spectroscope and polariscope, the photo-

graphs afford most excellent representations of the corona.

The Government of India having sanctioned the expense,

General Tennant, Royal

Engineers, made very valu-

able observations from his

station in the Nilgherries,

at Dodabetta, 8,600 feet

above the sea. Many nega-

tives were obtained on the

Malabar coast by the English

parties, and also at Baikul

by Lord Lindsay’s expedi-

tion. A very remarkable

structure was visible upon
the photographs, which may

have been due to a cornet.®^ Captain Maclear’s narra-

tive, M‘ Lockyer’s account, M. Janssen’s results, and
Respighi’s observations are full of interest,®® and deserve
much more than passing reference

; not to mention also

M*" Lockyer’s lecture before the Royal Institution, admi-
rably summarizing the entire work.®® In Java the shadow

Young, Stm (New York, 1881), p. 83.
^ Ranyard, Monthly JVoikes Roy Ast, Society^ xxxiv. (1874), 365.

Mature, v (1872), 163, 217, 219, 237, 259.
86 Ibid, vii. (1873), 57 . 92.

i2th December 1871

(From Lord Lindsay’s Photographs)
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bands were remarkable, seen for three minutes before to-

tality, and traced for nearly five minutes afterward. In

Australia the weather was unpropitious.

At the eclipse of i6th April 1874, total throughout the

northern portions of Cape Colony, M*' E. J. Stone, then

her Majesty’s Astronomer at the Cape, who located at

Klipfontein, Namaqualand, addressed himself chiefly to an

estimate of the extent and spectroscopic constitution of

the on ter corona. In addition to the clear, dry atmosphere

of Namaqualand, Klipfontein presented the farther advan-

tage of an elevation 3,000 feet above sea-level. During

the partial eclipse, and before the approach of totality,

Stone failed to detect additional absorption lines in the

Sun’s spectrum near the edge of the Moon
;
nor was there

any sensible change in the appearance of the Fraunhofer

lines near the Moon’s limb from that presented at con-

siderable distances. His observations afforded a farther

accumulation of negative evidence of a lunar atmosphere,

and appear to indicate that no modification of the visible

corona can be attributed to the refraction of solar or coro-

nal rays at the edge of the Moon.

But M’’ Stone’s most important observation relates to the

reversal of the Fraunhofer lines at the edge of the Sun on

the approach of totality. Carefully holding the diminishing

segment of the Sun’s disk upon the centre of the slit, ' the

field appeared to be full of bright lines of very different

lengths. My impression was that all the Fraunhofer lines

were seen reversed, but this is, of course, only an impression.

I can only state as a matter of fact that a very large num-

ber indeed of bright lines were seen. ... It is difficult for
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me to form any correct idea of the time during which

the general reversion, or what I assumed to be the gen-

eral reversion, of the Fraunhofer lines lasted
;
but I should

hardly consider that

it could have been

longer than a sec-

ond !
’ No effort was

made to observe this

remarkable reversion

at the end of total-

ity, as M’’ Stone was

fully absorbed with

spectroscopic work

on the outer corona.

Photographs were not attempted
;

but a few good draw-

ings show the general extent of that corona, one of which,

by M*" Bright, is here reproduced.

The English expedition to observe the Siam eclipse,

6th April 1875, was in charge of D'' Schuster, who was
joined at Suez by D" H. W. Vogel of Berlin. The lin-

guistic experts of the party must have had excellent prac-

tice, in calls of state * upon his Excellency Chau Phya
Sri Surawongse Way Wadhn-Kalahome (the Minister of

War), his Excellency Chau Phya Bhanuwongse Kroma-
tah (the Minister of Foreign Affairs), and his Excellency
Phya Bashakarawongse (Private Secretary to his Ma-
jesty).’ ^ Indeed, the expedition had an audience with
the King, whose father had died some years previously, in

consequence of a fever contracted on a journey made to the

Philosophical Transactions
( 1878), 143 .
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southern parts of his kingdom to observe the total eclipse

of 1868. Not only did his Majesty take great interest

in the objects of D*" Schuster's visit to Siam, and give

orders that every possible help should be afforded him, but

he even observed totality himself, and contributed a good

drawing of the solar prominences
;
and by order of his

Majesty, Prince Tong made this excellent sketch of the

corona. Of the

prominence spec-

tra D‘' Schuster

did not obtain

photographs as he

hoped, but the pho-

tographs of the co-

rona were as suc-

cessful as possible

without clockwork.

The corona was nearly a duplicate of that observed a

year previously in South Africa. D*" Vogel had joined

the expedition at Suez, leaving it at Galle in order to

accompany that sent out from India in charge of Captain

Waterhouse, and with M. Tacchini he located at Camorta,

where clouds completely frustrated their endeavors. D’’

Schuster found the light of the prominences due in part

to the bright lines H/3 and Hy, but the strongest protu-

berance line was in the ultra-violet. The inferior corona

gave a strong continuous spectrum.

The eclipse in this decade which brought the most far-

reaching results occurred 29th July 1878. Observing

parties were scattered all along its line in the United States,

where, above the Rocky Mountains, hung skies of such

6th April 1875 (Prince Tong)
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limpid clearness that on several evenings Jupiter's satellites

were seen with the naked eye.

General Myer’s impromptu observations from White

Top in 1869 had been so interesting that he was greatly

inclined to confirm and enlarge them from the summits of

other mountains whenever occasion should offer. To this

warm personal intei'est is partly due the organization of the

expedition to Pike's Peak. Flere totality lasted for two min-

utes and a half, and more than 14,000 feet above sea-level

the thin air contributed wonderfully to the fine results, in

particular the unparalleled coronal observations of Professor

Langley already described (page 59). Those who delight

in the adventures of astronomical expeditions will find little

on record to rival the fascination of Professor Langley’s

story of his life and work on the summit of Pike's Peak.

An observer much lower down, at the Lake House,

10,230 feet elevation, saw few red flames, and none what-

ever until just before the close of totality
;
but the delicate

coronal streamers or rays, of gauzedike texture, were ap-

parently mingled with the atmospheric blue.

Professor Newcomb, at Separation, Wyoming, though at

a far inferior elevation, nearly 8,000 feet, made also strik-

ing researches upon the same phenomenon. His drawing

of this corona has already been given on page 87, with the

streamers much curtailed, however. The ingenious but sim-

ple device for rendering the outer streamers visible should

be tried at all future eclipses. After setting up the opaque

disk for occulting the bright inner corona, especial care

should be taken to fix the exact point where the eye must

be placed from time to time during totality, in order that

the corona may be centrally obscured, or nearly so.

D^' and Henry Draper were at Rawlins, Wyoming,
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6,730 feet above sea-level, and associated with them

were Edison, D*' Morton, and Professor Barker.

M*" Ranyard, located at Cherry Creek Camp, near Denver,

with Professor Young, prepared to take photographs with

a .13-inch objective, on a scale much larger than usual at

that time. He saw no branching coronal structure like that

in 1871, but noticed the

great inclination to the ra-

dial of the rays forming

the boundaries of the great

northern and southern rifts,

which were themselves much

broader than in 1871.*^^

From twelve photographs

of the totality of 1878, Pro-

fessor Harkness has delin-

eated with great care a drawing which holds high rank

among trustworthy representations of the corona.^'^

AmericanJournal of Science and Arts^ cxvi, (1878), 242, 279.

Metnotrs Royal Astronomical Society, xlvi. (1881), 213.

4*^ A resident of Fort Sill, Indian Territory, wrote an account of

the effect of this eclipse upon the neighboring Indians. He says

:

‘ On Monday last we were permitted to see the eclipse of the Sun
in a beautiful bright sky. Not a cloud was visible. We had made
ample preparation, laying in a stock of smoked glass several days

in advance. It was the grandest sight I ever beheld, but it fright-

ened the Indians badly. Some of them threw themselves upon

their knees and invoked the Divine blessing
;
others flung them-

selves flat on the ground, face downward
;
others cried and yelled

in frantic excitement and terror. Finally one old fellow stepped

from the door of his lodge, pistol in hand, and, fixing his eyes on

the darkened Sun, mumbled a few unintelligible words and raising

his arm took direct aim at the luminary, fired off his pistol, and

after throwing his arms about his head in a series of extraordinary
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With this (‘clipsc tlu* w<*rl<l was fully Liuih lua!

upon the most approviMl inodern uulhods of afUn ki!i|,;

the great probkuns of tlu‘ Stm, many t«t whi* h tmisi wail

years for these Heeling mumt<’s to attonl the lua'esi.aiy

opportunity for their e’omplete soluiitm.

The eeli|»se of i ith January t.SSo, \ istlHe fui sfa ontlN

in (California, ('otUributtal little athamas thouyji ihc‘ %ky wa-,

elotulk‘SH, Lieutimant (hiRt.o'oiMU'io l 'nit»*(! States Na\\,

anti Ik’ofessor f'Kisnv, tibstaved hom Santa I.m la M«>iiiitaim

6,000 feet abovv st‘a«k‘vel
;
but the priUnbeiame*. wmv not

seen, and the corona was lather imielinttin althoupji thf

Sun had an elevation of ii at totality, Piolt'sMu Ido ai\

remarks the ama/enumt of the ImliaiiN thrir esp^aial

wonder being how th(M>bserving paiiytould have known
that the sky was going to Ik* t kaird*

Here, then, may propt*rly tmd ih<* mcamnt td imu'ely

modern eelipses. d’lu* num* rea-ent om*N pres»uu also a

brilliant array of well etfnippetl expeditions and sigiufu ant

results,

gostieulaliou.H retrwUed to his <»\vn eju.nteis. As it hapiKiwd, th,\t

veryhustant was the roudushmof toiulity. Thi- ImliaiH hf-ln-lil flu

glorious orb of day otua; nunv pts-n fooh, and it wa * uiuniiiiiMiidv
voted that the timely dist humi* <»t that wan ih»M»nly thinn
that drove away the shadow and saved them from the ptihlit im
vemeace that would have certainly resulted Inmi the enno* exfiie
tiou of the $\\nJ

Washiu^mt Okfnuifmuft>t 1876, Appendh iii.» p. AKt»
Davidson, Priori tf A'. CmL^f kW OVa«/e//« AVo/vr/ iHH;!* Ap
pendix 20.



CHAPTER IX

RECENT ECLIPSES (i 8 8 2 - i S 9 3)

Come like shadows, so depart,

Shakespeare, Macbeth^ iv. i.

A SPLENDIDLY observed eclipse occurred lytli May
1882. Although its duration was less than a minute

and a quarter, astronomers gathered along the track where

Corona of 17th May 1882

(Wesley, Schuster^s pkotogf^aphs)

it intersected the Nile in Upper Egypt All the great prob-

lems were attacked again, with systematic artillery^

1 In thorough study of the eclipses preceding 1882, no bibliog-

raphy will be found more helpful than Lindemann, Librorum in

Bibliotheca Specula Pulcovemis . . . Catalogue, pars secunda, (PetrO’

poll, 1880,) p. 282.
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What new thing would be unveiled about the yet mys-

terious corona? How would the rose-red protuberances

develop under the novel apparatus brought to bear? And
the physical constitution of the Sun,— what fresh light

would be thrown back upon its own incomparable bright-

ness ? All the old questions were asked, with many new

ones
;
and observers and instruments made careful prepara-

tions to answer them.

Very fine photographs were taken by Schuster, who

was successful for the first time in obtaining the spectrum of

the corona with an ordinary slit spectroscope. A unique

feature of the pictorial photographs (preceding page) con-

sisted in the momentary imprisonment of an unwilling

comet, very near the Sun, airy and graceful, and never seen

again. Though discovered before by means of eclipses, no

comet was ever thus caught photographically until 1882
j

and this one was observed with the naked eye also.

Government officials are almost invariably generous and

appreciative in their treatment of scientific expeditions,

affording every possible help and encouragement. Particu-

larly was this the case in 1882. Leaving England the 19th

April, the members of the expedition reached Suez a fort-

night later, and were received on behalf of the Khedive by

Esmatt Effendi and the Governor of Suez. The French

expedition was sent out and its expenses defrayed by M.
Bischoffsheim, the generous founder of the great obser-

vatory at Nice
; and it consisted of the late M. Thollon,

M. TR]^:PIED, Director of the Observatory at Algiers, and

M. PaiSEux. The Italian expedition was in charge of M.
Tacchini of Rorne.^ All the expeditions were the guests of

the Khedive
;
because of this courtesy, and to occasion as

2 Comptes Rendus^ xcv. (1882), 896.
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little inconvenience as possible to their imperial host, all

located together at Sohag
; but this proved no disadvantage,

for the weather was fine. Stone Pasha, chief of staff, was

unwearied in his thoughtfulness and consideration for the

astronomers. The Observatory was close to the Nile,® and

surrounded by a double wall of sugar-canes to keep out dust,

still farther subdued by the daily labors of the watermen.

A telegraphic report,^ signed by Lockyer, Tacchini, and

Thollon, begins: ^Unprecedented facilites afforded by

Egyptian Government for observation of the eclipse. The
plan carried out was agreed upon by the members of the

English, French, and Italian expeditions. The accord among
the results is very satisfactory.’ It was reported that ‘ the

spectroscopic and eye observations just before and during the

period of totality gave most valuable results, the darkening

of the lines observed by the French astronomers indicating

a lunar atmosphere.’ ® Thollon and Trepied outdistanced

all their confreres^ each having the most powerful form of

Thollon spectroscope yet constructed.® Bright lines were

observed, before and after totality, of different heights by

M*' Lockyer, and with intensities differing from the Fraun-

hofer lines by M" Lockyer and M. Tri^pied. The rings

were observed of the first, second, and third orders, with a

grating, or diffraction spectroscope. The work of M’* Ray

Woods, with that of M' Lawrance, M*' Lockyer’s assistant,

was of especial value in carrying out the photographic

programme.

The eclipse of 6th May 1883 was total for five minutes

and twenty-four seconds. After the frequent manner of its

® Philosophical Transaciions (1884), p. 254*

^ Nature^xsMi, (1882), 100. ® Ibid.^ p. 52. ® Ihid.^ p. 100.
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kind, the path lay where it would be least useful,— across

the wind-swept waistes of the Pacafir. Ibit, fortunately, oiut

of a small group of coral islands lay (luite in its lint*, aiul,

nothing daunted, the biave scientifn* men set their fact^s

toward this friendly cluster, in cheerful faith that they <‘()uh!

locate there. 1 )irected to take \i\> their aliode somewhere on

a diminutive island about whi<'h nothing (*oiil<l be ast'crtaineti

beforehand, save the bare fact of its <*xisleiK*e at a known
spot in mitbocean, the Amerit'an observers were absent from

the United States more than thiee months, most of whi<*h

time was spent in travelling, i 5 ,(>oo miles in all, with ten full

weeks at sea. Their tiny foothold in the Pat'ifu* wus the

Caroline Island, a coral atoll on the onlskirts of the Mar-

quesas group, shown in 'rRoiivKi.o*r’s pietorial skeU'h on tlie

opposite page.

The Ameri('an party, under the auspices of a conuuittc.*e

of the National Academy of Sciciu'es, with IVofessor YotiNc;

as Chairman,’^ was followed shortly !)y a ('ompany of astnm *

omers from France, Italy, and Atistria, led by M. Jankskn/

whose work was l)oth optic*al and pholographit*. Fnglancl

was again represented by M^ Lawranck and M** RayWoops.*^

It should be remarked (hat tlu‘ real oriRiuator of this jirojeet

was M*' ('haulks IL K(h'kwki.l, of 'Currytown, New York, who
pensistuntly followed the mailer tip, and was lumself an important
member of the expedition. AnuaiR other members atddeving slg'

nificant results were I)’’ IlASTtNus, then of the Johns Hopkins Uni
versity, whoso excellent summary of researeh on the cortma luin

already been alluded to; Profes.sor Uiton, now of brown Univer-
sity, in charge of the meteorological work; and M*' 1‘RKHTtiN, of tin-

United States (hiast and (Joodetic Survey, who determined tin*

force of gravity at several stations, (hmdine Island among thmm
« Anmnure du Ihtmtu (Us Lmi^ntmtis pimr 1H84, p. H47. A Inin

Cmiptis Remiiis^ xcvii, ( 1883), 586.

® JVatun\ xxviii, (1883), 145.
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6th May 1883 (Trouvelot)

(Showing also Caroline Island Atoll)

Although showers came up in the morning of eclipse-day,

the clouds broke just in time to leave totality clear, and

the observations of all were brilliant and successful
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'I'hc (Caroline l.slaiul sivint'd (u |h»sm‘Vi nsilv thivi^ laiiisrs

aad two shtals, and wa:-. radita' iiihabilr'd by tutu

native 10011, tan* woman, and two t hildton
;
but a rotHl many

l^ravos wtav disoovorcai in wlii( }i tlu' fdnnor owiiris uf |lu*

island wta'i‘ said t<» have tonnd stonoavos and oflirr n*li<s

of early rosidemts Ion[; sinoo <lo|»arlod. tin* iiaiivo Kanakas

Itinded a siekly jdanlati«>n td ( o< oa palms, lismp, an abso

lately evenlU'ss lite, exeept when oiu'r a yi*ar the '!»lip/

am^hors with llu‘ir annual store iif ship lns« tut and imAiv.oi.

What nniireeeilrnted r\<*itenumt mast havt* ani\«‘d with

tlu‘ two nu;m of-war, the t‘iierp,oti< aslrommins, ami ihr j« »\ ial

sailors! Hut tlu* island was dnsimy. tropieah and In-amiinl,

with wonderful color efks'ts in wator like emerald and lapis-

lazuli, softly meetiiif; <'oim1 hea< hi‘s of da/zlupt uliite.

'The e('lit)se of 8lh St‘plemher was total in New /ea

land, the ohstu'vations hianp, of sli|.'ltl impotfam r, althnuytl*

a phottufuaph ua;^ made at

Nelson, showinp two remark

ahle stis of piomintiiees at

(‘xaetly opposite points horn

eaiii other. Xr CImwooN
nmdt‘ the «>ppoatf» sketeh of

the outer eonmad'' lemaika

hie for the laeadlli of a t liar

aetcristie dark lift f‘\teiidinjr

outward horn the \aa v linih of

the Moon, and slriuipjy

I4c‘stin|4 iht* hla< k hell lolltnviiii^

the nucleus in many eomcfts, as for example i ’fHaa,\K roimi

of 1874, or the great comet of rH6o the lustd olAvlii* li is

here reproduced frotn SEctauks tlrawing, Ikit on ii/ili August

AW////V, xxxU. (1HH5),
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1886, an eclipse was total for four minutes at Grenada in the

West Indies, enabling results of great significance. While

the maximum totality was 6 minutes 34 seconds, it was,

most unfortLinately, again an ocean track throughout nearly

its whole length. In the little island, however, congregated

English, Italian, and American observers. The operations

of the several expeditions were greatly facilitated by Sir

Walter Sendall, then

Governor of Grenada,

who four years later, as

Governor of Barbados,

again afforded kindly

courtesy and helpful

interest in the scien-

tific work of the United

States Eclipse Expedi-

tion to West Africa,

which on its homeward

voyage put in at Bridge-

town to determine the force of gravity. The late Father

Perry and M*” Maunder were conveyed to the island of

Carriacou, W Schuster and Captain Darwin located at

Prickly Point, and M’* Turner, Chief Assistant to the As-

tronomer Royal, and M. Tacchint took up their station at

Grenville.

Eclipse research had already become in the main photo-

graphic, and Professor W. PL Pickering was in charge of

the Harvard expedition, the work of which was chiefly of this

character.^^ Extraordinary features of his corona are the

narrow jets, one rising to a height of 1,300,000 miles, where

it divides into three parts. Two of these curve to the right

His detailed research upon the corona of 1886 is amply pre-

sented in the Harvard Ohservato7y A 7i 7tals^ xviii. 100.

8th September 1885 (Graydon)
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and left, while the third keeps on to a height of 1,600,000

miles, when it also begins to fall over. These uni(|uc effects,

intensified in the accompanying illustration, arc* newa-theU^ss

clearly visible in the original negative. *^The whole aiiptair-

ance,’ he says, ^ is as if vast (luantities of heated matter

29th August 1886 ( lUeKiouNc)

(From ph o/ognfp/is

)

were rising over the liydrogen protuberances to tine south

of the solar ecpiator. 'Fhis matter <'ooled as il rose, ami

again became heated as it condensed and fell hack u|)c»n

the solar surface to the north of the ecpiatot'd

On the West Coast of Africa, this totality wa.s visibU^ for

four and a half minutes at Benguela in a ('loudless sky, and

the Revd M" Waltf.r speaks of its wonderful c‘ffect, and
his great regret that neither astronomers nor instruments

were there to record a corona so exceptionally tlisplayisl.

Astronomers had for so many years looked forwartl to

the great eclipse of 1886, that, when the occasion had anne
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and gone, with its splendid totality squandered for the most

part on the ocean, and with disappointing weather at one of

the two available stations, they naturally turned with zest

toward the next opportunity, which was not a full year dis-

tant. On 19th August 1887, the

Sun rose totally eclipsed at Berlin,

whence the shadow trailed easterly

and slightly north over Russia and

Western Siberia, thence southeasterly

through the farther region of that

country, crossing Lake Baikal, and

finally in mid-afternoon presenting

the spectacle of total obscurity to 19th August 1887 (Niestkn)

Dai Nippon, in the land of the Ris- ^From photographs)

ing Sun.

All along the line were scores of trained observers and

costly instruments, assembled from the scientific centres

of all nations : at Rshev, Professors Young, McNeill, and

Libbey from Princeton ; at Savidoro, Padre Ferrari from

Rome
;

at Schipulino, D*" Hasselberg of Pulkowa and

D*"® Muller and Scheiner of Potsdam; at Wissokofsky,

M*" Turner of Greenwich and Comte de la, Baume

Pluvinel of Paris
;

at Petrovsk, Professor Glasenapp of

St Petersburg
;
is at Jvanova, Professor Upton of Providence

and M’’ Rotch of Boston
;

at Kineshma, Bredichin of

Moscow, Father Perry of Stonyhurst, and Copeland of

Dun Echt
;

at Jurjewetz, D*^ Vogel of Berlin and M. Niesten

12 Young, * An Astronomer’s Summer Trip,’ ScribneFs Magazine

y

iv. (1888), 82.

1® IleTpoBCKafl BKcnejiHitia jiiJiii Ha6jiK)ji;eHia IIoJiHaro Cojiae^-

naro SaTMenia 18 ABiycxa 1887 To^^a. Or'ieT-B C. n. rjiaaeHana.

(CaHK,TneTep5ypns, 1888.)
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of Brussels at Vialka, MM, TAfcniNi of Ronu\ Ricoh t»f

Palermo, and Duhiaoo of Kazan; at Krasiunarsk, Siberia,

M. CiiAMAN'i'OFF
;

at Sanjo (near Niigata), Japan, Pn>rcssor

Arai; at Kuroiso, Professor 'IV,KAO ; and al Shirakawa, Prt>

fesHor 'Food, assisted by IF noia/ANiM)f Pittsburgh, I-ieii

tenant South kriano, United States Navy, Passtal Assistant

Knginecr PKMUKK'roN, Unittal Statt‘s Navy, M' Nakaoa\v\

and M*' Ocjawa of d'okyo, the last as photographer, a

long list, but by no means complete. Ntimbtu's, lunv(‘veu

(lid not insure favorable skies
;
and never was the disappoint

inent so appalling. Here and there a bnv picluri*s of the

conma were <\aught between clouds, and ollna* obs(‘rvations

of importanee nuuled'^ But in general, from (lermany to

japan, the track of the ecli[)se was <*loiidt‘d, ami lailure was

the order of the day.^’^ A wag in Berlin, umhnihledly not

an astronomer, is said to liave t>osted a i^uhlie notice that

on account of the weather the e(dipse had been postponed

to another day.

The exceptional advantages of similar instrumental equip

meat at two widely separate localities and ('uridul arrange

meats for detecning any rapid (^hanges in tlu* c'orona were

thus of no avail, through Nature’s indifferenee, Itut if

astronomers had lost an opportunity to advam'e their own
science, they had a noble chance to etiliivate a practical

philosophy.

IJ&Upse Totals de SWs/V t/u U) .•lotO iHS;, a

(Tuss/f), pari,, Ntkstkn (BruxclU'.s, i8H8).

* Tho Total Kdip.se in Japan,’ T/is (>kan>ata ^ x (1HH7K 571

Among them, drawings by M. ino.<U‘(U.sKv% Affmda ik
servatotrs do Mo,mw, (Vmsult also M** Turn

F

uV ‘ Ntac*H on Home
Total Solar Kdipse.s,’ 7//r Ohcmttorv> xii (iHHn), 6^.

17 Professor II'arknkss has oullined the fate of all these expeili

tions in 77is Sidersal A/sssra,irsr, vii. (1888), i.
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In Russia Professor Mendeleef determined to rise above

the accidents of meteorological circumstance, and so en-

gaged a balloon to transport him thither. He got beyond

the clouds, but almost in a double sense
;

for, the balloon

refusing to ascend with both Professor Mendeleef and

his aeronaut, the latter was left behind, accidentally or

otherwise, and the astronomer shot up alone into space,

reaching an altitude of 11,500 feet, — over two miles above

the Earth. Here, to be sure, he had a fine and unob-

structed view of the marvellous corona, but the imminent

duties attending his novel conveyance must have allowed

but divided attention for solar glories.

Shortly after his return to Italy, that veteran observer,

M. Tacchini^ published a very readable account of the va-

ried experiences on his numerous expeditions to all parts of

the world in the interests of solar physics.

Miss Brown, an amateur of England, also went to Russia

for this eclipse, but, in common with nearly all other trav-

ellers into the dark pathway, met with grievous disappoint-

ment at Kineshma. An entertaining little volume, however,

is the result of her adventures, picturesquely entitled In

Pursuit of a Shadow; and Caught in the Tropics is the

sequel,— a happier outcome of December 1889.

The first eclipse of 1889, on New Year’s day, afforded a

capital opportunity for retrieving the losses of 1887. The

lunar shadow traversed the United States in a northeasterly

direction, from California and Nevada, through Idaho,

Montana, and North Dakota, to Manitoba, as depicted in

the frontispiece. The skies nearly everywhere were clear,

w Eclissi Totalidi Sole del i88s, 1883, 1886 ^ 1887. Relazioni

e Note, (Roma, 188S.)

4
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and observers and instruments thickly dotted the path.

Negatives and drawings were made in abundance, and the

record of this eclipse is one of the most complete ever

secured.

1st January 1889 (Engler, fro7n photographs)

The Harvard expedition to Willows, California, in charge

of Professor W. H. Pickering, had a large equipment of

telescopes, cameras, spectroscopes, and photometers, which

were successfully operated, nearly. 60 photographs being

taken. Professor Upton of Providence, andW Rotch, the

well-known meteorologist of the Blue Hill Observatory near

Boston, were in an adjoining part of the town with a fine

collection of meteorological instruments. No fluctuation

of the barometer was caused by the passage of the Moon's
shadow, but the air temperature fell 6 °

,
reaching the mini-

mum ten minutes after close of totality. The solar radi-

ation thermometers showed that some heat was received

throughout the total phase, and the wind died down to a

calm, from an hourly velocity of twelve miles, showing a
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slight westerly fluctuation in direction which naay with some

plausibility be referred to the eclipse.

Professor Keeler, Barnard, and others of the Lick

Observatory party, located at Bartlett Springs, California, and

did excellent work.^® The fine photographs formed a large

accumulation for studying the actinic brightness of the co-

rona in every part. The pic-

ture on the opposite page is

reproduced from the Report

of the Washington University

eclipse party. A multitude of

drawings, forwarded to Pro-

fessor Todd, gave the needed

evidence as to the ecliptic

streamers of the outer corona,

and these have been em-

bodied in two composite pic-

tures
;

the first a hand com-

posite (page 68) showing with much accuracy the extent to

which the faint filaments were traced by those who had

taken the greatest care to look for them, and the second a

photographic composite made by Professor Stoddard from

groups of carefully executed drawings.

A second eclipse in the year 1889 occurred 2 2d Decem-
ber, total off the northern coast of South America and on the

west coast of Africa. Again clouds interfered, and one of

the most elaborate equipments of fine instruments ever col-

lected for such work was rendered powerless by the misty

veil. The expeditions were English and American. The

Annals Harvard College Observatory

,

xxix. 20.

Turner, Tke Observatory^ xii. (1889), 106.
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late Father Perry, Di-

rector of the Stoiiyhiirst

Observatory, and the

hero of many astronom-

ical enterprises, was lo-

cated at Cayenne. I'he

eclipse taking place in

the early morning hours,

the interference of clouds

was only partial, and

Father Perry was ena-

bled to secure valuable

photographs,*^^ although

exposure and oveiwork

on this occasion cost him

his life. Always a cheer-

ful sufferer in the cause

of science, Father Perry had been a member of more

astronomical expeditions than any man now living.

The Lick Observatory party was provided for by the

generosity of the Hon. C. F. Crocker of San Francisco,

who sent M*" Burnham and M* Schaebkrle to Cayenne,

where their labors were crowned with success.^^

The R'i' Rev^^ STEniKN J. Perry, S. J.

(1833^1889)

Rarely do the photographs of an eclipse lend themselves suit-

ably to direct process or even lithographic reproduction, and the

corona of December 1889 is no exception. Either a silver print or

a careful drawing of the filaments is necessary to show that detailed

structure which the eye readily recognizes on the photographic

plates —-Z>. P. T,

22 Their excellent pictuies, together with some discussion of

them and suggestions bearing on future eclipse work, aie to be

found in Reports on the Ohservatwin of the 7'otal lichpse of the Sun,

22d December 1889 (Sacramento, 1891)
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The cameras of the English expedition in West Africa,

employed by M" Taylor, were quite similar to those of

Father Perry, but were rendered inoperative through the

accident of clouds at the critical moment/^® In the same
region, at Cape Ledo, Angola, was located the United

States expedition in charge of Professor Todd, who, with

the assistance of Professor Bigelow and many others, had

prepared to carry out a programme of operations on a scale

never before attempted.^^ The unique collection of auto-

matic apparatus is described in a subsequent chapter; but

clouds covered the Sun during the entire totality.

Sunday, i6th April 1893, witnessed a darkening of the

Sun whose track was favored by clear skies throughout very

nearly its entire length. Perhaps for the first time in the

history of eclipse observation, only a single party failed of

its results because of clouds. As usual, several expeditions

were despatched from various countries, American astrono-

mers locating at the beginning or western end of the total-

ity-belt. Harvard University, with its Boyden Observatory

at Arequipa, Peru, was represented by Professor W. H.
Pickering, who, already not far from the field, took up his

station in Chile, where also IVP Schaeberle of the Lick

Observatory established himself. To the northeast, in Ar-

gentina, an expedition in charge of Professor Thome, Direc-

tor of the National Observatory at Cordoba, watched for the

Sun^s obscuration, but had unfavorable weather. Still farther

northeast, and near Ceara, at Pari Guru in the Brazilian

region where the path of totality left the American conti-

28 Turner, Monthly Notices Royal Astronomical Society, 1 . (1890),

2, 265. Also Wesley, The Observatory, xiii. (1890), 105, and Taylor,

Ibid,, 153.

2^ Nature, xli (1890), 379.
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nent^ the English astronomers had a well equippfd cxpt^

dition in charge of M** Taylor, who luid s(‘rv(*d in simil.ir

capacity in West Africa during the second eclipst‘ of 1SX9.

On crossing the Atlantic Ocean to North Afrira, in thr

region of Bathurst and Senegal, the Moon’s shadow was

met by still other expeditions, two under I^'reiu li auspi( {‘s,

MM. Bigourdan and Deslandres of the Paris < )bh('r\atnrv

in one locality, and Comte de ijv .Baume I^luvinei. in anoihrr.

In a third region of the African belt, and at some distant t*

uptheSalum River, Professor Thorpe led an ICnglisli t‘xpf-

dition, with apparatus quite similar to tliat which M’ 'rAVLok

employed on the Brazilian coast A study of relatively

rapid variations in coronal light and strcximers was thus

made possible. But in addition to tliis, the? other prt>l>leinx

presented by the corona were not neglected, ami tlu* eus

tomary observations with spectroscope and photuiueler

were amply undertaken.*-^^*

The Chilean parties were located in one of the driest

climates on the globe. Professor Pickekino had associateil

with him M*" Rotch, and M:M)oU(iLAs of tlu* Observatory

at Arequipa. Establishing the station at a silver tnine

known as Mina Aris in the district of Agua Ainarga,

near Vallenar, the party received many courtesies and Iu*lp

ful facilities from railroad and government oiru'ials. Vol

unteer assistants came from Valparaiso and Muas<‘o, and
rehearsals of the eclipse programme orcupietl two days
before the event. The skies were brilliantly (dear, and at

the beginning of totality a solemn silence fcdl upon the

26 Thorpe, TAe Fortnightly Rmim^ liv. (1893), 55. q'lus dis-

course, delivered at the Royal Institution 9th June 1893, nnul.tiifN a
readable summary of the results of the eclipse with a didiKhtful
narrative of the African Expedition.
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scene. Shadow bands were observed to some extent, but

their presence 900 feet higher up the hill than the station

could barely be detected. The corona seemed very white,

with four extended streamers, which, however, do not ap-

pear upon any photograph. A combination of the coronas

of 1871 and 1858 seems best to describe the phenomena of

this latest totality. The protuberances were a pale pink,

some reaching a height of 90,000 miles. Many photographs

were taken, those with the differential spectroscope giving

20 lines in the reversing layer, three or four seconds before

totality. While the existence of the reversing layer has

been contested by M'' Lockyer ever since the remarkable

observation by Professor Young in 1870, it is gratifying to

find that this most recent eclipse has afforded evidence suf-

ficient to establish its entire reality. With the integrating

spectroscope, one red and one yellow line, two green lines,

and one blue line in the corona were shown. All the ob-

servations pointed conclusively to the condition of the Sun

as one of great disturbance
;
and while a network of fine

filaments was seen, and the four long streamers, two of more

than 435,000 miles in length, upon the w^hole that uniform

distribution so characteristic of eclipses during periods of

maximum solar disturbance was exhibited.

ScHAEBBRLE arrived early in March, and settled

at Mina Bronces. His work was altogether photographic,

with five cameras in all
;
and bringing no scientific assist-

ants with him, he enlisted the services of intelligent persons

near at hand to aid him on eclipse-day. M’^John King

accompanied him from Carrizal Bajo, and practice drill

occupied the previous day. On the approach of total

eclipse, the dark shadow could be seen on the hills oppo-

site, coming nearer and nearer, until with a mighty shiver



!6o Toia/ Juiipsa if the San

the Sun was obscured from sight* l^j'es shiid<lt*<| Inhore

totality were then fnttHl to sei* tive eoiuna {*rn|u-riy. hi a

private letter M' Kino writes of its ‘ beant\ ainl bnpjjfnr-,,
;

and llu‘ nniount of light it gave out w,im !«> t«nn tir .ax

full moons, l)ut a nnieh more l,»euntiful light. It wa:, vi*iv

little dark, th(‘re was light enough for all outdoor uot k ; o\r!j

railway signalling <'oul<l have been earried tm in liejit.’

'llie corona was seen for a few seconds, both betoir atid

afUT U)lality. d'liree |)lane!H only, Venns, jnintm, and Mri
(‘ury, were seen in llic region of the Sun. Nhsirer iho ncm

it was darker, and the corona neither so bright nor so wifh*

as at Mina Ihom e>, wlterc,

6,7 oo fell al,K ive tin* sea, an

exre|)tionally fine morning

slione in that land of clear

skies, lofty jil'iotograiilis

were secttred with tlie

tlirei* ielesco|ies tised, M *’

Si::n.Ai<nKiMa>: attencha! die

4,0 » foot raiiiera Idiiiself,

whir'll was fiinll on a hill-

side, tire Sun being keta

in a given iiOHition f,iri llic?

great plate, iH k a 2 im hen,

by means ol a cloik

arrangement, faectionsly called a ‘joshuad d'hesc plu»to

graiihs arc wonderfully fine, and the illustration is au

uimtisfactory reproduction of one of them* In tlu* origjual

negative, the M'ooids diameter is nearly five time’s as great

as it is here
;
so that the large scale, witli the fine dofmitiom

will afford eK<a?ptional facilities for accurate mea airemcnt,

^ P0p$ikir I. (i%3b 7 a,

PROMTNKNCKS AN[l» iNNKt; C^fmONA

if'lh A[iiil jM.||

{P/tofoi^f'iiph'd i>y S< nAKiirau.K)
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M*‘ Taylor’s party at Tard (aini, witli ]\T*' SMACKLiiaoN

assisting; did good work tintler favoring skies. At lAin-

diuin, the Saluin River station, Professor Tnouni': arul M*’

Gray made photometric measures of tite intensity of live

coronal light, by the same nietliod used in Grenathi in oS,S6,

while Sergeant Ki':arn1':v, Royal iMigint.’ers, took several

good coronal photograplis. Also tlie exposures made l)y

M'' Fowler witlii tlie j[)rismatic camera, are particularly val-

uable; providing a large amount of malerial. At tlu; signal

of the Iveginning of totality, when tlie last tracx' of liright

sunliglit disai)i)eared; out Hashed a magnifa'cnt corona of

silvery light, as well as nurnerems red and white i)ronii

nences. Professor TiioRi'ids party testify also to the dis-

turbed state of tlie Sun, and rejiort tlu* <'orona just wliat

they had expected tVom tins condition, the eleven year series

of sun-spots being then well advanced toward its maximum.
The outer corona was ('arefully ol)served liy ( kpitain FancJ;

Royal Navy, by covering tlie inner and brighter ring with a

disk; after tlic manner adopted by Professor Ni'AW’omi! in

1878 ;
but no great etpiaturial extensions likt* tliosv* of 1878

and 1889 were discovered, d'he tieritalicity of ilu‘ corona
coincidently with sun-spot ejiiochs thus ret'eives adilitional

confirmation

.

M*" Wesley’s skill in drawing will soon producx^ a. fine

combination of the double series of plu,)togra])lis taken by
the two expeditions sent out by the Ihiglish (!onnuittetL

Professor Picrerini; has also left in NP Weslv;v\s hands
some of his own photographs taken in Chile, both with ihv

Flarvard instruments and with M‘‘ Common’s 2odnch mir-

ror, for comparison with the Knglish negatives, and tlu^sc'

are said to show more detail in the inner corona than those

obtained by the English observers, Much of interest lias

11
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been revealed by the scrutiny, and the plates are still being

studied and compared. While at first M' Wesley was in-

clined to think that there was evidence of possible change

in the corona as shown in the three sets of plates from the

widely separate regions of Chile, Brazil, and Senegal, he

writes in a private letter that, after farther and careful com-

parison, he is ^ convinced that the apparent differences were

due to other causes than real change in the corona/ though

he would not wish to be understood as speaking with entire

decision of the matter until this critical research shall have

been concluded.

Two French expeditions were despatched to Senegal for

observations upon astronomy of position, or precision, as

well as upon physical astronomy. The photographic ap-

paratus of the first was sent out by Comte de la Baume

Pluvinel,^'^ in charge of M. Pasteur, and consisted of nine

cameras, the lenses of which varied in diameter from 6^

inches to about { inch, but with 6o inches as their common

local length. Mounted at Joal on the coast, these were

exposed as a single instrument as long as the corona was

visible. While all the pictures were thus of the same size,

their quality and intensity were very different, and the lens

of about one inch in diameter produced the most satisfac-

tory plates. Two photographic spectroscopes were also

exposed throughout totality, but while the more powerful

one was not successful, the other, of low dispersion, gave

surprisingly fine results. Its spectrum shows the dark

Fraunhofer lines, thus putting beyond question the presence

of reflected sunlight in the corona.

M. Deslandres, in charge of the second French expedi-

27 Comptes Rendus^ cxvii. (1893), 24.
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proposed specially to study the general motions of

the corona, and to measure its rotation, — a delicate ex-

periment, but of great interest, since it may throw much

light on the vexed question of what the corona is. By

means of that technicality known as Doppler’s principle,

and photographing on a single plate the spectrum of the

corona on opposite sides of the Sun, the displacement of

the lines shows the eastern filaments to be approaching

the Earth and the western receding from it. And farther,

the velocity of approach and recession indicates that the

corona revolves in the same period that the Sun itself does.

Twenty- two photographs were obtained, some showing

especially the external portion, others only the more bril-

liant interior filaments and the protuberances. The study

of the chemical composition in a hitherto unexplored part

of the coronal light was satistactory, and will disclose the

existence of additional elements within the regions of this

luminous appendage of the Sun.

So carefully were all the instruments and observers mar-

shalled along the line of this totality, so critical had been

their preparations, so successful were the observations under

most propitious skies, and so significant the results, that the

eclipse of 1893 is already accorded high rank in the annals

of solar investigation.

Ibid., cxvi. (1893), 1108; VAstronomic, xii. (1893), 246.



CHAPTER X

ECLIPSES AND THE ELECTRIC TELEGRAR/I

Eclipses suns imply.

Emily Dickinson.

The velocity of celestial motions is wellnigh incon-

ceivable. On the approach of total eclipse the

fearful rush of the Moon’s deep shadow affords opportu-

nity for an unmistakable compaiison between the swift-

ness of heavenly movements and the sluggishness of most

terrestrial operations. Man has, however, for his own uses,

broken in harness a super-earthly power, so that it may
vie with its own untamed kindred of space.

Can this fleet Mercury, the telegraph, outstrip the rush-

ing shadow ? And will any advantage result if it can ?

Evidently the odds are largely in favor of the elec'-

tric messenger, as the actual speed is many thousand-

fold greater than the lunar velocity. But while the Moon
moves steadily onward, telegraphic despatches are often

subject to sundry and irregular detentions
;

so there may
well be doubt as to which may outstrip the other, when
both are matched together on the airy highway of space.

If the telegraph can win the race, many possible benefits

are obvious on slight consideration.

It is already apparent that no eclipse can be total at the

same time everywhere along its track
; as the Moon jour-

neys eastward, its shadow following it, totality near the
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west end of the trail may occur more than two hours

(world time) before it comes on at the eastern extremity.

If the astronomers near both ends of the shadow-trac'k

are in telegraphic communication, these may become mo-

ments of supieme significance.

An impoitant observation, a discovery possibly, may be

made by an observei whom the shadow first meets
;

it may
be months, perhaps years, befoie another eclipse will pre-

sent all conditions favorable for the verification of that dis-

covery. But if the telegraph is called in as an adjunct, new
light may be available at once, and without waiting for

another eclipse. By telegraphing the nature of the obseiwa-

tion eastward to a fellow observer, the tliscovery may be

confirmed forthwith, or the observation, if doubtful, may
be rejected.

So long ago as 1878 a young astronomer first brought

this novel project to the notice of his colleagues,^ during the

eclipse when the Moon’s shadow swept southeasterly across

Wyoming and Texas, Professor Newcomb observing in the

former, and Professor Todd having a station in tlie latter

State. Intra-mercurian planets were then flavor ite objects

of search, and these observers had concluded an arrange-

ment with the Western Union 'Pelcgraph Company to for

ward any message from the northern station to the south-

ern one with all possible despatc'h. But no opportunity for

the practical test offered on that oc('asion. Three years

later, the general concei)tion of the scheme proposed was

outlined to the American Academy of Arts and Sciences

at Boston.*^

^ Washington Observations, 1S76, Appendix iii., p. 3fyi.

Todd, On ilu‘ Use of th() IUe('lii(: during I’olal

Solai Eclipses, A/nencan AiOite/nj', xvi. (1881), 359.
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A year afterward a case not wholly supposititious arose.

The astronomers who went to Egypt in 1882 to observe the

total eclipse in May of that year took a photograph of the

region surrounding the Sun. To their great surprise, on

developing the negative, a small, bright comet made its

appearance alongside the corona, as depicted at the begin-

ning of the previous chapter. This object had never been

seen before, nor has it ever been seen since
;
so that noth-

ing is known of its orbit, or whether the comet will ever

return to the Sun or not. But it is easy to see how the tele-

graph may render important service on a similar occasion

in the future. By telegraphing eastward to an astronomer

where to find it, an observation of the comet two or three

hours later may readily furnish data sufficient to indicate

where to look for the stranger as it recedes into space. Sul)-

sequent observations may then enable the determination of

all the elements of its orbit with precision. Again in 1887

all conditions were favorable for practically testing tlie

new method,® but dense clouds intervened to tliwart tlie

attempt.

Any one acquainted with the conditions of this double

problem of astronomy and telegraphy will at once recognize

the practicability of the project of telegraphing ahead of

the Moon; and this was demonstrated at the total eclipse

of New Year’s day, 1889.

The eclipse began in the wastes of the Pacific, some-

what as shown in the frontispiece, and one of the first

stations to be covered by the shadow was that occupied

by the Harvard Observatory party at Willows, California.

Had the limits of the page permitted accurate drawing,

a line joining the centres of Sun and Moon during this

® Todd, American Journal of Science, cxxxiii. (1887), 226
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eclipse would have been a tangent to the Earth’s surface at

that point in the British Possessions where the eclipse trail

ends. This line, then, becomes less and less inclined to the

totality patli as the end of it is approached
;

consequently

the apparent velocity of the shadow is all the time increas-

ing until It leaves the Earth. Over the plains of Manitoba

its speed was no less than live times tliat of a rifle-sliot.

At Willows was located a very complete collection of

photograpliic a|)i)aratus,— cameras for photographing the

corona on every scale, siiectroscopes for a tliorough analysis

of the coronal light, photometers for measuring its intensity,

and a large camera for charting all the stars in the neighbor-

hood of the Sun, so as to detect if possible the suspected

intra-niercurian planet

The immediate re[)orting of the eclipse observations at

Willows and elsewhere was a matter of great scientific in-

terest to astronomers in both hemispheres. It could not,

however, be successfully accomplished without very careful

pre-arrangement with the observers themselves
;

while the

enterprise of M" James (Gordon Bennett of the Ne%(!)

York Herald (represented by M*' Maurice Minton, tlieu

City -Editor in charge) was invoked in executing the com-

prehensive plans.

First, a complete list of the instruments of every observer,

and the work proposed to be done with them, had to be

prepared. Weather probabilities were everywhere very un-

satisfactory, and there was a possibility of all degrees of suc-

cess or foilure. Accordingly the problem was to arrange

for each station a cipher code which should include as

minutely as possible all the likely coml)inations of instru-

ments, weather, aiul results on eclipse-day.

About one hundred words were found sufficient to enn
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brace a complete cipher. A part of the code for Willows

is given here :
—

Africa, Perfectly clear throughout the whole eclipse.

Alaska, Perfectly clear during totality.

Belgium, Clear sky for the partial phases, but cloudy for

totality.

Bolivia, Entirely cloudy throughout the whole eclipse.

Brazil, Observed all the contacts.

Bremen, Observed three of the contacts.

Ceylon, Made observations on the shadow-bands.
Chili, Observed lines of the reversing layer visually.

China, The corona showed great detail.

Cork, Obtained 40-50 negatives during totality.

Corsica, Obtained 50-60 negatives during totality.

Crimea, Obtained 60-70 negatives during totality.

Cuba, Observed a comet.

And so on through a great variety of detail, not the least

of which was the capability of the cipher to indicate with

sufficient accuracy the position of any intra-mercurian planet
which the photographs might disclose.

Between 20 and 30 codes had been prepared on a like

plan for as many stations, and the observers were instructed
to report the results of their work in cipher at the earliest

available moment, employing the ordinary telegraphic facil-

ities. On rehearsing the programme, the thought occurred
that in receiving so many cipher despatches great delays,

through no fault of the telegraph company, were at least

possible. In only a single way could the arrangements
be improved : were a special wire available in direct circuit

from New York to the eclipse stations in turn, the chances
of success would surely be bettered, not only in gathering
the reports, but also in proving the practicability of tele-

graphing ahead of the Moon.
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Upon outlining his })lans to tiie Western Union Telegraph

Company, and asking for the use of a special wire to the

more important statitms for the purpose of immediate and
rapid transmission of the ol.)servations, Professor Todd
received from tlic manager a hearty response. A New
York and San l‘ran(as(a) wire was placed at liis disposal,

and a loop, as it is cailled, or Ijrancli wire, was led across

Broadway from the Western Union building to the editorial

rooms of the Herald.

From Sa,n k'rancisc'o every ('alifbrnia observer was within

easy teK‘gra.phic reach, and the wire tlius extended by direct

circuit to eat'h eclipse slatioit in turn. From tlie editorial

rooms of tlie Herald^ ih'ofessor Todd was in immediate
cominunication with any ol)servers wliom lie chose to call

As previously inlimatetl, arrangements liad lieen made with

tlie Harvard astronomers at Willows to receive their mes-

sage first and witli the utmost desi)atch, in order to test

the feasibility of outstripping the Moon.

Shortly before live o’clock in the afternoon despatches

began to come in. Of course a slight delay was unavoida-

ble, as the observers at tlie various stations were some rods

distant from the local telegrapli oflices, and it would take

a few minutes after the eclipse was over to jirepare tlie

suitable message from tlie cipher code. On tlie astrono-

mer’s table in tlu‘ Herald officx? were a large map and a

chronometer* Mdic latter indicated exact Greenwich time,

and tlie former sliowial tlie (!orrect position of the Moon’s

shadow at tlie lieginning of eviny minute liy tlie cliro-

nometcr. In this way it was possible to follow readily the

|)recise phase of tlie ec'lipse at every station. About the

rooms and ac('cssibl<‘ for imnuMlinte use were arranged

ilie ciplier codes pertaining to die several stations, and
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other papers necessary in preparing the reports for the

press.

On the opposite page is a sketch of the map showing the

eclipse track, with the position of the Moon’s shadow at

intervals of five minutes of Greenwich time. The location

of many of the observers who had been requested to trans-

mit their reports is also indicated. As the lunar shadow fell

upon the Earth obliquely, its dark section is elliptical, not

circular.

The eclipse was to become total at Willows at 9*^ 48”^

Greenwich time.'^ The direct wire had been fully tested

an hour before. At about 9^^ 30"^ the operator at Willows

was asked the state of the weather. He replied that it was

already getting quite dark, that the sky was perfectly clear

toward the southwest, and that no cloud was anywhere near

the Sun. So that in New York, 3,000 miles away, the

success of the Plarvard party was regarded as a foregone

conclusion.

At that time the Moon’s shadow lay out on the Pacific

Ocean. Rapidly it rushed along, the total obscurity came

on at Willows, the corona flashed out for nearly two min-

utes, and then disappeared. Totality was over at 9^^ 50™,

and the shadow swept swiftly eastward, affording other

astronomers a brief glimpse of the Sun’s surroundings.

After a short interval. Professor Pickering, chief of the

Harvard party, came to the telegraph office and began to

send a despatch announcing the general success of the

entire expedition. The first three words of the cipher

despatch— Alaska, China, Corsica — came quickly over

the line
;
then the circuit of the wire was lost ! Meanwhile

4 This was 4*' 48"' Eastern standard time, and d’ 48"' Pacific time.
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the Moon was getting a long way the start in the race,—
the eclipse was already total in Idaho. The break in the

long line was soon located somewhere between Utah and

California, but more than half an hour elapsed before the

circuit was re-established and the remainder of the despatch

could be received.

During this interval, the lunar shadow, advancing over

Montana and Dakota, had left the earth entirely, sweeping

off again into space. Still, however, the prospect that the

telegraph might win the race was hopeful. Had New Yoik

been located in the eclipse-path as well as Willows, with both

stations symmetrically placed, the total eclipse would have

become visible at New York about an hour and a quarter

after the shadow had left California.

Thus there was time to spare. Having recovered the

wire. Professor Pickering’s message was completed at

36”^ the cipher translated, and the stenographer’s notes

were written out and despatched to the composing-room

six minutes later.

'Phe ^ copy ’ was quickly put in type, and the hurried proof

handed to Professor Todd at lo^^ 50"^ exactly an hour of

absolute time after the observations were concluded.

Had the Moon’s shadow been advancing from California

toward New York, there was still a margin of several min-

utes before the eclipse could become total at the latter

place. In point of fact, while the proof-sheet of the first

message was being read, the lunar shadow would have been

loitering among the Alleghanies.

Man’s messenger had thus outrun the Moon.

The telegraphic reports of the other astronomers were

gradually gathered and put in type, and the forms of the

Herald were ready for the stereotyper at the proper time,
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some two hours after midnight. At 3 o’clock a. m., the

European mails closed, and the pouches put on board the

steamship Alter carried the usual copies for the foreign

circulation. Within twenty-four hours after the observa-

tions of the eclipse were made near the Pacific coast, the

results had been telegraphed to the Atlantic seaboard, col-

lated and printed, and the papers were well out on their

journey to European readers.

An eclipse-track covering an extensive region accessible

by telegraph
;

costly and delicate instruments
;

a multi-

tude of trained observers
;

liberal officials willing to afford

every facility of a vast telegraph system
;
enterprising jour-

nalists ready to undertake a unique piece of news-gathering,

and withal skies everywhere propitious, — these are con-

ditions never before met, and which only the rarest of. for-

tune can completely fulfil.^

s What may come of the application of the telegraph to future

eclipses can hardly be predicted with safety. Possibilities readily

suggest themselves, while comparison of the map of future eclipses

(shown on page 223) with a map of the land and cable lines of the

world enables one to distinguish at a glance between the eclipses

available for the telegraphic method and those which are not. Many
things need to be considered : east and west stations widely sep-

arate, though not too near the end of totality-path
;
the chance of

good weather ;
and the feasibility of telegraphic connection of the

stations with comparative directness. The eclipse track of 28th

May 1900 will meet these conditions perhaps the best of all in the

near future. To connect stations in Mexico or Southern Texas

with those in Spain on that occasion would appear to be entirely

practicable
;
and it is hoped that a definitive test may then be made

of the capabilities of the telegraph as a helpful adjunct in eclipse

research.

—

D. P. T.



CHArXER XJ

AUTOMATIC INSTRUMENTS TOR ECLIPSE
PHOTOGRAPHY

As doth the bliLshincf discontented Sun

Fioin out the fieiy poital of the east,

When he peiceives the envious clouds aic bent

To dim his gloiy, and to slain the tiack

Of his blight passage to the Occident.

Shakfsi’EARe, King Richard the Second, iii. 3,

AS long ago as 1852 Professor Piazzi Smyth wrote of

the overwhelming effect of a total eclipse upon the

observer, and its distracting power for confusing the best

laid programme of work. ' Although it is not impossible,’

he says, ^ but that some frigid man of metal nerve may be

found capable of resisting the temptation, yet certain it is

that no man of ordinary feelings and human heart and soul

can withstand it. In the eclipse of 1842, it was not only

the volatile Frenchman who was carried away in the im-

pulses of the moment, and had afterwards to plead his

being no more than a man, as an excuse for his unfulfilled

part in the observations,— but the same was the case with

the staid 'Englishman, and the stolid German. ... In fact,

the general scene of a total eclipse is a potent Siren’s song,

which no human mind can withstand : and the only way in

which its witcheries can be guarded against, is that by

which Ulysses passed the fatal shore in safety. Let, then,
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those who on a future occasion have to make the mote

accurate telescopic observations, sm round themselves by

some high wall, which shall prevent their seeing anything

but a very small portion of the sky round about the Sun

and Moon,’ ^

Perhaps in more modern days the astronomer would

not admit the strength of this pictorial effect upon his

nerves
; he certainly would not allow it to interfere with his

plan of operations. But he has now in some degree sur-

rounded himself with the high wall recommended by Pro-

fessor Smyth, in the dark rooms and pholograi)h-hoiise,

where the camera, having no nerves, plays the largest part

in eclipse observation.

Prominent among the obstacles to recent research upon

the corona has been tlie fact that only a small number of

pictures can be taken in the available moments. Some

appearance, perhaps new and significant, may have been a

mere peculiarity in the plate, and the few exposures made
may not suffice to correct this impression.

The photometry of the corona, or the detailed measure-

ment of its light in every part, is a problem requiring much
critically arranged apparatus, and is now nearly all accom-

plished in the most satisfactory way photographically. While

the eye can record the spectrum of the corona in only

limited regions, a multiple spectroscope making a i)hoto-

graphic record might give the composition of its light in

a multitude of regions. And there are many other prob-

lems of size and form of appaiatus still awaiting solution.

What size of lens is best adapted to photograph specific

parts of the corona? Should the full aperture be used, or

1 Transactions Royal Society ofEdinburgh^ xx. (1852), 504.
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ord to be sure; but obstacles, mainly mechanical, have

always hainperetl its application. Of course, each sepa-

rate instrument requires a delicate adjustment to point it

directly at the Sun
;
then a clock-work must maintain it

accurately pointed ;
exposing shutters must open and
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dose at times which are rarely identic al lor any two tc‘!c-

scopes; and withal the sensitive photographic’ plates nmst

be changed at frcqnent and irregular intervals, it each in-

strument is employed to its fullest capachty.

Heretofore these c)])erations, often rather (‘omplt*x, had

always been made by hand. In extreme <‘a,ses, oiu‘ astron-

omer may attend two or three photogiaphic’ telcs(’0])C‘s

;

but in moments of high tension he is always liable to for-

get some part of his programme, and ruin a (‘orresponding

part of the results, d'he more ('omplic'atcul instniments

have often required the exc'lusivc attention of two pt‘rsons,

and sometimes four, dining the hurried and always loo hried

moments of total obscuration.

Why should it not all be done automatically? (‘oniing

home from the Japan eclipse in 1887 this significant ciues-

lion occurred. No answer came. A number of crude ix\)

pliances, partly shown on page 177, had been employed,

but on experimenting some months with (airious combina-

tions of apparatus, electric, pneumatic, and otluu*, a general

solution of the problem was rea<‘hcd. d'hc princ'iples em-

ployed in the action of automatic music'.al instruments are

well known and successfully applied
;
by adapting them

to the requirements of astronomical photographic appa-

ratus, the necessary mechanical movements were (dearly

feasible.

M** Gally, the eminent inventor, giving his authorization

to the use of the pneumatic valve system (hovered by his

letters patent, the necessary apparatus was immccliattdy

begun for the United Slates Eclipse ICxpeclition to West

Africa in 1889, in charge of Professor

2 This expedition was provided for by act of ('ongress, approved

2d March 1889, appropriating $SfOOO for expenditunj under the
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of stone and iron, which were in a north and south line, the

south one being elevated so that the axis should point di-

rectly tow^ard the south pole of the heavens. At the top of

the iron cap-pieces were the heavy brass bearings in which

the axis turned
;
and these could be moved either up and

down, or to the right and left, until the smallest deviation

from the true pole was corrected.

Then all the foregoing instruments were rigidly secured

in the duplex revolving frame, and pointed upon the Sun.

Other piers were built alongside to support powerful

clock-work geared upon one end of the polar axis, and a

weight of nearly half a ton was required to drive it. Then,

as the Sun moved downward in the west, all the telescopes,

once directed upon it, followed with the necessary accuracy.

Next, the photographic part of the programme— and

farther difficulties. Some of tlie sensitive plates were very

small, an inch by 2]. inches
;
some very large, 17 inches by

20. In order that the plates should be changeable by simple

pneumatic movements, it was generally found best to attach

them to revolving barrels, as large and as many-sided as the

number and size of the plates for each particular instrument

might require. Attaching a pulley to one end of the barrel,

and winding upon it a cord with a weight attached, the

necessary means of turning the plate-barrels was at hand.

Several metallic pins, equal to the number of photographic

plates, were then inserted in the pulley as detents
;
and thus

the motion of each barrel was entirely under the control of

a small bellows attachment, operated by the air current of

the pneumatic commutator.

Where the plates were few and small, they were moved

along in grooves by means of minute organ-bellows, rigged

with suitable ratchet movements. In another form of auto-
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riiMtic iilite-lioltier, the phite \v;is senireil in ,;i lii-ht ir.unr,

moving laterally in a seeimd iVaine, wliieh a-ain nmvctl
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aeeoinplished l>y imenmatk' hellows, am! si> it u.is }u..M|tK.

to hriiig ev(*ry part of the plate to that pohiiioii whctv tiu*

image of the eonma shtmhl tail npen it siiitahh tor ex

poBUiv. 1'\venty'rivt‘ |m Hires on a single idale wne uitliin

easy reach of tliis UHn-liaiiisrn,

In still anotlier form, (lie plates were tlnnl>lc. hinged

gether into an emlless < hain, l»y means oi p.iuh it! ilexihh*

lapies, eeinenUal on (lie ends. Hiesi* ran o.imd s.pian^

axles llkt‘ a belt, and tin* motion of ilus axho uahiHihted
in the way i»reviously imliiated lor the* pKiie ham-ls.
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ratclict movement was <levised hy Prolessor Ihomow', to

test the utmost rapidity of wtirking. It is rather iniriiane

for description here, hut a hmidied e\posmi*H during the*

i()o sc'eonds of totality were fmind lo he well witliin its

capacity.

Mtluaigh the photographic plates were to he n.ed tuilv

(luring the total eclipse, wlum il wonltf \\r (pule dmk. it

was still iKH'essary lo ]irovi<le for their jantri tiun from tla‘

impress of diffused light, wlikh might ruin tlu‘ .sensih\r sur

faces for recording the delicate filaments of tin* emona.
Hut there was not time to make a dark 1 h«x lu tnver tlu*

plates for every instrument, eveti if tlieie had hem numi
on the great polar axis to acaommtMlate them a!!, d his

ohslaele was overcome hy erecting a large DioKn; p^ita
ble house above the entire collection of apparatus, ami
dividing it in two compartments, as shown on pa-a'

-the light lialf toward the Sun, with a namHahh- rout.
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while the other part formed an extensive dark room, into

which the telescopes all projected. Flexible diaphragms

of oi)aque cloth bridged over the spaces between the par-

tition and the cameras, and sufficient slack was left in

the cloth so that the clock movement of the frame, with

its entire cluster of instruments, should meet with no

obstruction.

And, lastly, the pneumatic apparatus. Any one in the

least degree familiar with the construction and working of

the ordinary automatic organ will have little difficulty in fol-

lowing this descii])tion. d'hc automatic valve system is a

device, simple as it is ingenious, by which a very small cur-

rent of air becomes coni])etent to control the movement of

another current relatively large. To all intents and pur-

poses, the action of the laige ciinent resembles the explosive

of a fire-arm, while the action of the small cunent may be

likened to that of a trigger. Then, the number of valves

in the system must ecpial the number of mechanical move-

ments required for shifting photogiaphic plates, opening and

closing shutters, and perfoiming the vaiied sorts of work re-

quired in operating eclipse instruments. Also, there must be

as many triggers, or control cun cuts, as there are valves.

d1ie pneumatic commutator, as built for the expedition

by M*" Gat.t.y, looks much like a incdium-si;ced cabinet oigan

with the case off (page 186). Underneath are the two feed-

ers of an exhaust bellows, operated by ordinary pedals. On
top of the exhaust chamber arc the chest and valve action,

and the ports where the air-tubes leading to all the different

parts of the jihotographic apjiaiatus were connected.

Still above, and on the left, is the ‘ tiacker,’ or system

of control-apertures. This is a small box with a curved top

having in it forty-eight holes, six to the inch, leading each
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to its appropriate valve in the chest below. When all the

apertures of the tracker are closed, and the pedals are oper-

ated to exhaust the air strongly from the bellows, the com-

mutator may then be said to be loaded. But the instant one

of the small holes is uncovered, the atmospheric equilibrium

is disturbed beneath, and a powerful exhaust current is set

in motion through the corresponding valve-port, and through

the pipe leading to the little exhaust bellows which has been

suitably attached to some piece or other of the photographic

apparatus. And this exhaust current continues so long as

the pedals are operated and the tiny hole in the tracker

remains uncapped.

Now to operate the instruments, a ribbon of paper nine

inches wide and of proper length is so perforated that, when
it is drawn along over the tracker, its apertures shall come
opposite the appropriate holes at the proper times. To
make this commutator sheet move with perfect uniformity,

it was all wound upon the barrel of an ordinary chrono-

graph, as shown in the engraving on page 182, at the right

of the valve-chest. As the chronograph barrel revolves,

the control-sheet unwinds, passes out to the left, and up

over the tracker, after which it winds upon a small roller

turned by a cord attached to a weight just heavy enough to

hold the paper at the right tension.

On the next page is a reproduction of a portion of the

control-sheet actually employed in operating all the auto-

matic instruments during the total eclipse of 2 2d December

1889, at the station in West Africa.

The camp selected by Professor Todd for the installation

of this apparatus was established at Cape Ledo, 60 miles

from Loanda, and about 250 miles below the mouth of the

Congo. When the Pensacola came to anchor, there was
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just a fortnight to the day of the eclipse. The time was

short, but faithful workers were not a few. Cape Ledo

itself is a bold and rocky headland about 300 feet in height,

in parts nearly perpendicular. The entire region is totally

uninhabited, although visits from various cannibal chiefs

with their staffs from some distance inland varied the mo-

notony of days devoted entirely to work and preparation.

Representatives of tlie Quissaina tribe made a number of

calls, their firm white teeth chipped to sharp points for the

better appreciation of their favorite delicacy. The surf,

breaking continually upon the beaches near Cape Ledo,

was at no time heavy enough entirely to prevent landing,

though sudden overturns were occasionally threatened.

Fine oysters and game abounded
\
while palms, the cactus-

like euphorbias (page 1 79), and the gigantic baobab gave

a tropical effect to the scenery, in general less luxuriant than

might have been anticipated from the latitude.

Two days before the eclipse, affairs were rapidly con-

verging toward complete readiness. There was the best

of reason for satisfiiction with the station meteorologically,

for friendly clouds had veiled the morning skies, allowing

the work to go on with minimum fatigue, while the after-

noons had delighted every one with their transparency.

The forenoon of eclipse-day, too,hvas thickly overcast;

and the early afternoon showed the most encouraging signs

of a clear totality. Breaks in the clouds permitted excel-

lent pictures of the partial eclipse. Shortly l)efore the total

phase, darkness covered the station, and soon the ashen

shadow of the Moon was seen, sweeping in from the

ocean.

The critical moment liad arrived, tire chronographic gov-

ernor was started, and the control-paper began to unroll
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with nnerring precision. One aperture after another passed

its appointed place at the appointed instant, and hundreds

of mechanical movements took place,— exposing-shulters

opened and closed, apertures of the lenses varied, Nicol

prisms revolved, and fresh plates came promptly into the

proper focal planes, to replace those just exposed.

All this went on as if by magic : no Inind anyvvliere

touched or offered assistance
\
but seated before the pneu-

matic commutator was one man exercising as energetically

as if performing the pedal voice of Bach’s G-minor fugue.

The programme had been fully carried out, and over

three hundred exposures made. Prism, lens, and mirror,

mechanical devices and sensitized surfaces had done

everything they could, but not a trace of tlie corona was

recorded.

Totality had been cloudy.

^ It will be remarked that this ‘accident of the day,’ unfortunate

in so far as that particular eclipse is concerned, in no wise affects

the application of this new method to future olxscurations of the Sun,

The feasibility of operating a large cluster of instruments automati-

cally has been demonstrated; and the apparatus must now l)e re-

built with such modifications as the experience with provisional

mechanism may have suggested. It is to be hoiJetl that a generous

patron of science may be found to provide the means for carrying

out these plans in ample time for the next total eclipse, which may

be well obvserved in Norway and Japan, 9th August 1896.— I),I\ 7\



CHAPTER XII

TBE recurrencb: and prediction of eclipses
—SELECTING STATIONS— FUTURE ECLIPSES

Eclipses are predicted,

And science bows them in.

Emily Dickinson.

POETS usually care little for the modus operandi of

scientific phenomena; the lines above embrace the

fact, the result, the gist of the whole matter, and that ought

to be sufficient.

But many will desire to know more of detail, for in-

stance, how it is possible that eclipses can be predicted.

This forms a recondite portion of our subject, lightly touched

upon here, but a general outline will serve to indicate in

some measure how it is accomplished.

Simple methods of predicting these astronomical hap-

penings would seem to have been in common use in China

more than 2,000 years before our era. The eclipse already

mentioned on page 90 as occurring b. c. 2158 is said to

have appeared unexpectedly during the reign of Chung
Kang, who was thereby so greatly irritated against Tio and

Hr, two important officers of state, perhaps astronomers

royal, that he had them at once put to death for failing to

foretell it. This legend, illustrating the danger of allowing

eclipses to spring upon monarchs unawares, is an interest-
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mg indication that their prediction in some sort was ex-

pected, and so probably customary.

lOclipscs are roughly predictable by means of the Saios,

known since the time of "Fhalks, in the seventh century be-

fore Christ, and probably discovered by the Chaldeans, the

gieatcst astronomers of antiquityd The Saros is a period

of 6585 days,*-^ at the conclusion of which the centres of

• Foi- historical refeiences on the peiioclidty of eclipses, consult

1

1

( )irzi':AU £’/ BiMiog) aj^hie GcuSmle dc VAUrouoniie^ i.

r(Si. Among otheis, the Arabian astionomeis were familiar with

Ihe piinciples of forecasting eclipses of the Sun, as is evident

from Lke’s ‘Notice of the Astronomical Tables of Mouaivimki)

AiniiKKKii Al Kaksi,’ two copies of which are preserved in the

Public Library of the University of Cambridge [7') amadions Cam-

h) id^^e Philosophical Society^ i. (tiSci), 262.) D* Wor.E, in his excellent

Handlmch dcr Astroiwmie^ ihrer Gesthichlc uiid JJtteiatur (Zurich,

1803, ii. 291), gives a concise summary of ancient methods of pre-

dicting eclipses; and M Tannery, in his Reihenhes sitr Ollistoire

dc rAstronomic Ancienne (Pans, 1893, P* -SO) deals particularly with

Ihe insufficient methods of IItpparciius and Ptolemy. — A P. 7\

More exactly 6585T321 r6, al the epoch 1900. This period is

equivalent to 18 years ii-J days; or 18 years loj days, if five leap

years have intervened, Tn one complete Saios, 41 solar eclipses

will ordinarily occur', but only about ten of them will be total, the

remainder being of the types mentioned near the end of Chapter L

(H partial and 17 annulai).

In every calendar yeai there must be two solar eclipses of some

type or other; often there will be three, and occasionally four.

As many as five in a single year are possible, but this happens

very rarely; the last occasion was early in the present century,

and it occuis only once (1935) in the next two and a half centuries.

If a total eclipse takes place very early in the year, it is not im-

possible that another should happen before the end of the year, as

actually did happen in 1889 (ist January and 22d Decemlrer) ;
hut

this coincidence will not again occur until the year 2057, with total

eclipses on 5th January and 26th December. If the Moon travelled
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Sun and Moon return very nearly to their relative positions

at the beginning of the cycle, and certain orbital conditions

essential to the accuracy of the Saros are fulfilled.® Thus,

in general, the eclipse of any year will be a repetition of a

similar phenomenon which took place 18 years previously,

and in like manner there will be a recurrence 18 years

later. The eclipse of 1896, for example, is a return of the

famous ones of 1878, i860, and 1842; and there will be

other repetitions in 1914 and 1932.

But the fractional part of a day in the Saros, combined

with the rotation of the Earth on its axis, makes any given

total eclipse fall about 120° of longtitude (or one third the

way round the globe) farther west at each return. The maps

on pages 221 and 223 will show this. So that when three

round the Earth in the same plane as the Earth moves round the

Sun, a solar eclipse would take place every month. But as the

orbits of Earth and Moon are somewhat inclined to each other, our

satellite in passing by the Sun each month generally goes above or

below it
;
and all degrees of solar eclipse are evidently possible.

The two opposite points where the Moon’s path intersects the plane

of the Earth’s are called the nodes
;
and these are not stationary,

but move continually toward the west, going all the way round the

sky in about i8f years. Only when the Sun is near one of these

nodes can an eclipse of that body take place, and the interval dur-

ing which an eclipse may occur is about five weeks in duration, and

is called an eclipse season. Obviously there must be two such sea-

sons in every year, and the average interval between them is I73'h3.

Falling in the months of April and October for 1893, they come

about 20 days earlier each succeeding year. For detailed explana-

tion of ecliptic limits, and the theory of eclipses, reference must be

had to astronomical treatises and the encyclopaedias.— D. P. T.

® Professor Newcomb sets forth all these relations very lucidly

in his work (9w f/ie Reatrrence of Solar Eclipses (Washington,

1879). P- 7 -

>3
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periods (about 54 years, i month) have passed, an eclipse

ordinarily returns to the same general region on the Earth,

in so for as longitude is concerned
;
but as the track will lie

about 600 miles either north or south of the one 54 years

before, the narrowness of the shadow path (usually less

than 1, 00 miles wide) will nearly always preclude a return

of totality precisely at a specified place. The tracks of the

eclipses of 1901 and 1,955 through Malay and China are a

case in point. That the paths of eclipses belonging to

different series often intersect, is also apparent from the

maps. For example, those of 29th July 1878 and ist

January 1889 l)oth passed almost centrally over the Yellow-

stone National Park
;
and in like manner, if larger areas are

considered, Spain is perhaps the most favored spot within

modern days, total eclipses occurring in that country in

1842, i860, 1870, 1900, and 1905.

It is already clear that all eclipses may be classified in

series, the eclipses in each of which are separated by 18-

year intervals. But while, in relatively brief periods of time,

‘ eclipses run their steady cycle,’ the cycles themselves are

not indefinite in duration. Ordinarily the individual se-

ries will embrace al)Out 64 returns of a particular eclipse,

that is, the length of the solar eclipse cycle is not far from

1150 years.

To understand the progression of such a series across

our globe is not difficult. The advent of a slight partial

eclipse near either pole of the Earth will herald the begin-

ning of the new series."* At each succeeding return con-

formably to the Saros, the partial eclipse will move a little

^ On the average, new cycles will begin at intervals of thirty

years. Consult Mt' MAUNDER^s ‘ Life«history of a Solar Kciij)se,’

xvi. (1893), 1 81.
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farther toward the opposite pole, its magnitude gradually

increasing for about 200 years, but during all this time only

the lunar penumbra {vide page 3) will impinge upon the

Earth. But when the true shadow begins to touch, the

obscuration will have become annular or total near the pole

where it first appeared. The eclipse has now acquired a

track, which will cross the Earth slightly farther from that

pole every time it returns, for about 750 years.. At the

conclusion of this interval, the shadow path will have

I'eached the opposite pole
;
the eclipse will then become

partial again, and continue to grow smaller and smaller for

about 200 years additional. The series then ceases to ex-

ist, its entire duration having been about 1150 years.

To refer to the maps again (pp. 221 and 223), which, al-

though covering a period not much exceeding a single cen-

tury, suffice for abundant illustration. The series of ‘ great

eclipses,’ of which two occurred in 1865 and 1883, while

others will happen in 1901, 1919, 193 7? ^955? ^ 973 ?

affords an excellent instance of the northward progression

of eclipse tracks^ and another series, with totality nearly as

great (1850, 1868, 1886, 1904, and 1922), is progressing

slowly southward.

It is evident that the Saros is useful for predicting

eclipses only in the crudest fiishion. If there were no

other method at our disposal, it would be impossible for a

modern eclipse expedition to locate itself where the totality

could be certainly observed, although a chance hit might

place it within the region traversed by the lunar shadow.

Kepler was perhaps the first astronomer to develop a

method, exemplified in his Rudolphine Tables, of com-

puting eclipses with some approach to scientific form.® It

® Keplisr, Opera Omnia, iii. (i860), 525; vi. (1866), 503.
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was, however, only graphical. In the fifteenth and six-

teenth centuries predictions of eclipses were issued much

farther ahead than now, with all the accuracy possible at

that time. The instruments and methods of the astronomy

of that day were such that eclipses .could be predicted with

nearly the same degree of precision as it was possible to

observe and record them. Leadbetter published in 1731

his Treatise of Eclipses^ and afterward amply set forth

Kepler’s method as improved by Flamsteed/' La Grange,

whose refined analysis effected great advances, appears to

have given the first development of a method for calculating

the circumstances of an ecliiise for any specified place on

the surface of the Earth.*^

^ Leadbeti'ER, Urmtoscopia: or, the Coiiteviplafion of the Heav-

ens (London, m dccxxxv).

Astronomisches Jahrbuch, 17S2. In the latter part of the eigli-

teenth century, and the beginning of the nineteenth, Lexell,

Lambert, and Goudin made important contvil)iitionH to this prob-

lem, the last publishing a memoir on eclipses of the Sim in the new

edition of his works (Paris, 1S03). The method of the ‘nonagesi-

mal,’ as it is termed, referring Sun and Moon to the ecliptic, was

generally employed, and is fully explained by IIai.lasciika [Ek-

ineiita EcUpsium, Prague, 1816), who gives also the method of

prediction for the Ifarth generally, on the orthographic ])rojection,

explained as well in the astronomical treatises of llELAMii re and

Lalande. MoN'rEiRO DA Rocha gives additional details more

accurately (Mhnoires snr PAstronam/e Pratique, Ihiris, 1808).

Lalande, in his magnificently printed collection of titles of as-

tronomical works {Bibliog'raphie Ashmiomitjue, Paris, An X I 1803),

gives about eighty titles of papers dealing with the theory of

eclipses, by Purbach, Kepler, WAr/niERirs, La IlrRE, I)e Lisle,

Mayer, Goudin, I.e Monnier, Pinore, and others. More gen-

erally available is the fine list of works relating to tlie general theory

of eclipses, given in that treatise of incalciilal)le l)enefit to the as-

tronomer, and to which frequent reference has already been made
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HxVnsen printed his first paper 011 eclipses in 1837,® tint

it was reserved for the great Bessel to bestow the final pre-

cision ill his Analyse der Finsternisse^ where he develops

the fundamental equations upon which the occurrence of

(Houzeau et Lancaster, Bihliogmphie Gintrale de rAstronomies

i. 1330; also ii. 482). There are in all about one hundred and

fifty entries, which will enable any one to trace the subject in

all phases of its development, from the crude methods of the

seventeenth century, through the intermediate stages imposed by

Lalande, Du Sejour, Euler, and Lexell, to the elegant concep-

tions of La Grange, the adaptations of Woolhouse {Appendix to

the British A^antical AlmanaCs 1836) and SoucHON [Traite d'Astro-

nimiie Pratique

,

Paris, 1SS3), and the finished product exemplified in

the available formulae of IIessel and Hansen, the latter of whom
furnished a set of ecliptic taldes (Ecliptische Tafeln fiir die Con-

junctionen des Mondes und der Sonne, Bcrichtc der k. Sachs.

Gesellschafts ix. 1857, p. 75). LrrTROW published in 1821 his Bei-

triige zur Berechnung der PinsternissL's and Sir John Lubbock, in

1835, An Elementary Treatise on the Computation of Eclipses and

Occultations. Watt’s quaint list of eclipse literature {Bibliotheca

Britannicas iii., Edinlnirgh, 1824) includes many early papers on the

prediction and calculation of these phenomena
;
and very useful

also to the thorough student will be found Struve, Librorum in

Bibliotheca Specnice Pulcovensis , . . Catalogus (Petropoli, i860).

Reference should be made to Penrose, On a Method of Predicting

bv Graphical Construction . . . Solar Eclipses for any given Place

(liondon, 1869). Professor Cayley’s later additions to the sub-

ject are accessible in the Memoirs of the Poyal Astronomical Society,

xxxix. (1 871),!, and the Monthly Notices, xxxi. (i 87 1 ), 39 ;
nor should

the paper of Gruner'I', published by the Vienna Academy in 1854,

1)6 omitted.— D. P. T.

^ Astronomische Nachrichten, No. 339. Hansen returned to the

subject, publishing in 1859 his ‘Theorie der Sonnenfinsternisse und

Verwandten Erscheinungen,’ Abhandlungen der k. Sachs. Gesell-

schaft, iv.

Untersiudiungen, ii. (1842), and Engelmann’s Bessel’s Ab-

handlungen, iii. (Leipzig, 1876), 369.



Friedrich Wilhelm Bessel (1784-1846)

the precise instants of beginning and ending of the eclipse

at any [ilace whatever on the siirftxce of the globe. The

theory of Bessfx, a thorough exposition from the mathe*

Consult also De Calciilo Eclipsium Besseliam Commentation

Auctore I)*' Girs'rAVo ADoia’iio Jahn (lipsioc, 1848). Transao

thus Amerkan IViiiosophkal Society, x. (1853), 183.
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matician’s point of view, is fully presented by Chauvenet
and other writers on spherical and practical astronomy.

It is not now necessary, however, to employ these re-

finements to secure a fairly exact knowledge of the cir-

cumstances of a future eclipse,— the time and place of its

visibility, the length of the total phase, and so on.^‘^ These

impressive celestial phenomena may be determined for all

regions of the globe, and with accuracy sufficient for most

purposes, from Professor Newcomb’s Tables of Solar

Eclipsesfrom B. c. 700 to a. d . 2300.^^ No maps are pre-

sented in this work, but in his Canon der Finsternisse^'^

Oppolzer gives approximate calculations for the visibility

of 8,000 solar eclipses for a period of 3,370 years (b. c. 1208

to A. D. 2162), accompanied by 160 charts containing the

tracks of all the principal ones.^^

Chauvenet, Spherical and Practical Astronomy, i. 439.

Supplementary to his Eclipses, Past and Future (Oxford and

London, 1874), the Rev'^ S. J. Johnson published in 1889 a pam-

phlet containing dates of eclipses, both solar and lunar, visible in

England from A. D. 1700 to 2000, with those of the Sun for the two

centuries following, and the larger solar eclipses to 2500. His pro-

jections and diagrams of the eclipses were presented to the Royal

Astronomical Society in a large MS. volume. Johnson has

made much use of the exj^eclitious tables for calculating eclipses

in The Encyclopcedia JBritannica, 8th edition, iv, (1854), 120.

Astronomical Papers of the American Ephemeris and Nautical

Almanac, i. (1882), 29. Also Ofpolzer’s ‘ Syzygien-tafeln flir den

Mond’ [Publication der Astronomischen Gesellschaft, xvi., Leipzig,

1 881) is serviceable for the same purpose.

1^ Denkschriften der k, Akademie der Wissenschaften, Hi. (Wien

1887).

IS The approximate methods employed by Oppolzer in con-

structing his charts render the eclipse tracks frequently erroneous,

except at their beginning, middle, and end. Consult D** Schram’s
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But if the utmost exactitude of eclipse prediction is

sought, recourse must be had to the fundamental data

derived directly from FTansen’s Tables du Soleih and his

Tables de la Ltme^ with Professor Newcomb\s system of

corrections to the latter.^®

These definite positions of Sun and Moon, with other

appropriate quantities, form part of those matliematical

data known as the ^ elements ’ of an eclipse
;
and by em-

ploying them according to the methods of Hansen and

Bessel already mentioned, the computer derives other and

Rcductionstafein fur den Opfohedschcn Finstcrniss-canon znm uhT~

gang azf die Ginzedschen cmpirischen correctioneu. Ibid., Ivi. (1889),

187.

The accuracy of this prediction depends, of course, upon the

degree of perfection of the Tables
;

and even their present pre-

cision has only been attained as a result of mathematical researches

of the highest type, developing the equations of motion of the

Moon to the last degree of accuracy, in accordance with the

Newtonian law of gravitation. This mathematical theory is then

compared with all the observations in the past, including ancient

eclipses both lunar and solar, and the results of this comparison

are finally incorporated in the permanent Tables in suclv form that

they may be used for evaluating the positions of Sun and Moon in

the sky for all past and future time.

Foremost in prosecuting these researches during the last half-

century have been Hansen in Germany, roN'i'EcoULAN’r and

Delaunay in France, Airy and Adams in England, and Erofessor

Newcomb and M‘‘ G. W. Hii.l in America. Hansen, Dei.aunay,

and Airy spent a goodly portion of their lives upon the intricate

mathematics of the ‘lunar theory,* as it is termed. However, the

formation of final Tables for predicting the Moon’s motion is a

task so prodigious that only one of these investigators (Hanskn)

arrived at the complete solution of the problem, iiuhlisliing at

London, in 1857, his 7'ahles de la Lune, amslnutes d^apnXv le Principe

Nimtonim de la Grasritatwn IPniverselle,— I). P, 7 '.
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especial elements which render easy the calculation of all

the circumstances of an eclipse for any terrestrial locality.

The Nautical Almanacs of the leading nations give such

elements for all the eclipses occurring each year, togetlier

with data for charting the shadow path accurately, the du-

ration of the total phase on the central line of that path,

and maps showing the geographical regions of visibility

These elements, in turn, are directly of service in de-

ducing the particular circumstances of an eclipse by the

computational methods indicated in the Ephemeris
;
and

so conveniently arranged are they, that for an expert com-

puter the calculation of beginning and end of an eclipse,

for any place on the Earth, with the utmost accuracy,

becomes only the work of an hour or two. The elements

form, indeed, the intermediary link between the general

tables of Sun and Moon, and the specific calculations

In preparing the ‘elements/ the Clerman and French Ephe-

mericles employ the method of Han sun, the English that of

WooLHOUSE,, and the American that of Bes.sel. But, as the Ber-

linerJahrbuchy the Connaissance des Temps, the British iVautical Al-

manac, and the American Ephemeris are at present all founded on

Han sen’s 4? their predictions of any eclipse for a

particular point on the Earth’s surface are practically identical. Of

these four national annuals, the English is issued earliest, nearly

four years in advance, the American follows it in about six months,

and the French and German ordinarily appear between two and

three years in advance. When the elements are known, a machine

like Ferguson’s eclipsareon, mentioned on page 6, and described

and figured in his Astronomy, is of use in roughly illustrating a

solar eclipse. In the practical construction of eclipse charts, M*"

Buchanan’s 'Treatise on the Projection of the Sphere (Washington,

1890) will be found helpful, and in Craig’s 'Treatise on Trojections

(
U. S. Coast and Geodetic Survey, 1882) is a complete presentation

of mathematical methods.— P, T,
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which determine the absolute hour, minute, and second

at which any eclipse will begin or end at any especial

locality.

Of course, then, these accurate predictions of eclipses are

immediately available only so far in the future as the national

Ephemerides, or Nautical Almanacs, have been prepared

and published
;

ordinarily, they are issued two or three

years in advance. If the precise conditions of an eclipse

fiirther in the future are desired, the task is a more laborious

one, because the computer must first prepare essentially all

the eclipse elements which the Ephemeris gives. This,

however, is by no means difficult for the professional as-

tronomer or computer. For a quarter of a century in ad-

vance the error in the instant of beginning and ending of

the eclipse will be only a few seconds, and deviation of the

shadow path to the north or south of its theoretical location

ought not to exceed three or four miles. But although

this high degree of accuracy is remarkable, and entirely

sufficient for all purposes of usual prediction, it cannot be

said that absolute precision has been attained. The ‘ con-

tacts ’ of an eclipse can be observed much more accurately

than they can be predicted with our present facilities

;

while no astronomer would be willing to assert that the

time of an eclipse a century or more in the future can be

predicted within four or five seconds of the truth.

Foremost among considerations influencing the choice

of eclipse stations is, of course, the geographical area

within which the eclipse is visible. Ordinarily the Nautical

Almanac will indicate this with sufficient accuracy two or

three years in advance, as has been said ;
and the astronomer

will have time to ascertain in part the nature of the remote
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localities which he may be called upon to visit. But in all

those land regions of the globe which the lunar shadow

trails across, perhaps 5,000 miles in extent, there will usually

be wide variation in the condition of the sky on the day

when the eclipse occurs : at some stations it will be filled

with cloud,^® at others there may be only slight interference,

while on rare occasions almost the entire track of totality

will traverse an area of complete cloudlessness.

IS This suggests the queiy fieqiiently heaul whether an eclipse

coming on may not produce the clouds which sometimes work the

astronomer’s defeat. The answei is, that, as yet, no reason is appar-

ent why the advent of the lunai shadow should cause thefoimation

of visible cloud. A portion of the direct solar heal is withdiawn,

to be siue, from a comparatively small volume of the atmosiMiere,

having the shape of a slightly flaring cylinder about a hundred

miles in diameter. The aii tempeiature falls a few degrees only,

the direction of the wind may change several points, and there is

usually a slight deposition of dew. The barometer does not

often fluctuate appreciably.

An equally unsatisfactory answer appears on refeiring to the cloud

lecords of past eclipses. If there were anything in the thought

that the obscuration itself may bring on a thickening of the at-

mosphere, evidently we should expect to find more cloudy eclipses

than clear ones. The data aic not at hand for showing the state

of the sky all along the track of every total eclipse
;
and our only

present means of judging is the success 01 failure of the parties of

observers situate at particular points here and there along the

line, 'rhe expeditions of 1878, t88o, 1882, and 1883 were generally

successful, although the last, at Caioline Island, in the remote

South Pacific, came very near losing the total eclipse by reason of

thick skies, which prevailed except at the ciitical moments. The

eclipse of 1885 was cleai in New Zealand; and that of 1886, while

paitially obscured in the West Indies, whcie the astionomers were

all located, was perfectly clear in Benguela, West Afiica, as already

mentioned. Then followed the eclipse of 1887, remarkable for the

defeat of expeditions everywheie, from Russia to Japan. But the
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While many eclipses approaching the maximum dura-

tion, being visible only within the tropics, are unavailing

because the land localities are few, it very often happens

that the meteorological conditions are everywhere so unfa-

vorable that these opportunities for solar research are lost.

In selecting stations, then, the necessity of systematic ex-

amination of the cloud conditions in eclipse localities must

be apparent. Only thus can the best observing points be

known, and the eclipse utilized to the utmost.

If the shadow chances to cross many inhabited countries,

where meteorological observations may have been made

for years, the astronomer never fails to profit by their val-

uable indications, as a matter of course. This, however,

very infrequently happens
;
almost always the eclipse path

will traverse regions very sparsely settled, and the ordinary

occupations of the few inhabitants will be quite other than

meteorological. More often than not, their memory of

what the weather was in previous years will lead to the

next darkening of the Sun in total eclipse, on New Year’s day,

1S89, was equally memorable for transparent skies almost all the

way from California to Manitoba; while the second eclipse of 1889,

which passed for the most part in clouds in the Eastern hemi-

sphere, favored the observers with clear skies in the Western. And
that of 1 6th April 1893 was nearly everywhere clear. As the data

are insuflicient for a scientific opinion, every one is at liberty to

judge for himself.

Other terrestrial effects of eclipses are- suspected, although the

mechanism of the connection may be unknown. For example,

Ginzb:l finds a score of coincidences between solar eclipses

and California earthquakes from 1850 to 1888, which seem remark-

able, even if merely accidental. There were, of course, many eclipses

unaccompanied by earthquakes, and many earthquakes occurring

independently of eclipses
;

still, the research is not without interest.

[Himmel und Erde^ ii. 1890, 255, 309.) — D, P. T.
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belief that the sky will certainly be clear when the eclipse

('omes on.

As already pointed out, the Ephemeris tells just where
the eclipse is to be total four years in advance

;
evidently

this intervening time may be employed to great advantage.

Why not have cloud observations caiefully made at all the

available localities dining these years, and for the specific

purpose of determining what stations will be likely to afford

the best weather?

For the first time this was done for the total eclipse of

i6th April 1893, with some approach to comprehensiveness.

The aim was to secure, in so far as possible, cloud obser-

vations at or near all advantageous positions in the shadow
path, throughout the month of April, 1890, 1891, and 1892,

at or near the particiilai time of day when the eclipse

vShould take place at each station. In some legions it was,

of course, impracticable to do this
; foi these, the best avail-

able data were collated, however meagre. The map on

page 221 lepresents the entire line of visibility of this

eclipse through South America, the Atlantic Ocean, and
Africa. The particular loi'alities available were (in the

order of absolute time) Chile, Aigcntine Republic, Ikxra-

giiay, Brazil, Senegal, and Sahara.

Any one interested in this novel research must consult

the original paper hut the result of the whole iuipiiry was,

that the Desert of Atacama, Chile, would be by far the best

station if clear skies alone weie to be icgarded. On pass-

ing to the east of the Andes, the meteorological conditions

might be rather less favorable, even on the great mountain

‘ Data (chiefly Meteoiolo^ical) lieaiing upon the Seh'c-

tion of Stations for o]).seiving tlie 'Potal iM'lipse ol 1893, Apiil 16,’

Ameruati Mdeorok\^icalJournal^ ix. (iS()3), 379.
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elevations which intersected the path of totality. Still far-

ther to the northeast, and in the very accessible region of

T'ucuman, reached by rail from Buenos Ayres, the chances
of a cloudy sky were found near the maximum. Coming
next to northeastern Brazil, in the neighborhood of Ceanl,

a locality easy to reach, and with all the astronomical con-

ditions most flrvorable (the Sun being near the zenith, and
the total eclipse approaching five minutes in duration),

clouds, most unfortunately, were to be expected. But in

Africa, the chances were greatly improved, and the eclipse

was thought likely to be seen in cloudless skies, though the

indications regarding haze (a great foe to observation of

the corona) were not hopeful, d'his is sufficient to indi-

cate the general process of such investigation, and the re-

sults of the actual observations of the eclipse eminently

justified this preliminary research.

The selection of sites for observation involves a good
deal in addition to mere meteorology. The station ought
not to be more than eight or ten miles from the middle of

the belt of totality, and many an unimportant hamlet
which wou^i otlierwise slumber peacefully through all time

in its native oblivion has thus been raised into fleeting

glory
; it should be sufficiently elevated to escape low-

lying river or marsh mists (which not only thicken the

atmosphere, but in some localities would endanger the

health of the expedition)
;
because of the exceeding weight

of apparatus and supplies, it should be comparatively easy

of access by steamer, train, good wagon road, or mule path
;

an abundant supply of fresh water is necessary for photo-

graphic purposes, and within the tropics it must be artifi-

cially cooled
;
while the chief of a large expedition has

always to weigh carefully the advantage of locating near a
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populous town, in order to insure the readiness of native

workmen in abundance for the characteristic service of the

region, and particularly for all the heavier labor. If, in

addition to these essentials, a few comforts in living can be

secured for the astronomer and his followers, they will not

be accepted otherwise than gratefully
\

but, contrary to the

usual notion, any one adopting the astronomer’s profession

must be ready to eschew personal luxury.

Our selection of an observing station in Japan in 1887

was at first a difficult matter. The consequences to an

expedition are so momentous, that, in considering the

several points geographically possible, the greatest care

must be exercised. If any locality that was available prove

clear on the important day, while that actually occupied is

cloudy, endless regret must follow. And so, many days of

deliberation followed our arrival in the ‘ Land of the Rising

Sun.’ Nikko, the beautiful summer resort, among moun-
tains, groves, and temples, was the most attractive from a

personal standpoint, but as a daily afternoon thunder-storm

was the usual programme during August, it was reluctantly

abandoned. The frequent sight of coolies in their rainy-

day dress (shown on page 209) was not particularly reassur-

ing for any locality. The city of Niigata on the west coast

was considered, but its selection involved eitlier several

To instance the lantern makers of Japan,— shown at their

work on the following page,— whose deft fingers and airy construc-

tions were repeatedly serviceable in a variety of optical and photo-

graphic experiments conducted by our expedition.

For the most part, the stations of the Japanese weather ser-

vice, at which cloud oliservations had been made in previous years,

were on the coast, where it seemed undesiralile to locate on account

of the great probability of thick haze on August afternoons.
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consultation with D** Knipping, then Meteorologist of the

Imperial Weather Service. Here, by permission of His

Excellency, Count Ovama, Secretary of War, the instru-

ments were mounted at the top of the old castle, ihe

dwellings had been burned in the revolution of 1868, but

three tiers of stone embankments surrounded by a moat

lose picturesquely nearly a hundred feet above the town,

— an ideal situation, combining nearly all the advantages

an astronomical observer could desire.

Strolling up the grassy path, with insects humming and

buzzing all about, the peaceful sunshine lying silently over

the grim stone walls, and the lotus dreaming in the moat, it

was hard to imagine that only twenty years before had been

fought here a bloody battle, as this last stronghold of the

once all-powerful Shoguns fell before the Mikado’s conquer-

ing forces. But so it was,— and now these same stone em-

bankments were crowned by the houses and white tents of

an American eclipse expedition, while gnarled pines were

picturesquely rooted here and there, and over all the ruin

climbed ivy and swinging festoons of white roses.

All scientific expeditions have indeed two sides, — the

detail and accomplishment of noble work, and the j)rac-

tical and sometimes adventurous experiences of those

concerned in it. Often the latter read like a veritable

romance.

A popular and entertaining account of the Spanish

eclipse of i860 is given by Sir Francis OAi/roN,*^'-^ who
accompanied the English expedition on the Himalaya^

and settled at the village of La Guardia, near Logroho.

With the intention of measuring the coronal heat, he had

22 Vacation Tourists^ i. (London, 1861), 422.
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taken an actinometer
; but finding that its thermometer

was broken, he speaks of ‘a rising feeling of exultation
’

that there was now no reason why he should be obliged to
spend the precious three minutes of totality ‘ in jroring on
an ascending column of blue fluid in a graduated stem, and
noting down the results by a feeble lamplight.’ Instead,
he was free to enjoy the glories of the spectacle, to sketch
die corona, and to note the color of the eclipse-light. So
impressive was the whole phenomenon that he forgot to
record the beginning of totality. The entire narrative is
well worth the reading

; and equally another attractively
written account of an eclipse expedition, by the late Profes-
sor Tvndall,“ who went to Algeria in 1870, and established
himself at Oran. It is perhaps none the less entertaining
because of the clouds which at intervals covered ‘the
silver sickle ’ of the Sun, and finally shrouded the total
phase in a darkness which the coronal rays were too feeble
to penetrate.^* The narratives of modern expeditions form
a voluminous literature, confined for the most part to the
periodicals of the day.^®

in the Alps (New York, 1873), p. 420.

observing the opposition of Mars in 1877, (one of the mo.st f-i

parLi)°D°?tu''
‘he century for determining the Su„-.s

Ld r f
Majesty’s Astronomer at the Cape

Gmi’s dei°ehtf5T"\‘° by his wife; andWLLS delightful book, relating all the varied adventures in

-H
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The eclipses of the future will prove no less interesting

than those of the past have been. If only the approximate

track of any totality during the next forty years is desired^

the map on page 223 will amply suffice, while the table pre-

ceding it shows the length of the total phase, and the years

in which the eclipses of the same Saros-series fall.

Great interest already attaches to the next total obscura-

tion of the Sun, occurring 9th August 1896, and visible in

Path of the: next Total Eclipse, 9th August 1896

Norway and Sweden, Nova Zembla, northern and eastern

Siberia, and Yesso, the northern island of Japan. Totality

lasts nearly three minutes, and the adjacent maj) shows the

path of the lunar shadow in all necessaty detail Hie most

accessible station will be on the west coast of Norway, which

the path of central eclipse intersects at latitude 67°, and
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where the duration of total phase will be about i”’ 35®.

The eclipse, however, will be total very soon after sunrise ;

but, if accessible, the ice-fields of Sulitjelma, 6,200 feet

elevation, and about thirty miles inland, may afford a good

station, although rather remote from the central line. Other

localities, favorably placed geographically, have been se-

lected for computation by Downing, Superintendent of

the British Nautical Almanac, with the results embodied in

the following table.

STATIONS FOR OBSERVING THE TOTAL Kt'LIPSE

Sunday, 9T11 August 1896

Locality on Line of Central liclifise EJ''? ts
If 'J'ot.il lulipse

bcyins (1 .(K.il

*0

ill1§W ^
I line) 2^5

fl

ii ni s nt .s

Vai anger Fjord, neai Vaciso 29 45 69 52 5 55 37 A. M. r 46.4

West coast of Nova Zembla SI 30 72 I 7 28 59 A.M. f 59 9
East Siberia, River Amui . 137 0 I50 12 2 2 *7 31 r M

1

2 4S'9
East Siberia, Fish River . . 139 30 48 0 2 43 47 P M. 2 44,2
Yesso, near Iloronai .... 142 45 44 A 1 3 5 3^' P' M-| 2 40.3

As is usual, much of the land region of this eclipse track

is of doubtful accessibility (in Eastern Siberia)
;
but all the

foregoing stations seem to be within easy reach, also many
additional ones in the island of Yesso. Meteorological ob-

servations are in progress to determine the most favorable

localities in that island, and already astionomcrs in hluropc

and America are beginning their best plans for the thorough

observation of this totality.

The spectacular appearance of the heavens around the
Sun will vary greatly from one obscuration to anothc‘r.

Sometimes no stars will be seen without a telescope, while
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again bright stars and planets will abound, wonderfully en-

hancing the beauty and magnificence of the corona. In so

far as stellar objects alone are concerned, total eclipses oc-

curring in June are the most brilliant, because the bright stars

of Taurus, Gemini, and Orion will generally be visible near

the Sun. Often, however, the configurations of the more

conspicuous planets will have more to do with this element

of totality than all the fixed stars put together.^®

The eclipse of 1896 is a case in point, as the accompanying

picture clearly shows. The direction up is toward the north pole

of the heavens, and toward the left is east. About to° east of the

Bright Stars and Planets near the Sun

AT Mid-Eclipse, 9th August 1896

Sun will be Regulus (a Leonis), and above it the well-known aster

ism of ‘ the Sickle.’ Then to the right, and very close together,

will be Mercury and Venus in order; and quite near the Sun/ Jupi-

ter will appear, almost within the streamers of the outer corona.
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Magnificent India will be the scene of an eclipse lasting

two minutes, 2 2d January 1898 ;
and our own country will

again be traversed by the lunar shadow, 28th May 1900,

when the Southern States will be the two minutes’ Mecca

for scientific pilgrims An unusually long eclipse, six

minutes in duration, may be seen from Sumatra, Borneo,

and Celebes, i8th May 1901 ;
and another track crosses

the Atlantic Ocean from Labrador to Spain, h^gypt, and

Arabia, 30th August 1905, with totality lasting for four

minutes. From Russia and Persia two fine ones will be

observable, 14th January 1907, and 21st August 1914?

while the intermediate eclipse of loth October 1912 may

be witnessed for one minute in South America, and another

two minutes in duration will visit the same geneial region,

3d February 1916. Then comes the return of the Ameri-

can eclipse of 1900, when the United States from Oregon

to Florida will again be favored by the shadow path foi two

minutes, 8th June 1918; and South America, apparently

taking the giant’s share of daytime darkness, will be slirouded

for SIX minutes, 29th May 1919,— a second return of the

totality so successfully observed at Caroline Island in 1883.

An eclipse will be visible in California and Mexico, 1 oth

September 1923, which may possibly be total at San Fran-

cisco and the Lick Observatoiy.

From the chart of future shadow paths on page 223, it

will be seen that no total eclipse is visible in New Fhiglantl

or the Middle States until 24th January 1925. The totality

belts of the great eclipse of 1904, and of the eclipses of

1908 and 19 n, unfortunately lie for the most part over the

unavailable wastes of the Pacific. To avoid confusion on

the map, the paths of future eclipses are not all given after

the year 1937.
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As for eclipses beyond this date and visible in the

eastern part of the United States, they are few and unim-

portant for the next century. The Sun may rise entirely

eclipsed at Boston, 2d October 1959, but totality will be

very short. On 7th March 1970, there will be another

brief totality, this time in Florida. But not until early in

the twenty-first century will the path of any total eclipse

traverse a large area of the United States : then, if the

charts of Oppolzer can be trusted, two totalities near mid-

day will occur in the region of the Mississippi; the first

of them, 2ist August 2017, with a line from Oregon to

South Carolina
;
and the second, 8th x^pril 2024, with a

track passing northeasterly from Austin, Texas, to the city

of Washington, almost duplicating the path of the eclipse

of 190O5 and perhaps again exhibiting the spectacle of the

corona at Boston. But present enthusiasm for these far-

away darkenings of the Sun is naturally feeble.

In spite of the number constantly occurring, certain

regions of our globe must wait a long time for a total

eclipse to visit them. Scotland, for instance, will not see

another until the twenty-second century, and London must

possess itself in patience for nearly five hundred years.

There will, however, be a very short obscuration in Eng-

land, 29th June 1927, the track lying Irom the Isle of

Anglesey across Northumberland, and thence through Nor-

way and Sweden. The briefness of totality constitutes its

particular interest, for the apparent diameters of Sun and

Moon will be so nearly equal that the red prominences

may appear, not as disconnected jets of brilliant flame, but

the chromosphere may be visible as a ..continuous ring of

rosy light encircling the dark Moon with a novel glory.

Totality of the Saros- series of 1883 and 1901 increases
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Briedrioh Wimelm Besiel (page* Uhvcun A thr Koiiigs
berg Olwrrvatory, ami foremost among prartitMl aHtomoitirrs, llotn
ill Muulrtn 22(1 July wasamm*nti(csl to a Ibnmm romniririal
houne at fiftrcm Antlrmating a umg vtiyagr in tim inirtrsi oi hi*
employrrH, he studied hrrmdt, Spanish, ami navlMatioii assldmnmly,
the latter turning him toward astrtmttmy with an alhabsmbiiig drlighbm one treatise after another was miiHtrrrd atul a lomno ol iiiathr
matical reading begum Uis development was astmiislihigU swill,
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and original research occupied him incessantly. So brilliant and
masteily had been his achievements that he soon attained the first

lank as an astionomer, assisting Schroetp:r at Lilienthal, and was
called to the diiectoishlp of the obseivatory established at Konigsberg
in 1810 by the King of Piussia This eminent institution and the
classic woik he did there form Bessel’s greatest monument. While
still young he completed his famous Fundamenta Asho/mmce, pub-
lished in 1818, and twelve years latei the Tabula RegiomontancB, sup-
plementary to it. Anothei veryimpoitant result of the indektigable
activity of Bessel was the Gradmessung in Ost-Preussen, published
in 1838, which did toi geodesy what the Fundamenta had accom-
plished foi astronomy. lie derived the size and figure of the earth
with exceedingly close appioximation

;
and his investigation of the

distance of 61 Cygni is a classic Bessel contiibuted to every de-
paitmcnt of astionomy, and nothing passed through his hands with-
out receiving extension or improvement The titles of his published
papers aic very nearly 400 in number. The delicacy, finish, and
precision of all his work are amazing. As mathematician he was
of the first oidei

;
as physical experimenter in geodetic measure-

ments, deteiminations of standards of weight and length, pendulum
researches, and the like, his skill was not less consummate

;
and as

astionomei, he was model and guide for all Europe, tie was elected
a Foreign Member of the Royal Society in 1825. A membei of almost
eveiy known academy and learned society, Bessel in 1842 visited

England for the only time, and was leceived with distinction appro-
priate to his unquestioned eminence His charming personality
and his lichly stoicd mind lent added pain to the news of his death,
17th Maich 1846. — Sii J. F. W. Herschel, Essays^ pp 507, 532;
Memoirs Royal Astronomical Society^ iv. (1831), 217 ;

xii (1842), 442 ;

xvi. ( 1847), 512 ;
't'tie AmericanJournal ofScieme and Arts, iv (1847),

305; The Philosophical Magazine, xxx (1847), 201
;
Literatur iiber

Bessel, Engelmann’s Bessel’s Abhandlungen, iii (Leipzig, 1876),

504 ;
Clerke, History oj Astronomy (London, 1893), p. 34

The Rev^’ Stephen Joseph Peiry, s. j ,
f. r s

,
(page 156,)

Director of Stonyhuist College Obseivatory, and Roman Catholic
Bishop of Guiana. Born in London, 26th August 1833, and having
decided upon the piiesthood, his eaily yeais weie spent in the Bene-
dictine College at Douai, at Rome, and in the studies of his novitiate.

Not until 1868 was he able to undertake peimanently the duties
which leally began his scientific career. Father Perry obscived the
total eclipses of 1870, 1886, 1887, and 1889^; and these phenomena,
togethei with the lecent tiansits of Venus, gave opportunity for the
exercise of his remaikablc poweis. After the first transit of Venus
trip, to Kciguelen Island in 1874, he came into prominence as a
popular expoundei of astronomical subjects, lecturing on several

occasions at the Royal Institution, and never failing to draw large

and deeply interested audiences. lie observed the transit of 1882

in Madagascar. As Diiertoi of the Stonyhuist Observatoiy he
inauguiated and maintained impoitant observations for the advance
of solar physics, Also he had chaige of the teaching of mathe-
matics, which during the last few years of his life left little time for
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A Albany, eclipse (1806), 1 15 ;
Dudley

Observatory, 132
Aa, wife of Sun-god Shamash, 88 Albert Medal to Airy, 224
Ababsid dynasty, 102 Alexander, S., annulai eclipse

Abbadik, eclipse (1S60), 128 (1S54), ii, 12
,
eclipse (1S60), 125

;

Abbe, dilrKisecl light fiom corona, 57 (1869), 133
Abbot, Moon’s shadow (1870), 30 Alexander the Great, eclipse tab-

Abargavenny^ Loss of the Earl of lets, 93, 94
T22 Alfred, King, A. D. S87, 103

ABNEYjbiightness of corona, 56 ,
law Algeiia, Tyndall (1870), 212

of coronal light, 57 ;
photogiaphic Algieis Obseivatory, 144

plates (1882), 64; spectrum of Alleghames, 172
coiona (1882-3), 65 Al/er, 53,17^

Abu-habba, Sun-god of Sippaiaat, 88 Almagest, lunai eclipses of, 94
Abyssinia, eclipse (1973), 218, 223 Alnwick, England, 224
Adams, eclipse (1851), 120; motion Alps, eclipse (1842), 117

ot Moon, 200 Ameiica, eclipses how regaided by
Aden Expedition (186S), 130 aborigines of, 81

/Etna, eclipse (1870), 30 Ameiican Academy Aits and Sciences

Africa, northern, eclipse (i86t), 128; (1780), 113 ; 132, 165 ;
Library, iii

West Coast, eclipse (1886), 150; Ameiican Eclipse Expedition, first

West, U. S. Eclipse Expedition to (1780) to Penobscot, 112; (1851)10
(i88g^), 149, 155, 157, 178-181; Sweden, 120; (i860) to Labiadoi,
noithem, eclipse (18^3), 158, 205, 125

, (1870) to Spam, 134 , (1883)
206; futuie eclipses ih, 223 to Caioline Island, 146; (1886) to

Agade, Sargon I, King of, 89 West Indies, 149 ; (1887) to Russia,

Agathocles, eclipse B. c 310,98 151, (1887) to Japan, 152 ;
(1889/;)

Agua Amaiga, Chile (1893), 158 to West Africa, 149, 155, 157, 178-

Airy, Lady, Moon’s shadow, 30 181
; (1893) to Chile, 157-160

Airy, Sir George, prominences American Philosophical Society, n 6,
without eclipse, 36 ;

color of 132
piommenccs (i860), 36 ;

vaiiations Amheist College Obseivatory, iSo,

in brilliancy of corona, 56; discus- Library, 111

sion of ancient eclipses, 94; eclipse lecoided in, 93
eclipse (1842), 117 ; (1851), 120, Amiii River, Sibeiia (1896), 214
121 ;

sketch of coiona (1851), 121
;

Anabasis, Xenophon’s, 97
(i860), 127

;
portrait of, 1 27 ;

mo- Ancients, astionomical instruments
tion of Moon, 200

;
biographic of, 99

sketch, 224 Andes, Coi’Eland in, 73 ;
eclipse

Alais, corona in partial eclipse at, 50 (^893), 205
Alaska, eclipse (1S69), i, 131 Angles, the, loi
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Anglesey, eclipse (1927), 217, 223
Angola, 14; (1889

<

5 ;, 52, 157, iSi

AnCiSTuom, solar specti uin 'scale, 54
Animals, Egyptian woiship of, 88

Ann Aibor, Michigan, 133
Ai‘()LI-Onius of Tyana, 49, 119

Appaiaius, pioblems of, 175; inciease

ot, 176, desciiption of pneumatic,

187,
Aiabia, eclipse (1905), 216, 223
Arabian 102

Aiabs, vague early histoiy, 89; icpic-

sentation of sun-god, 89
A RACK), continuous solar envelope,

39; drawings of corona, 53; eclipse

and corona ( 1842), n6, 117

Arai, eclipse (1887), ^^ 5 ^

Arakiio, Mongolian myth concern-

ing, 82

ARCiin.ociius, fragment from, 192

Aiccpupa, Peru, 1157, 158
Argentine Republic (1893), 69, 1571

205
Aristotle, eclipse tablets, 94
Armada, Spanish, dcstniction of, 107

Aurnsion, Siv Afojif/iS 212

AsHi!, eclipse (i860), 126

Asia, modem eclipses in, 221; future,

223
‘Western, ancient eclipses m, 83

Assui
,
city of, 93

Absurnazirpal, Assyrian king, 93
Assyiians, Sun-god, 82; monuments,

83 ;
Eponym tablets, 93

AslVononiical reckoning, beloie

CUiistian Era, 90
Astronomy, oldest work on, 89

Atacama, Desert of, (1893), 205

Atlu’iueum Libiaiy, Boston, n6
Athens, eclipse n. v. 431, 98 ;

over-

tbiown by Sparta, 98
AucJUSTiNTt, Saint, loi

Aulezavik Island (i860), 125

Auroia, and solai pi omincnces, 40;
and colon a, 71, 76

Australia, 8, 15; eclipse (1856), 122
;

(1871), x37;‘fiitinc eclipses in, 223

Austrian expedition (1883), 146

Automatic apparatus, 175; for eclipse

photography, 17^ ;
view of, 182,

i8(>; movements, key to, 1S8; op-

eration of, 190 j
use in futuie

eclipses, u)0

Aztecs, astioiumiical lecouls, 105

B

Baal, Phoenician deity, 89
Baba Abdallah, stories of, 102^

Babylon, Alexander’s expedition

to, 94
Babylonia, monuments, 83 ;

cylinders,

87 ;
Agade in, 89 ;

Tammuz, 89
Bach, O-minor fugue, 190
Bagdad, caily eclipses at, 102

Baikal, Lake, eclipse (1887), 151
,

Baikal, Loid Lindsay’s expedition

(1871), 59, 136
Daily, amuilai eclipses (1820 and

1836), 12, 13, 27; impulse to eclipse

obseivation, 50 ;
eclipse (1842),

Daily’s Beads, 13, 26 ;
photographed,

27;diiecting attention to proitn*-

nences, 50; (1780), 114
Bakciian lecture, 1862, De la IvUE,

128; (1885), Huggins, 71, 7^

Ball, Sir Robert, A/las, iv

Balloon in eclipse work, 135, 153
Barbados, Governor of, 149
Barker, eclipse (1878), 63, 141

Barnard, K. E., photographs
Daily’s Beads, 27 ;

of prominen-

ces, 42 ;
of corona (1889 or), 69, 153

Barnard, A. P. (i860), 125

Baiometei, dining eclipse (1889 «f),

154; eclipses generally, 203
Baitlett Springs, Cal. (1889
Basiiakarawongsb, Siam (1868),

of

138 VO
Batlnust, Africa, eclipse (1893), iS8

Battles, suspended by eclipses, 80;

ancient, 89; of I^ydians and Medes
ai rested by eclipse, 95, 96

Baume Pluvinel, dxi: la («^ Ea)
Bavaria, eclipse (840), 1 01

Becker, sketch corona (1870), 6a

Bcciapooi, eclipse (1868), 129

Belli ing’s Straits, eclipse ( 1869), 13^

Belobolsky, eclipse (1887), 152

Benares, eclipse (1B27), j6

Bcnguela, West Africa (1S86), 150
Bennett, New Yonk IhraM^ 167
ncilin, eclipse (1887), 151

Berne, prominences observed at, 34
Bessel, annular eclipse (1836), 12

}

theory ot eclipses, 197, 20 ij por-

trait, 198; biographic sketch, 224
Beverly, Mass., eclipse (i 7^'o), 114
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Btbliographie Astronomiqiic (La.-

lande), 106, 196
-— Gent) ale (IIouzeau et Lan-
caster), 33, 47, 105, 192, 197

Bibliography of piommences, 46 ,
of

corona, 77
Bigelow, magnetic theoiy of corona,

74, 75, 78 ,
prediction of corona, 78

;

West Africa (1889 <5 ), 157; auto-

matic plate-holdei, 184
Bigourdan, eclipse (1893), 158
Buds, behavioi in eclipses, 107, 109
Bischoffsiieim, eclipse (1882), 144
Black Day, eclipse (1715), no
Black Fiiday, eclipse (i433)> 105
Blanquilla, 8

Blue Hill Obseivatory, 154
BODii’s Jahrbuch, 12

Bolometei, for mcasuiing energy m
apectium, 2

Bond, G. P., pi eminences without
eclipse, 36; eclipse (1851), 120

Borneo, eclipse (1901), 216, 223
Bosanquet, eclipse in Amos,'g^
Boscovich, 226
Boss, polar coiona (1878), 61

Boston, 8; annular eclipse (1S54), 12;
Museum of h'lne Arts, 85; total

eclipse (1806). 116; 151, 154, 165,
futuie eclipses at, 217

Boswoith Field, battle of, 106
Bowditcii, J. L, eclipse (1869),
Bowditch, N., eclipse (1806), 116

Boyden Obseivatoiy, Pciu, 157
Biadfoicl, Massachusetts (1778), 112

Bradley, Astionomei Royal, 224
Bradstreet, Anne, ' Whatgloiy’s

like to thee,’ So
Brahi^, Tvciio, life of, 100; eclipse

(11560), 100; eclipse (i2*ji), 104
Bramble^ II.M.S. (1S89 b)^ 179
Biazil, (iSgT.), 69, 157, k 8, 162, 20?,

206; (1S5S!), 124; future odiiiscs

in, 223 ;
Emperoi of, 224, 226

Buedicjiin, eclipse {1887), 151
Biemen, 22^
BrESTER, Thcorie du Boleil, 47, 78
Brewster, eclipse (1263), 10

Bridgetown, Baibados, tijq

Bright, sketch corona (187x1), 138
British America, eclipse (i860), 125;

(1889
Biitish Association, 224

!

British Museum, 93
Brothers, eclipse (1870), 13^

Brown, E., eclipse (1887), 153
Brown, Joseph, ni
Blown University, 14.6

Brugsch Bey, the winged disk, 83
BruhnS; prominences, 36 ;

(i860),
128

Biusselfa, 152
Buchanan, piojecting eclipses, 201
Bue Island, Norway (1851), 122, 123
Buena Vista, Gibraltai (1870), 134
Buenos Ayres, 206
Bullock, sketch coiona (1S6S), 130
Biiilington, Iowa (1869), 54, 132, 133
Burnham, Cayenne (1889 b), 69, 156
Busch, first photograph corona, 120

C

Cacciatore, eclipse (1870), 134
Cadiz, corona (1870), 62
Cano, mediiEval eclipses at, 102
Calabiia, eclipse (1870), 134
Caldecott, eclipse (1843), 119
Cahfoinia (18S0), 142 ; (1889 a )^ 27,

67, 153, 166; obseiveis and sta-

tions, 169, 171, 172; (1923), 2l6,

223
earthquakes and eclipses, 204

Callistheni-s, tablets of, 03
Calvisius, eclipse (1230), 104
Cambndge, England (1715), no;

Univeisity Libnuy, 192 ;
Obseiva-

toiy, 224
Cambndge, Mass., 112, T14, 133
Camoita, Nicobai Islands (1875), 139
Campbell, coiona without eclipse,

79
Cape Colony, eclipse (1874), 137
Cape I'own, attempted photographs

of coiona, 73 ;
IL M.’s astionomer

at, 2T2
CapiUs, coiona (1706), 50
Cappellktti, eclipse (1865), 129
Caroline Island (1883), 146, 216,

piomincnces, 41 ;
corona, 55 ;

pho-
toginphs of coiona at, 65

Cauiacou, eclipse (1886), 149
Carrington (1851), 120, 122
Cairizal Bajo, Chile (1893). 159
Cassini, eclipses and longitudes, 106
Catherinesholm, Sweden (1733), no
Cayenne, Guiana (1889 <5 ), 52, 69, 156
Cavley, constuicting eclipses, 197
Cearii, Brazil (1S93), * 57 >
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Cedar Falls, Iowa (1869), ^3^
Celebes, eclipse (1901), 216, 223
Celoria (1239 and 1241), 104
Censorship and Paradise Lost, 109
Century Magazine, The, iv

Chalcedony, carved cylinders of, 87
Chaldean monuments, 83; records of

eclipses, 9S
Chaldeans, and the Saros, 192
Chamantoff (1887), 67, 152
Chambers, Astronomy, 26, 50, 78
Chamounix, Bond at, 36
Charlemacjne, empire of, 102

Charles the Seconcl, England, 109
Charlotte-town, St John (17S0), 1 14
Charroppin, coronal extension, 78
Chauvenet, theory of eclipses, 199
Cherry Creek Camp, Col. (1878), 141
Chicago, Newberry Library, iii

Chile (1S65 and 1867), 129; (1893),

52, 69, 157-162, 205
Chilkaht River, Alaska (1S69), 131
China, eclipses, how regarded in, 21

;

cloudy in, 80 ;
earliest recorded in,

90; mentioned in canonical books
of, 91 ;

ancient calendar of, gi
;
an-

cient eclipses in, 9^; (1852), 122;
eclipses predicted in, igi

; {1955),

^ *94
Chorebos, foot-race in Olympia, 91
Christopher, eclipse (18S0), 142
Chromosphere, photographed by
Hale, 45 ;

continuous (1927), 217
Chronicle, The Saxoti, first English

eclipse, 101; 103
Chronograph, for control-sheet, 187
Chronological reckoning of years be-

fore Christian era, go
Chronology, early Grecian, 92 ;

recti-

fication of, 97 ;
of eclipses, Pin GR]^,

98 ;
discordance with eclipses, 103

Chun Tsew, Chinese book, 91

Chung Kang, 90, igi

Cicero, eclipse of Thales, 96
Cilicia, Sandan, 8g
Cipher code, eclipse (1889 <2), ^67 5

details of, 168
Clarke, eclipse (1780), 114
Clavius, corona (1567) Rome, 49;

(1605) Naples, 50
Clerke, Popular History of As-
tronomy, 47, 78, 225

Cloud observations in future eclipse

tracks, 205
Clouds during eclipses, 203

Coast Survey, 146; eclipse (i860),

125 ;
officers of, (1869), 13

1

Cochou-King, 90
Code, cipher, eclipse (i88g«), 167
Coffin, eclipse (i86g), 133
Cogia Hassan, stories ofj 102
Colombia, (1897), 14
Comet, head of 1861, 148; Coggia’s

of 1874 , 148
of 1490, 105
photographed (1882), 166

Comets and the corona, 71; dis-

.
covered during eclipses, loi

Common, corona without eclipse, 79

;

20-inch mirror, 161
Commutator, pneumatic, 183 ;

de-
scription, 185; view, T86f opera-
tion, 187, 190; control sheet, 18S

Composite coronagraphy, 68, 155
Comte d’Artois, officers of (1766), in
Confucius, canonical books of, 91
Congo, mouth of, 187
Congress, of U. S. (1889 1 ), 178
Conquest, Spanish, of Mexico, 105
Constantinople, eclipse (418), loi

Contacts, by spectroscope, 17, 133
Control-sheet, description, 187; fac-

simile of, 188
Coolies, Japanese, 207, 209
Cooper, Men of Mark, 224
Copeland, corona without eclipse,

73 ;
eclipse (1887), 151

Copenhagen, eclipse (1560), 100
Coral islands of Pacific, 146, 147
Cordoba, Argentine Republic, 157
Corfu, eclipse (968), 49
Cornwall, eclipse (1999), 218
Corona and symbol of Sun-god, 83

axis of, 70
brightness of, 56, 6r

constitution of, 66, 70, 73, 163
description of, in detail, 69

in general, 22
discussion of photographs, 71

during sun spot maximum
(1882), 65; (1893), 159

ecliptic streamers in, discovery

of, 59, 60, 67; (1889), 155; com-
posite of, 155

electrical theories of, 71

equatorial, 69, 70
few pictures of, during totality,

* 75, . . .

first impression m (1030), 49
first photographs in U. S., 131
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rorona, heat of, 57

historical references to, 49

how long visible in a century, 9

increase of apparatus, 176

influence of planets on, 72

in remote future, 77

in remote past, 76

literature of, 77 i 7 "} 79

mystery of, 4S, 7^

optically without eclipse, 73

-pairing of rays (177^)}

periodicity of, 67,
_

ibi

periodicity with time of year, 6h

—photography in sunlight, 72, 79

—polar, 61, 68, 69

- polarization of, 63, 64

-possible origin of outer, 55, 70
t Sun, 51

of

D0S51U1C

radiates from spherical bun

rapid changes in, 5 ^?

-rotary motion of, 50

—. rotation of, 76, 163

sketches, 61 ;

comparison

(1S70), 62, 63
value of, 52

prejudice in early,

‘ solemn steadiness ’ of, 82

spectrum, line 132

-carbon bands (1S86), 65

.— continuous (1082), 64, 6»6

Fraunhofer lines in, 54

cs, 63, 64
—. -Ji— hydrogen lines, 65

rings with a grating, 145

^slit spectroscope, 144^

streamers (1878), 59, 60, 87

- apparatus for seeing, 140

not radial, 53 ,

theories of constitution 01, 73 j

74 ;
summary, 76

truly solar phenomenon, 53, 70

varies with sun-spots, 61, 67

visible before and after totality

partial eclipses, 50

Coronagraph, of Huggins, 72

Coronagraphy, composite, 6b, 155

Coronium, bright line of, U; discov-

ered by Young, 54 5
height, 54

Craig, Treatise on Projections, 201

Cremano, Italy, eclipse (1851), 121

Cressy, battle (1346), 104

Crocker, eclipse (1889 <5 ), 156

Cromwell, 109

Curtis, eclipse (1869), 132

Cycles of eclipses, 194

Cylinders, ancient, S3, 88 ;
of hema-

tite or lapis-lazuli, 85; ot chalce

clony and jasper, 87

Cyrus, soldiers of, 97

D’Arbadie, eclipse (i860), 12b

Dai Nippon, eclipse (18S7), 151

D ALimrz, corona (
1 8 1 2), 53

Dallmeyer, lenses by, 63,

Dante’s imaginings ol_ Hades, 39

Dark-room, 175; description or, 184^

Da Rocha, calculating eclipses, 190

Darwin, eclipse (cSSb), 73, 79 ?
*49

Dates, eclipses verify ancient, 97

Davidson (1869), 131; (ibbo), 142^

Dawes, prominences (ib 5.*)j 36 ’
*20

Deity, protecting wings ot, 83

De la Baume Fluvini!L I- a)

Delambke, Chinese eclipses, 93;

calculating eclipses, 196

De LA Rue, photographs of promi-

nences, 37; eclipse (i860), 128

Delaunay, motion of Moon, 200

De Lisle, theory of eclipses, 196

De Mailla, list of eclipses, 92

Dembowski, eclipse (1851), 121

Denver, eclipse (1878), 32, 141

Denza, eclipse (1870), 134
^

Desierto de las Palmas (i860), 37

Deslandres, rotation of corona

(1893), 76, 162; corona without

eclipse, 79; (i893 )> * 5 ^^

Des Moines, eclipse (1869)1 54 )
* 3 ®

Devonshire, eclipse (t 999 )j
218

Dewar, bibliography of spectrum

analysis, 47
De Witt, eclipse (1806), 113

DICKINSON, Emily, ‘ Eclipses suns

imply,’ 164; ‘Eclipses are predic-

ted,’ 1 91
‘ Dies ilia,’ 77
Diffraction effect of inner corona, 70

Discoveries, verification of, 165

Disk, winged solar, Sun-god symbol,

82, 83, 86 ;
origin of wings, 87

Dodabetta, India, (1871), 13b

Domitian, eclipse at death ot, 49

DoNATi (i860), 128; (1870), 134

Doppler’s principle, 163

Dorset, annular eclipse (1058), 12

Douai, 225 o ^ Q
Douglas, eclipse (1893), 15®
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Downing, stations for (1896), 214 1

Dragons, in India, 81
|

Draper, H., eclipse (1S78), 63, 140
;

Draper, JI., eclipse (1878), 63,
140

Dreyer, corona (1030), 49; Life of

,

Tycho BrahiI, ioo
j

Dryden, ‘ Nature stands aghast,’ 26
1

Dubiago, eclipse (1887), 152
Docker, portable house, 182, 184
Dudley Observatory, 132
Duillier, lunar shadow, no
Dun Edit, 151
Donkin, eclipse (1851), 120
Do S:#joor, calculating eclipses, 197

E

Earthquakes and eclipses, 204
Ebert, theory of corona, 78
Ebn-Jounis, observations of, 102
Ebro, Moon’s shadow from valley of

the, 30
Eclipsareon, Ferguson’s, 6, 201
Eclipse, annular (1854), n

of Julius C/esar, 98
central, or total annular, 15
derivation of, 80
earliest known record of, 90
expedition, first American, 112
map of (1889^), 170, 1 71

meteorology of track (1S93), 205
next total, 190, 213

path of, 213
stars visible daring, 215
stations for observing, ’214

optical preparations (1889^^), iSo
observations, reporting (iS89n'),

167, 170, 172
' postponed,’ 152

-— preparation for in Africa, 189
seasons, 193
stations, choice of, 202, 206
total, description of, 18

— breadth of track of, 2

Eclipses, ancient, bibliograpliy of, 94
PiNGR#.’s chronology, 98

‘Eclipses are predicted,’ Emily
Dickinson, 191

alluded to in Amos, 93
animal life during, 21", 107, 109
annular, 10— breadth of ring, 1

3

dates of, 14

Eclipses, annular, possible importance
of, 13'

automatic photography of, 174
bad omens in China, 92
Britamiica, Tables of, 199
change in attitude toward, 2

circumstances of, 201

clouds during, 203
diagrams of various types of, 15

early, mediawal, and later, loo
"

eaidy records vague, 89
earthquakes, 204
effect upon primal races, 80, 89
elements of, 200, 201

future, 213, 2i5, 223
-of maximum totality, 218

how they take place, 3, 4, 15

importance of, 118
in general, i

in India caused by dragon, Si

meteorology of, 205
minor phenomena, 31
modern ( 1 842-1 SSo ), 1

1

9

number of, 8

no. in Saros, 192 ;
in a year, 192

Oppolzer’s charts of, 199
partial, crescents, 20

description of, i6

phases of, 19
wide area of visibility, 17

photographs rarely suitable for

reproduction, 156
poets aiul, 191
prediction of, 195

accuracy ofj 200, 202
approximate, 199
first, 96
in China, 19T

;
India, 16

recent (1882-1S93), 143
recurrence of, 191
remote future in U. S., 217, 223
remote past, 80
returns of, 194
series of, 194

progression of, 1 94
summer, length of, 105
telegraph and, 164, 173
theory of, 196
total, in cloud, 22, 122, 123

length of, 9
overwhelming effect of, 1 74

utility of, 4
visibility of at a given place, 8

visible in remote localities, 1

volunteer observers useful, 31
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Ecliptic limits, 193 .

Eddy on drawings of corona, 5 i

Edfou, winged globe at, 83, 84

Edinburgh, eclipse (i 59*)j

Edison, tasimeter, 5b ; eclipse (ib^b),

Egypt, ancient eclipses in, 83 ;
wmgecl

gbbe originatedin, S3
;

government

of (1882), 145 ;
41 )

b4, Ho,

Egyptians^’ S^im-god, 82^
;
monuments,

81; worship ot animals, bb

Electric potential, high, of solar sui-

face, and the corona, 7^, „

Electric telegraph, use m eclipses,

164; in future, 173

Electrical theories ot corona, 71

Elements of an eclipse, 200, 201

El-Elatiin-Puhar, monument at, bb

Emilia, Italy, 226
_ , 1

Rncyclopccdia Britannica, tables 0

E^g'^nn? Bessel-s Aihand-

hmgen, 197, 225 ;
(1S68), 130

England, 27, 153, 224

eclipse (1598), 107

—^— expeditions from (i860), i-^o,

(1868), 129; (1882), M 4 ,

(1883), 146; (1886), 149; (ihb9/i),

155, '157; (1893), ^ 5.^

first eclipse seen in, 101

future eclipses in, (i 9^ 7 ), 39 ,

217, 223; (1999), 218

Engler, corona (1889 «}, 134

Ennius, eclipse b. c. 400, 98

Ephemerides, calculations in, 201, 202

Ephesus, death of Domitian at, 49

JEponyM Ccmoit, Ths AssyHuH, 93

Eponym tablets, 93
Esmatt, 144,

Esther, 88

Euler, calculating eclipses, 197

Europe, ninth century eclipses in, loi

Expeditions, characteristics of, 2105

narratives of, 212

Fang, Chinese asterism, 90

Fatimite dynasty, 102

Fearnley, eclipse (1851), 120

Feilitzsch, corona (i860), 53
Fi^nyi, prominences at Kalocsa, 45
Ferguson, eclipsareon, 6, 201

Ferrari, eclipse (1887), 151

FERRED, eclipse (i860), 125
Ferrer, corona (1S06), 115
Fi^vez, bibliography of spectro-

scopic work, 47
Firmicus, first allusion to promi-

nences, 34
Fish River, Siberia (1896), 214
Flamsteed, calculating eclipses, 196
Flaugergues, eclipse"(iS42), 116
Fletcher’s Indexes, 46
Florida (1918), 216, 223 ; (1970), 217
Fontenelle, eclipses in India, 81
Forbes, Moon’s shadow, 29
Fort Sill, Indian Territory, 141
Fowler, eclipse (1893), 16

1

France, eclipse (1842), 116; expedi-
tion from (1868), 129; (1882), 144,

145; (1883), 146; (1893), 158
Francis the First, France, 107
Franklin Institute, Philadelphia, 132
Fraunhofer lines reversed (1874), 137

;

in corona, 54, 55, 63, 64
Frisby, eclipse (i88o), 142

Frontispiece, 166
Frost, Asiron. Spectroscopy, 78
Fuji-san, Japan, Todd, 73
Fundamenta Astrononiim, 225
Fundium, Salum River (1893),
Future eclipses, 213, 216, 223 ;

clouds
and, 205 ;

use of telegraph in, 173

G

Galle, Cejdon, 139
Gally valve system, 178, 1S5

Galton, drawing of corona (i860),

53 ;
characterization of corona, 82 ;

(i860), 210; actinometer, 212
Gambetta, 135
Garnett, <?/ Milton, 109
Gassendi, eclipse observations, loS

Gautier, eclipse (i860), 128

Geneva, eclipse (1706), 109

Geneva Council, eclipse (1706), 109
Georgetown College, 226

Georgia, eclipse (1834), 116

Germany, 152; eclipse (1842), 116

Gibraltar, eclipse (1870), 134
Gildas, writer of early Britain, iot

Gill, D., coronagraph (1886), 73;
at Ascension in 1877, 212

Gill, D., Six Months in Aseen-'

sion, 212
Gilliss (1858), 122; (i860), 125

Gilman, eclipse (1869), 132
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Ginzel, discussion of eclipses, 94;
earthquakes and eclipses, 204..,

Glasenapp, eclipse (1887), 151
Globe, winged, symbol of Sun-god,

83 j 85 ;
origin of wings, 87

Golden Rose, Order of, 226
Goldschmidt (1820), 27
Goree, Northern Africa (1861), 129
Gciteborg, Sweden, eclipse (1851), 120
Goudin, calculating eclipses, 196
Gould’s Ast7'ottomical yourtial^ 12,

98, X20, 122; eclipse {1S69), 133
Grabalaghava rules, 16
Gradmcssimg^ Bessel, 225
GRAN DC H AIN, HI
Grant, solar envelope, 39
Gray, eclipse (1893),
Grawdon, sketch corona (1885), 149
Grecian chronology, early, 92
Greece, Xerxes’s expedition against,

97 ;
Athens and Sparta, g8 ;

Apol-
lonius in, 119

Greeks, Moon and sorcery, Si
Greenwich, 151, 224
Grenada (1886), 29, 41, 65, 73, 149,

161

Grenville, Grenada, 149
Grosch, corona (1867), 88, 129
Grosvenor, historical allusions, vi

Grunert, calculating eclipses, 197
Guiana, 225

;
(i86i), 128; OS89 ^), 69

Gimdlach Optical Company, 180; len-

ses, 188
Guntoor, India (186S), 38, 40, 130

H
Haco, Noi'ie king, Ronaldsvoe, 10

Hadad-Rimmon, Syrian Baal, 89
Hakem, Caliph of Egypt, 102
Hale, photographs of chromosphere
and prominences, 46 ;

papers on,

47 ;
corona without eclipse, 73, 79

Hallaschka, ‘ nonagesimal,’ 196
Halley, eclipse (1715), 26; solar

prominences, 34; (1140), 103
Ham, in symbol of Sun-god, 89
Hansen, theory of eclipses, 197, 201;
Tables of Sun and Moon, 200

Hansteen, corona (1030), 49
Harkness, brightness of corona, 56,

57; drawing of corona (1S78), 63,

141; polarization of corona, 63;
photography of eclipses, 78; (1S69),

54, 132 ; (1870), 134; (1887), 152

Haroun Alraschid, Caliph, 102
Hartwig, discussion of eclipses, 94
Harvard Expedition (1886), 149;

(1889 <2), 67, 154, 166, 169, 170;
^893), 52, 157, 161

instruments (1889/^), iSS
Harvard Observatory, iii, iSo
Hasselberg, eclipse (1887), 151
Hastings, literature of corona, 77

;

eclipse (1883), 146
Hayes, solar prominences (i7is)i 34
Hea dynasty of China, 90
Heavens, visible, and the Chinese, 90
Hebrews, Sun-god of, 89
Hebrides annexed to Scotland, :ro

Heis, Woche7isch 7'ift

^

34
Hematite, carved cylinders of, 85
Hennessy, Pope (1S6S), 40, 130
Henry I (1135), 103
Henry VlII, 107
Henry,

J., and solar heat, 226
Herald^ The New York (1889 ^z),

167, 169, 172
Herodotus, 96
Herschel,

J. (1871), 58
Herschel, j. F. W., 225
Herschel, W., eclipse (1793), 115
Heveli us, clocks and eclipses, 108;

‘ taking sights,’ 108
Hi, Chinese official, 191
Hill, G. W., motion of Moon, 200
Hill, T., eclipse (1869), 30, 132
Himalaya^ H. M. S. (i860), 126, 210
Hind, eclipse (1851), 120
Hipparchus, observations of ancient

eclipses, g8 ;
predicting eclipses, 192

Historia Cmlcstis of Tycho, ioo
History, beginning of, in Greece, 91
Hittites, Sun-god, 82; monuments,
83 ;

figure of winged disk, 86
Ho, Chinese official, 191
Holden, eclipse (1S78), 63
Holland, eclipse (1887), 152
Honolulu, eclipse (1850), 119
Horonai, Japan (1896), 214
Hough, eclipse (1869), 131
Houzeau et Lancaster, Biblio-
graphie Generate de t’Astfvnomte,

33 ) 77 ) 94 ) 105, 192, 197; Vade
mecmn de I*Asironome^ 4,7

Huasco, Chile, eclipse (1893), 158
Huggins, W., corona without eclipse,

3^4 j 72, 73, 79 ;
development of

prominences, 39 ;
advance in obser-

vation of, 46; corona, 71 j
theories
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of corona, 74; e’ectiic dischaiges

76, coiotia in lemote past, 7^4 >
in

remote future, 77 ,

‘ Bakeiian Leo

tuie,’ 7S, eclipse (187°). '35

Huggins, M's VV., cover design, vi

llUMANN, Hittitc winged disk, 86

Hungary, proniinenceb obberved in, 45

Huss, bcimons at Pi ague, 100

Huygens, dock pendulum, lob

llykbOb dynasty, 89

Idaho, eclipse (1889^2;), ^535 ’- 7
^

kiLi'bius, sketch corona (tSyo), 02
lULJ-CilUw, /.OQ«A\ Am o

full sunlight (1868), 38 ;
solai light

m coiona. 55 ;

bnghtness of coiona

(1883), 56; eclipse (1868), 130;

(1870), 135; (1870, 13b; (1883),

1
146 ,

at Rome, 226

Tapan, eclipse (1887), 23, 151, 152,
^

177, 178, wells covcied duiing

eclipse, 82 ,
observing station ( 1887 )'

207; weathei service of, 207, 210

jAPiiET, in symbol of Sun-god, 89

Jaspci, caived cylinders of, 87

Java, eclipse (1871), 136

Jeiez de la Fionleia (1870), 135

Jeiusalem, eclipse (1187)1 104

Jesuits, expedition (1868), 129

Jets, coional (1886), 149? ^ 5° .

IGUISIUS, sketch
i:;,’ West Afiica, eclipse (1893), 162

!lcs dll Salut," ('^9 0 . 69. Tilt eclipse (I406), 104
Illinois

-Ijrown Johns Hopkins Univeisity, 146
/« Piusuii of a. i>hado-u<, liROWN,

103; (1340. ' 04 i

Incas, and views of eclipses, 10s
‘ josliiia?’''cti)Ck-aUadinient,

iVio^"*

India, eclipses, how regaided m 21 1
“' “

total solai eclipse on, 5

81, (1870, '30 ('^^75)1

'

39 , ('898),
satellites, 140, eclipses of, 4

216,223, ^^955)’,. ’ , hrgv Juiicwetz, Russia (1887), 67, 151

Ivanova, eclipse (1887 ). ' 5 '

Incliana, eclipse (1869), 131

Indians, Ameiican, eclipses and, 141 ^
of Alaska (1869), 131

"len^'^a^iiihcal, of the of Rroiomontanus,
USW LIU lull

cmiphcatil, operation of, .178; ox- Kainak, Lg,pt, winged globe, 85

periiiients^wilh aidomat.^ 'fS,
.fir

,

view of automatic, 182, 186

Intaglios, ancient, 83

Intiameicuiian planets, 32; photog-

raphy of, 33
Iowa, eclipse (1869), 131, 132

Ipswich, England, 224

lieland(885), 102; (1652), 107

Iiis, eclipse of Apollonius, i 19

IsH I'A R, Babylonian Ven us, 88

Italy, eclipse (1842), 1x6;

ni, 133; expedition fiom (1882),

144,145 ;
('8S3), >46; ('886), 149

Kearn'ey, eclipse (iSotlj ihi

Keeler, shadow bands (1889), 29,

spectrum of coiona, 69; eclipse

KELt^iNfioul (Ml W. Thomson),

thermal lacliation duiing eclipses, 57

Kent, conquest of, lox

I
Kentucky, eclipse (1869),

Kepler, solai piominences (1605},

34; coiona of 15^7 and lunar

atmospheie, 49 ;
eclipse (1140), 103 ,

eclipse piediction, I 95 )
^ 9^

Kerguelen Island, 225

Ketu, dragon in India, 81

Kew photo-heliogiaph, 128

Khedive of Egypt, i 44 _

Kinderhook, eclipse (1806), 115

Janesville, Iowa (1809), 132 tctkc eclinse (1803), i 59 >
100

Janssen, Erst sees prominences m I King, eclipse 093;,
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KiRCunoFF’ssoIai spectrum scale, 54
Klipfontein, Namaqiialand, 137
Knipfing, Japan metemologist, 210

Knobel, drawing of Jiipitei, 5

Kohklux, Alaska (1869), ^ 3 ^

Konigsbeig, eclipse (1836), 12
,

(1851), 120; Ob.seivatory 224
Konkoly, piominences at llereny,

45 ,
Hunmehphotografhie^ 79

Kiasnoiarsk, Sibeiia (i 88 7), 67, 152
Kromatah, 13S

Kiiioiso, Japan (18S7), 24, 152

Kutczycki, eclipse (1850), 119

L

La Baume Pluvinel, Comte Df,
eclipse (1SS7), 151; (iS 89<^), ^95

(1893), 78, 158, 162

Labiador (i860), 125
, (1905), 216, 223

La Cantabna, Spam (i860), 51

La Grange, catculatmg eclipses, 196
La Guaidia, Spain (i860), 210
La Hire, theoiy 01 eclipses, 196
Lake House, Pike’s Peak, 140
Lalande, eclipse refeiences, 106;

calculating eclipses, 196, 197
Lambert, calculating eclipses, 196
Lammas, eclipse (1133), 103
Lancaster {see Houzeau)
Lane, eclipse (1869), 132
Lang, eclipse (1893), 161

Langley, iv
;
desciiption of totality,

22 ;
lunai shadow from Pike’s Peak,

31 ;
thickness of chiomospheie, 39;

prominences and auroias, 40; The
New Astronomy^^ iv, 47, 51, 78;
coiona after totality,

^
i

,
siipeuoiity

of the camel a, 51 ;
discoveiy of co-

ronal stieameis (1878), “59,60, 87;
eclipse (1869), 131 ; (1878), 140

Lapis-lazuli, caivecl cylindeis of, 85
Laplace, quotation fiom, 48; ob-

seivations of Ebn-Jounis, 102

Laussa of Asia Minoi, 97
Lassaletta, coiona (1870), 62
Lass ELL, piominences, 36; (1851), 120

l.AUGiLR, eclipse (1842), 116
Lawrance (18S2 and 1S83), *45
Lkadbetter, Treatise of Eclipses^

196; Uranoscopta^ 196
Ledger, The Sun^ 59
Ledo, Cape (1S89 157) 187. 189

Lee, Arabian astronomical tables, 192

Legion of Ilonoi, 224, 226
Le Monnier, theoiy of eclipses, 196

Leovitius, eclipse (1544), 107

Lk Tellier manuscript, 105

Le V'errier, mtiameiciuian planets,

32 ,
solar envelope, 39

Lexell, calculating eclipses, 196
Liais, eclipse (1858) and coiona, 124

Libbev, eclipse (18S7),

Libia, Chinese asteiism Fang in, 91

Lick Obseivatoiy paity (i889(r/), 67,

155; (1889^), 156; (1893), 52, ^57
Lilienthal, Schroeter at, 225

Lilia Edet, Sweden (1851), 120, 122

Lincoln, Eng., annular (1858), 12

Lincoln galley, eclipse (1780), 113

Lindlmann, Pulkovva Calalogus

Libioiiim^ 143
Lindsay, Loid, eclipse (1871), 59,

136 ;
pliotograph coi ona ( 1 8 7 1 ) ,

136

Lion hunt, Ilittite, 86
Lipetsk, eclipse (1S42), 117
Littrow, piominences, 35 ; (1842),

117, calculating eclipses, 197
Liveipool Astron Society, 226
Loanda, Angola (1889 <5 ), 1S7

Lockver, Flench medal, 39; Con-
tributions to Solar Physics^ 47

;

The Chemi<itry of the Sun^ 47, 78 ;

caily astronomical instiuments, 99 ,

eclipse (1871), 136; (1882), 145
Logiono, Spain (1860), 210
Lohse, observations of piominences,

47 ;
coiona without eclipse, 79

Loire, 135
London, 8, 223 ;

daylight photographs
of corona ( I S<\3), 73 ;

eclipse (1715),
no; 1 emote futuic eclipse, 217

Lorenzoni, eclipse (1870), 134
Loss of the Bai l of Abeigavcnny^

122

Louis of Havana, death, ror, 102

Louville, piominences (1715), 34
Lu, Chinese pimcipality, 91
Lubbock, calculating eclipses, 197
Lucasian Professor, Cambridge, 224
Lukens, and Ritteniiouse, 112

Lunar theoiy, 200, 224
Lupus, Chinese asterism Fang in, 91

Luther, biith of, ro6
Luxor, Egypt, winged globe, 85
Luzon, eclipse (1955), 218, 223
Lydians, battle ai rested by eclipse, 95
Lynn, on ancient eclipses, 96, 97;

(1133), 103
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M
Maclaurin, anmilai (1737)? 26, 34
Maclkar, eclipse (1871), 136

McLeod, drawing corona (1869), 53
McNeill, eclipse (1887), 151

Madagabcai, 14, 15, 225
Macliid, eclipse (i860), 125

Mafdler, eclipse (i860), 128

Magna Chaita, eclipse (1230), 104
Magnets, Earth and Sim great, 70
Malabar (1843), ^ ^9 > (1^71)? L36
Malay Peninsula, eclipse (1868), 129 ;

(1901), 19^
Manchester, England, 134
Manila, expedition froni (1868), 129
Manitoba (1889 <2), 67, 153, 167, 171
Maiqiiesas Islands (1S83), 146
Mais, opposition of 1877, 212

Marseilles, eclipse (1842), 116

Massachusetts, eclipse (1778), ri2

Mass. Institute of Technology, 133
Mastote Bay, Angola, 18 x

Mattoon, Illinois (1869), 132
Maunder (18S6), 42, 65, 66, 149;

Llfc-history of Eclifse, 194
Mauvais, piotubeiances, 35
Mayer, A. M., eclipse (1869), 133
Mayer, T., theoiy of eclipses, 196
Mhaftique Celeste^ 116
Mechanical movements, 183
Medcs, battle ai rested by eclipse of

Thales, 95, 96; at Larissa, 97
Meditenanean, eclipse (1870), 134
Mendeleef, and balloon (1887), ^53
Men of-war( 1889 ^), WestAfiica, 179
Meicury, tiansit of, iii

Mhrz-Clark objective, 18S
Meteoiic mattei and coiona, 55, 74
Meteorogiaph, Slcchi,226
Meteoiology of eclipses, 203, 205
Mexico (1900), 173; (1923), 216, 223
Middletown, Connecticut,' 133
Mikado, the, 210
Miletus, ancl Thales, 96
Milledgeville, Geoigia (1S34), 116
Millosevicii, 92
Milton, 39; ‘ As when the Sun, new

risen,’ 100; Paiaihse Lost^ 109
Mina Aiis, Chile, eclipse (1893), *5^
Mina Bionces, Chile (1S93), 159, 160
Minden, Bessel’s biithplace, 224
Minton, manager Illustrated Amer-

ican
^ 167

Mnanda de Ebro, Spain (i860), 128

Mirk Monday, eclipse (1652), T07
Mississippi River, tutuie eclipses, 217
Mitchell, eclipse (1869), ^33
Moesta (1853), 122; corona of, 124

Mohammed Abibeker Al Farsi,
Tables of, 192

Moigno, Vie de Plrc Sfcciii, 226

Mongolian myth about Arakho, 82

Montana, eclipse (1S89 fz), 133, i7f
Monuments, ancient, S3

;
at El-FlalCin-

Piifiai, 86
Moon, atinospheie of, 137, i,j5

connection with inner corona, 70
Greenwich observations of, 22^
motion of, from old eclipses, 9^

and tables ot the, 200

mountains on, height of, 115
negative shadow of, 12

position from eclipses, 107, 117
shadow of, appioach, 2 t, 29,

[

122, 159, 16^, 170

j

color of, 30
length of^ TO

shadow, on Eaith,/ri7/^A, 166

telegraphing ahead of, 166, 168,

172
Morton, (1869), 133 ;

(187S), 63, xqi

Moscow, 151
Mount Pleasant, Iowa (1869), HS
Mounting tor automatic instiuments

(i88g^), 180
Movements, mechanical, 183 ;

auto-

matic, key to, 1S8
Mullfr, eclipse (1887), 151
Murray, eclipse (1869), 132
Myer, eclipse (1869), 27, 133, 140
Mysticism and eaily astronomy, 89

N
NaEagawa, eclipse (18S7), 152
Namaqualand, eclipse (1874),
Napoleon the Third, 226
Naiiatives of expeditions, 212
Nasmyth, suggestion legaiding pro-

minences without eclipse, 36
Nasu-take, Japanese volcano, 23
National Academy of Sciences, 146

Nautical Almanac, eclipse elements,

201

Nautical Almanac Office, 132
Navy, U. S., Sccietary of the, eclipse

(1869)5X33; officeis of the (1889 1!)),

180

Nelson, New Zealand (1885), 148
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Nevada (1889 a)^ 153
New England (1925), 216, 223
New Years’ day eclipse (1889 a)^ 153,

166 ; map of, 171
New York City, 8, 168, 169, 170, 172
New Zealand, 15 ;

eclipse (18S5), 148
Newberry Library, Chicago, iii

Newcomb, coronal streamers (187S),

59 ) 87, 140
corrections to Hansen, 200—— discussion of eclipses, 102

intrainercurian planets, 32
eclipse of Xenophon, 97 ;

of

(1S60), 125; (1869), 132; (1S70),

134; (1878), 161, 165
lunar eclipses of Almagest 94
mediaeval and later eclipses, 106

recurrence of solar eclipses, 193
Tables of Solar Eclipses^ 199

Newton, H. A., meteors and outer

corona, 74
Newton, Sir Isaac, 224
Nice, observatory at, 144
Nicholas, Emperor of Russia, 224
Nicolai, annular eclipse (1820), 12

Nicollet, eclipse (1S34), 116

Niesten, eclipse (1S87), 67, 152;
photographs corona (1S87), 151

Niigata, Japan (18S7), 67, 152, 207
Nikko, Japan, 207
Nile, eclipse (1882), 143, 145
Nilgherries, India (i 87 1), 136
NimrCid, ancient Larissa, 97
Nineveh, slabs, 93 ;

b. c. 763, 93
Nipher, corona, 78
Noah, in symbol of Sun-god, 89
Nobile, eclipse (1870), 134
Nodes, astrological names of, 81

of lunar orbit, 193
North America (i860), 124; (iS69),i3i

North Carolina, eclipse (1S69), 131
North Dakota (1889^?), 153, 172
Northumberland (1927), 217, 223
Norway, eclipse (1851), 122, 123;

(1896), 213; (1927), 217
Nova Zembla, eclipse (1896), 213, 214
Nuremberg (14S5), 106; (1706), 109

O

Ogawa, eclipse (1887), 152
Ogdensburg, annular (1854), 12

Olaf, King of Norway, 49
Olmos, Peru, eclipse (1858), 122

Olympia, foot-race by Chorebos, 91
Olympiads, origin of, 91
Omens, by Sargon I, 89
Ophiuchus, Chinese asterisin in, 91
Oppolzer, eclipse of Archilochus,

92; (1868), 130; Canon der Fin-
sternisse, 199; SyzygienAafeln,

199; erroneous eclipse charts, 199;
remote future eclipses, 217

Oran, Algeria (1870), 135, 212

Oregon, eclipse (1918), 216, 223; 217
Organ, automatic, 185
Orient, early peoples of, 106

Orkney, King PIaco at, 10

Ottumwa, Illinois (1869), 27
Oudemans, eclipse (1S68), 130

Oyama, Count, Japan, 210

P

Pacific Ocean (1883), 146; (18S9 n),

166; Moon’s shadow upon, 170

Pacific States, eclipse (1S60), 124

Palermo, 152
Palestine, eclipse in, 93
Palisa, intramerciirian planet, 33
Papal States, survey of, 226
Pard Cum, eclipse (1893), ^ 57 :

Paradise Losi^ 109
Paraguay, eclipse (1893), 205
Paranagua, eclipse (1858), 124
Paris, Academy of Sciences, 39, 226

National Library, 105
under siege (1870), 135; Obser-

vatory, 158
Parratt, eclipse (1S43), 119
Pasteur, eclipse (1893), 162

Paul, Saint, Conversion of, 104
Paul, Pope, death of, 107
Pavia, eclipse (1842), 117
I^ayne, Editor Astronomy and

Ash'o-P/iysicSy iv

Payson, Phillips, rii

Peirce, C. S. (1869), 41, 131
Pelopii>as, eclipse b. c. 36'4, 98
Peloponnesian War, 98
Pemberton, eclipse (18S7), 152
Penobscot, expedition (1780) to, 112

Penrose, calculating eclipses, 197
Pensacola^ U.S.S., African expedi-

tion (1889 179, 180, 187
Periodicity of corona, with sun-spots,

6i, 67 ;
witli time of the year, 68

Perpignan, eclipse (1842), 35, ri6
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Perry, prominences at Stonyhurst,

44; eclipse (1886), 65, 149; ^ 7 ^’

I?;; (i8‘s9^),69, xS^v'S?!

k 6; biographic sketch, 225

Persia, eclipse (i 9H)j 210,223

83* vague early history, 89 j
at

P^recV/e (,858). x.^; Boyden

xS; int.-a.«erc„-

rian planets, 32

Petit, changes in prominences, 35

Petrovsk, Russia (1887), ly
Pharaoh, Bed at Phil®, 83, 85

Philadelphia (1806 and 1834), no
Philze, Pharaoh’s Bed at, 83, 85

Philostratus, 49, 82, 1 19

Phoenicians, Sun-god, 82, 83, 89

Photographic plates, changing, 178

Photography of eclipses, 78; auto-

matically, i74i t86; obstacles, i 77 i

183; of prominences, 45, 46, 47

Photo-heliograph, Japan (1S87), 177

Pickering, E. C., measures light of

corona (1S70), 56; eclipse (1869),

133; photographing the corona, 133

Pickering, W. H., shadow bands

(1886), 29; intramercurian planet,

33 ;
brightness of corona, 56 ;

eclipse

(i886), 78, 149; corona without

eclipse, 79; drawing of corona

(1886), 150; (1889^), 154, 170,

172; (1893), 157,

Piets, the, 101

Pike’s Peak, eclipse (1878), i, 140;

approach of Moon’s shadow, 31

;

Langley’s corona (187S), 59? 60,

87, 88; Hale on, 73
PiNGRii, list of Chinese eclipses, 91

;

VArt lie Verifier les Dates^ 97 ;

theory of eclipses, 196

Pittsburgh, 152

Pius IX, Pope, 226

Planets, intramercurian, 32, 33 ;
in-

fluence on corona, 72; visible during

eclipse (1893), 160; (1896), 215;

Greenwich observations ot, 224

Plantade, corona (1706), 50

PlantAMOUR, eclipse (i860), 128

Plassmann, early corona, 50

Plate-holders, automatic, 183, 184

Pliny, eclipse of Thales, 96

Plover Bay, 132

Pluniian Professor, Cambridge, 224
Plutarch mentions corona, 49, 82
I^neumatic commutator, 1 83 ;

de-

scription of, 185; view of, 186;
operation of, 187, 190; control-

sheet of, 188
Pobes, Spain. (iS6o), 127
PoGSON_, eclipse (1S6S), 130
Poison, ill Japanese wells in eclipses,

82
Polariscope and the corona, 63, 76,

133, 188
Pole, corona seen after totality, 51
PoNiTiCOULANT, motiou of Moon,

200
Poole’s Index to Periodical Litera-

ture^ 46
Porphyry, catalogue of eclipses, 93
Portable house, Ducker, 182, 184
I*otsdam, 151
PouLAiN, eclipse (1861), 129
Powell, prominences without

eclipse, 36
Prague, Bohemia, Teynkirche at, 100

Prediction of eclipses, 195 ;
ancient

methods of, 192; approximate
methods, 199; accurate methods,

200, 202
Preston, eclipse (1883), 146
Prickly Point, Grenada (18S6), 73,

149
Princeton, 12, 125, 133, 151; observa-

tory at, 180
Proctor, on observing both corona
and prominences, 35 ;

solar ejec-

tions, 40; The Snn^ 47; Old and
New Astronomy^ 47, 78; early

astronomical instruments, 99
Prominence, ‘Great Horn’ (1868),

38; great (1S86), 42; eruptive

(1892), 42,44
Prominences and auroras, 40

and chromosphere, 45
chemical constitution of, 37
classification of, 40
colors of, 36, 40
description of, 35
down-rushes of cool material, 42
early observations of, 34
first recorded (1605), 3^4

light (1889 «) strongly actinic, 42

outline of observations of, 46
photographed by Hale, 45, 4^
proved solar in origin (i860), 37
spectrum of (1875), 139
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Prominences, theory of viewing in
full sunlight, 38

visible in annular eclipses, ‘?4

white, 41
without eclipse, 42, 44

Protuberances (see Prominences)
Providence, R. 1., 151, 154
Prussia, 224, 225
Ptolemy, early eclipses, 94, 100;

predicting eclipses, 192
PUCHSTEIN, liittite winged disk, 86
PuiSEux, eclipse (1882), 64, 144
Pulkowa, 1 51

PuPiN, electrical discharges, 72; co-
rona without eclipse, 79

PuRBACH, theory of eclipses, ig6
Pyrenees, eclipse (1842), 117

Q
Quebec, observatory at, 126
Quetelet, eclipse (1842), 1 17
Quissama tribe. West Africa, 189

R

Rabelais, birth of, 106
Rahu, Indian dragon, 81
Ranyard, summary of minor phe-
nomena of total eclipse, 31 ; height
of coronium, 55 ; brightness of co-
rona, 57; temperature of corona,
58; corona (1871), 59; variation
of corona with sun-spots, 67 ;

sum-
mary of eclipses, 77 ;

corona (1871),
and comet, 136; eclipse (1878), 141

Raphael, birth of, 106
Rawlins, Wyoming (1S78), 63, 140
Rayet, eclipse (1868), 38, 13^0
Reckoning of years b. c., 90
Recurrence of eclipses, 191
Reggio, Emilia, 226
ReCxIOMONTANUS, 106
Renwick, 112
Reporting observations (1889 a), 167,

170,172
Repulsion, solar, and corona, 74
Respighi, solar prominences, 40 ;

at
Rome, 44 ;

eclipse (1871), 136
Reversing layer, discovery of (1870),

135; confirmed (1874), 137; 20
photographic lines (1893), i59

Reversing-layer spectroscope, 188

Reynolds, corona an electric phe-
nomenon, 71

Riccioli, eclipse (1140}, 103
Ricc6, prominences at Palw’mo, 44;
corona without eclipse, 79 ;

eclipse
(1S87), 152

Rjchard the Third (1485), 106
Riffelberg, attempted photographs of

corona, 73
Rittenhouse, no, in, 112
Rivabellosa, Spain (i860), 37, 128
Robinson, eclipse (1851), "120

Rochester, 32, i8o
Rockwell, eclipse (1883),
Rocky Mountains, eclipse (1S7S), 139
Roemer, planisphere for eclipses, 6
Roman College, 44, 226
Rome, founding of, 93 ; 144, 151, 152,

225, 226
Romulus, eclipse at death of, 94
Ronaldsvoe, Orkney, 10
Ross lens, 18S
Rotch (1887), 151; (1889^1), 154;

„ (1893), '.58

Royal Institution, 136, 225
Royal Observatory, 224
Rshev, eclipse (18S7), ni
Rudolphine Tables by Kjepler, 195
Russia, eclipse (1S42), 116; (1887),

29, 153; (1907), 216, 223;
Emperor of, 224

Rutland, Vermont (1806), n6

SaegmOller, Washington, 180
Sahara (1893), 205 ; (1973), 218, 223
St Elias, Mount (1869), 130
St John, island of (1780), 1x4
St Lawrence, (17S0), 114
Si Nicholas^ iv

St Petersburg, 151
Saktsche Gozii, winged disk at, 86
Saladin, eclipse (1187), 104
Salamis, battle of, 97
Salem, eclipse (1S06), 116
Sahim River, eclipse (1893), ^5^5
Samson, Hebrew for Sun, 89
Sanctuary, at Edfou, S3, 84
Sandan, Cilician Baal, 89
San Francisco, 156, 169, 216
Sanjo, Japan (1887), 152
Santa Lucia Mountain (1880), 142
Santa Marina, Spain (i860), 51
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Santiago, Chile 122 ;
(1867), 129

Santini (1S42), 1 17 ;
(1870). '34

Sargon 1
,
King of Agade, hg

Saros, period of eclipses, 96, 192

Saskatchewan, eclipse^ (ib6o), 125

Savidoro, Russia (1807)5 ^ 5 ^

Saxon Chronicle^ rhe^\oi\ (1140)5103

Saxons, East and West, loi

Saxony and Charlemagne, 102

SCHAEBERLE, eclipse (1889/O, 69,

156; predicted corona, 745

chanical theory of corona, 74, 78;

photograph (1893) corona, 75, 160;

der Ge-

stirno, 47;
Schipulino, Russia (1887), 15^

.

ScHJELLERUP, discussion of Chinese

eclipses, 91, 94
Schmidt, eclipse (968) Corfu, 49

SCHRAM, 199
ScHROEDER, objective, 188

SCHROETER, at Lilienthal, 225

Schumacher, eclipse (1842), 117

Schuster, photographic spectra of

prominences (1875), 4 ^^ 5

graphs of coronal spectrum (1882),

64; (1886), 66, 67; electric dis-

charges, 76 ;
corona, 70 ;

eclipse

(1875)5 1385 1395 (1882), 143, 144;

(1886), 149 . _ .

Scorpio, Chinese asterism Fang in, 90

Scotland, 10, 27 ;
eclipse (S85), 102 ;

(1433)5 104; (i598)5,.io 7; (1652),

107; remote future eclipse, 107, 217

ScuDDERj eclipse (i860), 125

Seals, ancient, 83
Searle, a., eclipse (1869), 131

Searle, G. M., eclipse (1869), 131

Secchi, at Desierto de las Palmas,

37; continuous solar envelope, 39;

portrait, 43 ;
prominences at Rome,

44; papers on prominences, 46; Le

Soleil, 47, 775 226 ;
eclipse (1851),

120
;
(1S60), 128 ; (1870), 134 ;

head

of comet of 1S61, 148 5
biographic

sketch, 226

Segner, mechanical eclipse,^ 6

Semitic religions, basis of, 88

Sendall, Sir Walter, 149

Seneca, comet and total eclipse, loi

Senegal. Africa, eclipse (tS6i), 129;

(1893), 5^5 6^9, 158, 162, 205

Senior Wrangler, 224

Separation, Wyoming (1S78), 32, 140

Series of eclipses, progression of, 194
Seupieri, eclipse (1870), 134
Shackleton, eclipse (1893), 161
Shadow and track, stations at both

ends, 165
Shadow bands, 21, 27 ; (1870) on

Italian dwelling, 28 ;
breadth and

velocity of, 28 ;
origin of, 28, 29;

(1893)5 159
Shadow path, charting, 201

Shakespeare, ‘ Roses have thorns,’

18 ; 107 ;
‘ Come like shadows,’ 143 ;

‘ As doth the blushing discontented

Sim,’ 174
Shalek, prominences (1869), 41

J

eclipse (1869), 131

ShamASH, Sun-god, 88

Shelbyville, Kentucky (1869), ^ 3 ^

Shem, in symbol of Sun-god, 89
Shepherd Kings, 89
Shi-king^ Chinese eclipse in, 91

Shirakawa, Japan, 152, 177, 209
Shoguns, stronghold of, 210

Shrine, in sanctuary at Edfou, 83, 84
S/m-kzng, earliest record of eclipse

in the, 90
Siam, eclipse (1S75), 41, 138; King

of, 138; eclipse (1955), 218, 223
Siberia, eclipse (1887), 151, 152 ;

(1896), 213, 214 *

Sicily, eclipse (1870), 134
SiDGREAVES, Stoiiyliurst, 44
SiDi Nouman, stories of, 102

Simplicius, catalogue of eclipses, 93
Sippara, Sun-god of, 88

Sivan, eclipse in month of, 93
Skaane, birthplace of Tycho, ioo

Smith, G., The Assy7'ian Eponym
Canon^ 93

Smith, —
,
and Rittenhouse, 112

Smyth, prominences without eclipse,

36; eclipse ( 1 85 1 ), 120, 122; sketch

of cloudy eclipse, 123; description

of eclipse, 174, I 75

Snell, story relating to corona, 48

Society Spettroscopisti Italiani, 226

Sohag, eclipse (1882), 145
Somali, eclipse (1973)5 218, 223

Sorcery, Moon influenced by, 81

SoucHON, calculating eclipses, 197

South Africa, 137, 139
South America (1865 and 1S67), 129 ;

(1889^), 155; (1893), 205 ;
(1912,

1916, and 1919), 216, 223

South Carolina, eclipse (2017), 217

16
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Southerland, eclipse (1SS7), 152
Southern States, eclipse (1778), 112;

(1S34), u6; (1900), 216, 223
Spain (i860), 125, 126, 127; (1870),

135; (1900)) 52, 173; repeated
eclipses in, 194; (1905), 216, 223

Spanish Armada, destruction of, 107
Sparks, Jared, Library of Amer-

ican Biography, 112
Sparta, and Athens, 98
Spectro-heliograph, Hale’s, 46
Spectroscope, in observation of promi-

nences, 38, 42, 46, 129; of the
corona, 54, 55, 58, 63, 64, 69, 76,

137, 144, 145, 159, 162; multiple,

for corona, 175; reversing layer,

159, 188

Spectrum analysis, bibliographies, 47
Spectrum of tlie corona (see Corona)
Specnlmn Mimdi, eclipse (1724), no
Spencer, objective, 188
Sporer, eclipse (1868), 130
Stannyan, prominences (1706), 34
Stars visible during eclipse (1S96), 215
Stations for observing eclipses, select-

ing, 202
;

meteorology of, 205 ;

health of, 206; accessibility of, 206;
other considerations, 206

Steilacoom, Washington, 125
Stephan, eclipse (1 868), 38, 130
STiiRRKTT, photographs "monument

^

at Kl-Flatun-Puilar, 86
Stiklastacl, battle of (1030), 49, 103
Stockwell, ancient "eclipses, 98

;

eclipse (1869), 133
Stoddard, composite of corona

(1889 r^), 1C5

Stone, E. height of coronium
(1874), 54; eclipse (1874), 137, 138

Stone Pasha, 145
Stonyhiirst, 44, 151, 156, 225
Streamers, ecliptic, of the corona, 59,

60, 67, 87
Struve, 0 ., eclipse (1842), 117;

(1851), 120; (i860), 12S; Cata-
log'us Librormn, 197

Stu KELY, eclipse of Thales, 94 ;
of

(1724), no
Suez, 138, 139; governor of, 144
Sulitjelma, Mount, Norway, 214
Sumatra, eclipse (1901), 216, 223
Sun, axis of, 70 ;

magnetic poles of, 70,

71 ;
‘eating of the,’ 80

;
swooning

of, 80 ;
worship of, 82, 83 ;

physics
of, and eclipses, 117; ‘ very sick and

going to bed,’ 13 1 ;
parallax of

(Gill), 212
Sun-god, representation of, 82, 83,

84, 85, 86, 88; Shamash, 88; of

Sippara, 88
Sun-spots, corona varies with, 61, 67
Superga, the, Turin, 29, 117
Surya Sidd’hanta, 17
Sweden, eclipse (1733), no; (1851),

^
120; (1896), 213; (1927), 217 ; 224

SvviFT, intramercurian planets, 32

;

eclipse (1S69), 132
Syracuse, eclipse (1870), 134

Tablets, ancient, 83 ;
Hittite, 86

;

Assyrian Eponym, 93 ;
discovered

by Calusthenks, 93
Tabulcc jRt'gmnontame', 225
Tacchini, prominences and elec-

tricity, 40 ;

‘ white prominences,’

41 ;
at Rome, 44 ;

papers on promi-
nences, 47 ;

spectrum of corona and
prominences (1882), 64; (1870),

134; (1875), 1391 (^882), i 44>i 45 ;

(1886), 65, 149; (1887), 152; vari-

ous expeditions, 153
Tammuz, Babylonian Baal, 89
Tannery, Astronomic Anciemie, 192
Tarrytown, New York, 146
Tasimeter, Edison's, 58
Tay-Rang-Kien, earliest recorded

eclipse visible at, 90
Taylor, eclipse photography, 78

;

(1889

(

5
), i;7; (1893), 158, 161

lelegraph, electric, use m eclipses,

164 ;
in future eclipses, 173

Telescope, first eclipse seen with

(1612), 107
Tempel, sketch corona (i860), 126
Tennant, colors of prominences, 41

;

eclipse (i860), 55 ; (1868), 40, 130;
(1871), 58, 136“

Icnnessee, eclipse (1869), 132
Tennyson, ‘As when th'e Sun, a

crescent of eclipse,’ i

Terao, eclipse (1887), ES®
Texas, eclipse (1S78), i’65

; (1900),

173 ; (2024), 217
Teynkirche at Prague, 100
Thales, eclipse of, 94, 95, 96 ;

and
the Saros, 192

Thasos, eclipse of Archilochus, 92
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Thebes, conflict with Sparta, 98

Thollon (1882), 64, 144, 1.15

Thollon spectroscope, 145
Thome, eclipse (1893), 157
Thomson, Sir W. {sec Kelvin)
Thorpe, (1893), 158, 161

Thuillier, a., corona (1870), 134
Thuillier, E., corona (1870), 62

Tigris, Larissa on, 97
Tobin, eclipse (18S9/O, iSo

Todd, 13 . F., corona without eclipse,

73; structure of corona, 78; (1878),

165; (1887), 52,132; (1889 «), 155,

169, 172 ; (1889/0,
telegraph and eclipses, 165, 166;
automatic photography, 176; me-
teorology of eclipse ( 1893), 205

Todd, M. L., composite 'drawing of

corona (1S89 a), 67, 68, 88
Tokyd, Japan, 152, 209
Tomkyns, Chaplain, 109
Tong, Prince, corona (1875), ^^39

Torquemada, 106
Totality, irregularity in approach of,

23; double observation of, 31, 117;
charting belt of, 201; maximum in

future eclipses, 218
Toulon, eclipse (1842), m 6
Tracker, pneumatic apparatus, 1 85
Tracy, Secretary of the Navy, 180

Trent, Council of, 107
TriIpied, eclipse (1882), 64, 144, 145
Tropics, Caught in the, Frown, 153
Trou d’Ulloa, I n
Trouvelot, intramercurian jilanet,

33; prominences, 42, 44; sketch
and description of corona (1878),
61

;
corona without eclipse, 79

;

ct)roiui (1883), 146, 147
Tsin-Chi Ihw\N(i"'ri, 92
Tucicerman, lnbliograi)hy, 47
Tucuman, eclipse (>893) at, 206
Tupman, eclipse (1870), 134
Turin, ecli])se (1842X 29, I'l;

Turner, eclipse (188O), r4<}; (1887),
151; notes on eclipses, 152;
(i889<r), 155 ;

(i88()/>), 137
Tyaiui, Apom.onius of, 49, 119
Tyndall, eclipse (1S70), 135, 21a

U

Ulloa, prominences (1778), 34; mo-
tion of corona, 50

;
(i 778), \ n, na

Ulysses, 174
United States (1878), 139; (1889^?).

1531 (1900 and 1918), 216, 223;
remote future eclipses 111,217; ex-

pedition to West Africa (1889/^),

*49) * 57 )
Naval Observatory, 180

Uptun, shadow bands, 29;

146; (1887), 151 ;
(1889 «), *54'

V

Vadsd, Norway (iS(/)), 214,

Valencia, eclipse (i86u), 125
Vallenar, Chile, eclipse (1893), 158
Valparaiso, Chile, eclipse (1893)) *58
Valve system, piieumalic, 178,' 185
Valz, eclipse (*842), 1 1()

Van Vleck, eclipse (1869), 133
Varaiiger Fjord, Norway (1896), 214
Venable, eclipse (1860), 125
Veneziani, meclianical eclipse, 6
Venezuela, 8

Venus, Babylonian, 88
Venus, transits of, 225
Verdun, treaty of, 102

Viatka, Russia (1887), 152
Vienna, eclipse (1842), I’ly

ViLASIiCA, corona 1 1842), 53
Villakceau, eclipse (1800), 128
Virginia, eclipse (i86(>), 133
VciGHL, M. C., Populiirc AstroHomk^

47
Vogel, II. W,, ecliiise (186S), 130;

‘A <;5yi (liJH-), i5‘

'

Vu’-ktug^ Chinese canonical book, 91
Vulcan, intramercurian planet, 32, ”33

Vumpurthy, India (1868), 129

W
Wadiin-Kalahomk, 138
Wales, Prince of, 224

'

Walker, Admiral, 180
Walter, eclipse (*88o), 150
Waltheuus, tlieory ol eclipses, kjP
Wahi), archaiological relerencos, v;

Uittite momuncnl, 8(>

Washington, 134, 180; (.>024),

Wasfungton 'rerritory (18(10), 125
Waterhouse, eclijise (187s), no
Watson, intramercurian plaiu'tsj p;;

eclipse (1869), *33
Watt’s nidltot/u\a Hritaunica

,
njy
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Werber, ‘luminous drops,’ 13,
eclipse (1791), 114

Weiss, eclipse (186S), 130
Wells, coveied duiing eclipses, 82
Wesley, corona (1871), 59; (1883),

65; (i886), 66; coiona, 78; diaV
mg of coiona (1882), 143; eclipse

(1889 ^), 157;’ corona (1893), 161
WfiST, Benjamw, in
West Indies, eclipse (18S6), 65, 149
Western Union Telegiaph Com-

pany, 165, 169
Wha-Tonnc, India (1868), 38, 129
Whipple, eclipse (1S69), 131
White Top Mountain (1869), 133, 140
WlGGLESWORTII, eclipsC (1780}, 11*1

Willard,)., hi
; (1780), 114

Williams,
J., eaily eclipse in China

90
W 1 lliAMS, S., ( 1 778), 1 1 2 ;

Penobscot
expedition (1780), 112, 114

Williams, S. W., on cloudy eclipse

in China, 80 ;
600 Chinese eclipses,

93 ;
eclipse tablets, 94

Willows, Cal. (1889^:), 154, i66, 167,

169, 170, 172
Wind duiing eclipse (1889 n'), 154
Winged solar disk, symbol of Sun-god,

82, S3, 86 ;
origin of wings, 87

WiNLOCK, )., solar piominences, 47;
pliotogiaphs of coiona (1869), 131

WiNLOCK, \V. C., summaiies, 77
Winnecke, lunar^ shadow, 30; co-

rona befoie totality, 51 ;
(i860), 128

Winnijl^co Coimtry^ Scudder, 125
Wibsokotsky, Russia (18S7), 151
Wolf, I/amilmc/i tier AsHronomte,

192
Wollaston, eclipse (1827), t6
Woods, (1882 and 1883)% 65, 145,

146; coiona without eclipse, 73, 79
WooLiiousE, 197, 201

Worcester, Antiquarian Society, ri6
Woild’s P'air, 1893, 120

Wright, A. W^.j^polaiization of co-

rona (1878), 63; corona without
eclipse, 73

Wright, eclipse (1780), 114

Wyberd, rotary motion of cotoiia, 50
Wylie, list of eclipses, 92
Wyoming, eclipse (1878), T40, 165

X

Xenophon, eclipse b. c. 557, 97
Xerxes, eclipse of, 97

Y

Yale Univeisity, 180
Yao, death of, 94
‘ Yarmouth-) ebouge-IIarboiir ’ (1780),

114
Yates, A. R., U. S. Navy, Com’dg
U. S. S. Peinsaca/a, 180

Yates, E. H., Ceiebnties at Home^
224

Yellowstone, eclipses in the. 8, 194
Vesso, )apan, eclipse (1896), 213, 214
Young, coiona, oiigin of, 53

theoiics of, 77
without eclipse, 79

discovers coronuim, 54, 133
eclipse (1869), 132; (187SJ, 14 1;

(1S83), 146! (1887), 52, 15

1

prominence, height of, 40
first photograph of, 46

‘ reversing layer ’ discovered,

(1870), 135, 159
shadows of celestial bodies, 4
spectioscopic contacts, 17, 133
spectium of chi omosplierc, So
The Sun, 47, 77, 136

Zech, discussion of eclipses, 04
Zeus, tin ns mid-day into ni|tnt, 92
Zodiacal light, connection with outer

corona, 70 ;
of 1509, 105

Z 5 L L N E R, prominences, 47 ;
ma^-

'

netic polos of Sun, 70 ;
corona and,

comets, 71


